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Abstract 
Due to the enduring positivist assumptions underpinning them, coach education 
programs typically have overlooked the importance of experience as a powerful 
influence for developing as a sports coach. Despite growing recognition of the links 
between past experience and current coaching pedagogy, little empirical research has 
focused precisely on how lived experience influences coaching beliefs or practices. 
Using a constructivist grounded theory methodology, this study investigated the 
influence of culture on coaching beliefs and how these manifest in the discourse of 
coaching in a site-specific context. It further examined how beliefs of coaching develop 
from the experience of playing and coaching in three different countries.  
Interviews, completed with coaches in the highest levels of club competition in 
Australia, South Africa and New Zealand, provided the primary data source. Findings 
demonstrated that beliefs about coaching are profoundly shaped by participation in the 
practices of rugby as players, and then coaches, in local cultures. The results identified 
unique differences across the sites of study. These differences were intimately linked 
with the cultural context within which each coach learned to play and coach. Briefly, 
the Australian coaches valued decision-making and had strong views of rugby as 
entertainment; the South African coaches prioritised respect and authority; and the New 
Zealand coaches cherished humility and sense of belonging.  
Despite the unique characteristics of each of the coach’s beliefs, the notion of rugby as 
a vehicle for developing character, and teaching moral lessons rooted in the nineteenth 
century schools of the rising English middle classes, formed a powerful influence across 
all sites. The coaches’ localised beliefs interacted with, and were shaped by, the 
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remarkably resilient global discourse of the ‘amateur ideal’ and its associated values. 
Its influence was, however, distinct at each site.  
The findings indicated that coaches’ beliefs adapted to, and were moulded by, local 
cultural contexts and a broader national ethos resulting in discrete differences in each 
context. Moreover, this study identified the powerful influence of cultural context on 
coaches’ development of beliefs about coaching, while highlighting the complex and 
dynamic ways in which local and global cultures interact. As a result of these 
interactions, unique conditions are created, manifesting in individual discourse and 
beliefs about rugby coaching.  
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1. Introduction 
In September 2009, I returned to France after playing rugby in South Africa 
since Year 8. Rugby consumed most of my life. My identity was strongly shaped 
by rugby. At school the team was like my family and this would shape my future 
ambitions; I wanted to be a professional rugby player. But after seven years in 
South Africa, I had found myself playing for CSM Gennevilliers and coaching 
the u/9 and u/11’s at Clamart rugby club in France. I was struck by the 
difference of my experiences playing, and coaching, in South Africa and France. 
Not tactically or technically but rather at a deeper, philosophical level.  
In France it was not uncommon for club players to engage with the crowd. The 
crowd’s jubilations and taunts were sustained by gladiatorial liveliness from 
the players. This was new to me. The crowds I had played for in South Africa 
enjoyed a good game but we, as players, did not gesture to them to provide 
entertainment. As a player in France, the slight hint of an injury no matter how 
small became a signal to seek medical help, and to get treated accordingly. It 
was important to play hard but the physical limits of your body were always 
present. You had a team doctor and physiotherapist who treated the body. In 
contrast, in South Africa I remember feeling soft and effeminate as a player who 
suffered from injuries. I remember feeling that injuries were a sign of weakness 
or a frail body. I felt that I needed to ‘toughen up’. This weakness was to be 
shunned if not suppressed, or this was what I was led to believe.  
The importance of contact and physical force was a vivid distinction. In France, 
the coaches stressed playing with the ball; possession of the ball was to remain 
away from rucks or ‘up in the air’ and the result was a quick game. In South 
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Africa, we trained passages of play and set moves off rucks. The difference is 
significant because each tactic forces a style of play. One is based on keeping 
the ball moving and away from the contact point in order to be recycled, while 
the other confronts the opposition with strong running lines and physical force 
to get over the advantage line. As a result, not only did the training appropriate 
a style of play, for me it created a disposition towards playing that was markedly 
different. While in South Africa I felt fragile and physically inferior in the 
combative, physical priority placed on playing rugby, in France I felt physically 
equal, if not superior. I had survived in a context that thrived on the physical 
and now I was in France where it was not the primacy. This left me at odds 
initially. Not only did I have to learn new calls and new warm-up routines, I 
had to re-learn to play, to adapt to a different mindset on the game. I had to 
mould a new playing habitus1.  
Another distinction was the relationship players had with the coach. While I 
was playing club rugby in South Africa, respect was demanded. As players we 
would always refer to the coach as ‘oom’; a term that implies authority and 
respect. Not only did we call the coach by his first name in France, but we 
shared the communal shower, his naked body served to somehow put him on 
equal footing. Thinking of my experiences in South Africa, this would be 
unheard of. The coaches maintained an air of authority about them. I found it 
fascinating to see older players, in their thirties, calling the coach oom.  
                                                 
1 Habitus is more developed in the literature review. Nevertheless, Bourdieu’s (1984; 1986; 1992) use of 
habitus refers to dispositions and attitudes that become appropriated through the experience of, in this 
example, playing in particular contexts. In my experiences in South Africa, being a strong, composed 
and directive halfback was crucial. In France, distributing and risk-taking was more constitutive of what 
the coaches valued.     
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Later, once I was on the other side as a coach, my experiences of coaching had 
led me to think and feel that the team I was in charge of, and French rugby more 
generally, was ill-disciplined. In France I was struck by the chaos, lack of 
orderliness and the neglected set positional play. My experiences of playing in 
South Africa reflected in me values that discipline, order and structure were 
vitally important to success. As a player, we all had to wear the same uniforms, 
ensure our shoes were polished and our shirts tucked in. In France however, 
this social conformity is not as important.  
Unknowingly, I was used to the rituals from my initial experiences of rugby in 
South Africa. I thought they were the norm. So when I came back to play in 
France, after years of being impressed with rugby in South Africa, I started to 
question what I knew, and how I came to know it.  
As Bourdieu (1982) suggested, I had appropriated, adopted and invested in the life of 
being a rugby player, and all that that bears with it. These experiences would influence 
in me how to act, what to value and the dispositions these embodied in my rugby 
playing body. In short, things were very different but as this is not an auto/ethnographic 
study, these experiences do not form the core of the findings. Nonetheless, the lived 
experiences that have struck me, and remain with me, have figured in this research 
project.  
In considering this research project, the influence of the researcher must be appreciated, 
as the role of the researcher is at the core of the paradigm wars evident in postmodernist 
research (Howell, 2013). Such debate points to the legitimate knowledge forms 
underpinning the chosen field of inquiry. While the sports coaching domain has 
embraced interpretivist modes of discovery, they do not form the dominant view 
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(Nelson, Groom, & Potrac, 2014). As a result, coach education programs are argued to 
remain affiliated to traditional, objectivist views of learning, which have been suggested 
to not adequately explain how coaches develop into the coaches they are (Cushion, 
Armour & Jones, 2003; Jones, 2007a; Jones, Armour & Potrac, 2003). As a result, this 
study investigated the role of culture in developing coaching beliefs. Generating 
knowledge into socially transmitted beliefs required a research strategy within the 
interpretivist paradigm. This strategy allowed insights to be made clear and be 
integrated into the project. To do this, reflexivity is incited. Reflexive researchers make 
their contributions and their views clear, thereby promoting integrity and logic 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992).  
It was the initial juxtaposition created by playing and coaching in France and South 
Africa that provided insight into Cushion’s (2013) ‘cultural dilemma’. My lived 
experiences as a player and a coach led me to question whether there is a backdrop of 
social, historical and cultural influences that shape the beliefs coaches have on 
coaching, beyond their conscious understanding. As a result of these experiences, and 
the significant dearth of research on the influence of experience on coaching, the 
inception of this grounded theory inquiry fits current research agendas in coach 
development. The guiding research question was developed to answer these calls. It 
explored the influence culture has on coaching beliefs.  
1.1 Insights into coaching and their influence on identifying a 
research problem 
Within my eight years of coaching experience, I have coached across several 
different social and cultural backgrounds in South Africa, France and Australia. 
I have coached private lessons, in after school programs, school teams, junior and 
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senior club teams, high performance academies, in impoverished areas and for 
disability services. I have coached for English-medium schools, Afrikaans-medium 
schools, private fee paying schools, public non-fee paying schools, rural clubs, 
country clubs, rugby schools, universities and the disability service sector.  
By the time I had started my Master’s in France in 2010, I had strong ideas about 
coaching’s complex reality and the shortcomings of viewing coaching as passing 
on technocratic, bio-scientific knowledge. Throughout my Master’s degree I 
looked for answers by reading sociology and philosophy and tried to link these 
ideas to coaching. I began to reflect on my experiences and I started to see the 
links between what I valued as a coach and the influence from the cultural and 
social context in which I had learned to play, and coach, rugby. Moreover, I began 
to question the authority of the knowledge I had gained from these experiences as 
well as those espoused in coaching certificates, workshops, and higher education 
studies.  
While the training principles and biomechanics in the coach education courses I have 
attended in Australia, South Africa and France appeared to be sound, the pedagogical 
components were not a focus. The social and cultural foundations of coaching that 
created durable beliefs about ways to coach were not considered. The beliefs that I had 
of coaching, in a practical sense, were either well received or created tensions between 
me as the coach and the athletes’ perceptions of how to be coached. As a result, I felt 
coaching to be extremely varied, evolving and complex.  
There seemed to be something missing in coach education courses, in my higher 
education, and the coaching knowledge legitimised more broadly. The coaching 
literature I consulted seemed to centre on handbooks with a focus on skills (Denison, 
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2007; Gordon, 2009; Kidman & Hanrahan, 2011). I felt this was a systemic problem. 
Then early in 2011, the first concrete step towards the inception of this project occurred. 
I would meet my future supervisor. Reading on coach development confirmed my 
suspicions and identified a researchable problem. Identifying how experience 
influences coaching beliefs was neglected, which was surprising given the amount of 
research that suggested experience forms the most powerful of influences to developing 
coaching knowledge (see, Cushion & Jones, 2001; Cushion, Armour, & Jones, 2003; 
Cushion et al., 2010; Cushion, 2011; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Cushion & Partington, 
2014; Jones & Wallace, 2005; Jones, 2007a; Jones, Morgan, & Harris, 2012). To this 
end, coach development has become a problematic issue. The influx of social theory 
has created an avenue from which to conceptualise more deeply the influence of social 
and cultural learning on coaching beliefs. To date however, there remains a dearth of 
knowledge in this area making it a worthy matter to be studied.  
1.2  Research as an invested, personal engagement 
Campbell, Daft and Hulin (1982) claimed generating research questions is not merely 
a deductive, rational process because influences such as a researcher’s biography and 
experience with research often produce significant insights. This claim contradicts the 
positivist logic of the scientific method supported by objectivity. Certainly, Popper 
(1968) refuted notions of absolute truth and objectivity within the scientific method 
suggesting that “every discovery contains ‘an irrational element’, or ‘a creative 
intuition’” (p. 32). Advocates of constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) 
maintain that the researcher cannot be divorced from the research, as espoused by the 
traditional positivist paradigm of inquiry. The prior knowledge a researcher brings to 
the project may lead to significant findings, if this is made transparent and does not 
force unsubstantiated theory development. In social science research, the process of 
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examining oneself and the research relationship is better known as reflexivity (Howell, 
2013).  
1.3  The reflexive researcher 
The role of reflexivity within interpretivist research (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992; 
Mauthner & Doucet, 2003) has become an integral part of the research process. It has 
resulted from the inability to detach research from the world in which we live and the 
implications this has on the meanings and understandings we, as humans, bring to our 
world (Shaw, 2010). This idea of the socialised self was given due support by Cushion’s 
(2013) suggestions of a cultural dilemma. As a researcher and practitioner however, the 
challenge is to allow experiential insights to shape rather than force data construction 
within these assumptions, and through this process, acknowledge one’s bias. According 
to Brewer (2000), reflexivity is the act from which the social processes – historical, 
cultural and the like – influence data construction. In order for a researcher to unearth 
these processes a critical evaluation of the self is required (Howell, 2013).  
 I was once a hardened rugby player. I had been initiated to rugby in South 
Africa, a country which was not my birthplace but which I would call home for 
all of my teenage years. Within my time there, I learned to speak English, 
matriculated from Beaulieu College in Kyalami and had similar dreams to that 
of many other South African boys, to be a professional rugby player. I had 
pursued further study to graduate from the University of Zululand with a 
Bachelor of Arts in Sports Coaching, and I had amassed four years of coaching 
experience. Also though, I unknowingly appropriated the values and principles 
surrounding playing and coaching rugby. It was the juxtaposition of my 
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experiences that led to the realisation that I had appropriated values and beliefs 
about coaching linked to my past experiences. 
The insight that culture is a strong element in developing dispositions and beliefs on 
coaching was made possible by my experiences and thinking of coaching beyond a set 
of mechanistic, technocratic skills, as established earlier. Moreover, striking cultural 
differences led me to question the authority of my own coaching knowledge. In turn, 
this study focused on uncovering the ways culture shapes beliefs on coaching. This was 
executed by guiding the research question to an element of experience, culture. The 
researchable question for this inquiry was ‘how does culture influence the beliefs 
coaches have of their role’. Culture’s influence in shaping beliefs of coaching was 
explored in rugby union coaches across four distinct social contexts (Melbourne, 
Pretoria, Sydney and Hamilton), which traversed three distinct cultural contexts, 
namely Australia, South Africa and New Zealand.   
1.4  Understanding culture 
According to Geertz (1975), culture is socially constructed and enacted symbolically to 
mean “anything, in fact, that is disengaged from its mere actuality and used to impose 
meaning upon experience” (Geertz, 1975, p. 45). This meaning is constructed, 
maintained and enforced through the application of symbolic acts (Bourdieu, 1977). 
While these symbolic acts help to create and maintain culture, of more importance is 
the influence culture has on dispositions. Geertz (1975) suggested that broadly, culture 
encapsulates “a way of thinking, feeling, and believing” (p. 4). This then acts like a 
civic code, it is not rationalised or made explicit for others to capture, like a product to 
be consumed. On the contrary, culture forms part of most systems and is deployed by 
the very presence of social life. Like so much of social life, the sense to behave 
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according to the constructed norms is not always calculated or conscious; it is occurring 
beyond the scrutiny of the conscious mind (Bourdieu, 1986). For this reason, my own 
experiences as a player and a coach give me insider status as a researcher. I had become 
acquainted to, and agreeable with, the contextual understandings that occurred with my 
initial years of playing and coaching experience in South Africa. Through considering 
my own biography and subsequently making some cultural influences explicit, I 
become attuned to the ways culture had shaped my academic inclinations. As a result, 
I am able to provide readers with a sense of the lens through which this research has 
been engaged and viewed. This fits well with Mauthner and Doucet (2003) who 
suggested that “the production of theory is described as a social activity, which is 
culturally, socially and historically embedded” (p. 416). 
1.5  The thesis framework 
This thesis contains six distinct chapters, which follow the traditional format of 
research. First, the introduction located the research, clarified its purpose and the 
research question. It also provided background information to show the inception and 
development of this project. Second, the review of literature is presented as a two-part 
chapter, split into a non-committed and a delayed literature review. The non-committed 
literature review outlines the significant conceptualisations of sports coaching and 
situates this project within the realm of coach development. The delayed literature 
review is concerned with rugby union’s social and historical development. Its links to 
athleticism and other ideologies are suggestive of the direction the data took, as 
resulting from grounded theory methodology. On this point, the literature review is 
followed by the methodology chapter where an argument for constructivist grounded 
theory is posited and its influence on, and relationship to, data is provided. The fourth 
chapter describes the most significant findings to arise from the research and provides 
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analysis of the strongest themes identified from each site of study. As a result, this 
chapter is separated into four sections referred to as cases, which represents each site 
of study. However, this is only used for ease of reference and does not insinuate a case 
such as that performed in case study research. In the fifth chapter, the overall discussion 
compares and contrasts across the sites of study, to argue that the historical, social and 
cultural differences of the respective sites have significant influences on coaching 
dispositions, practices and pedagogies. The final body of work, the conclusion, details 
the implications the findings have for coach development and describes potential future 
research avenues to arise as a result of this project.  
In conclusion, a note on the appendices is required. Appendices one to four are provided 
to give the reader some background information on how the themes for each site of 
study were developed. I have tried to show the progression of my analysis by 
highlighting certain steps within appendices one to four. Each appendix shows a 
different iteration to coding and analysis to give a sense of dynamism. In reality, coding 
and analysis was constant. Furthermore, the publications to arise from this study are 
contained in appendices seven to ten. Appendix seven is a conference publication that 
drew on Bourdieu and Lave and Wenger’s social learning theories to conceptualise 
coach development. Section 2.1.8 in the literature review is dedicated to these theories. 
Appendix eight presented data from the Melbourne case. It was a preliminary analysis 
and provides evidence of the shape the analysis was taking, as geared towards the 
influence of the amateur ethos on coaching dispositions. Appendix nine presents data 
from Melbourne, Sydney and Pretoria. The message behind this publication is the link 
between coaching beliefs – as socially and culturally situated – and their influence on 
developing a coaching pedagogy. Appendix ten is a more focussed analysis on the 
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Victorian ideal and its influence on coaching beliefs, which became a core theme across 
all sites of study.  
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2. Literature Review 
Within grounded theory methodology (see Methodology) the place of the literature is a 
debated topic (Charmaz, 2006). The main point of contention is the influence of a priori 
knowledge on the research area. This, according to Glaser (1992), leads to ‘forcing’ 
and not ‘emergence’, the latter attributed as the credence of grounded theory research. 
As a result of grounded theory methodology’s (GTM) inductive properties, and the 
emergence of theory from the substantive area of study, performing a literature review 
is delayed (Charmaz, 2006). This delay ensures emergence and contrasts with the logic 
of traditional deductive research, where through the literature review process, gaps are 
identified and research questions developed (Glaser, 1978). This is contrary to GTM 
research. 
Nevertheless, such traditions infiltrate institutional requirements which often denounce 
a delayed literature review (Charmaz, 2006). This is the circumstance of my institution. 
As a result, a strategy of beginning with a broad review of literature outlining the 
general research area has been used, followed by a focused yet delayed review of 
literature. Indeed, this process has been promoted within GTM research (Urquhart, 
2013). Therefore, this chapter will be split accordingly and will aim to show the 
progression of the study as it occurred in situ. First, a brief review of literature outlining 
the general research area is provided, followed by a focused, and delayed, review of 
literature that was guided by the emerging data. No data is presented in this chapter but 
the reading exposed in the delayed literature review was closely linked to the emerging 
analysis. This reading provided a backdrop of theoretical knowledge through which to 
make sense and abstract the developing data.  
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2.1 Background to the study 
One of the most debated and contested issues within the sports coaching field is coach 
development (Cushion, 2011; Jones, 2007b; Lemyre, Trudel, & Durand-Bush, 2007; 
Mallett & Dickens, 2009; Mallett, Trudel, Lyle, & Rynne, 2009; Wikeley & Bullock, 
2006). How to educate coaches is contentious. This problem has become of paramount 
importance in recent years following sports coaching’s professionalisation in most 
developed countries (Taylor & Garratt, 2010). Unlike many other professional activities 
such as law or teaching, the current body of evidence suggests that the bulk of learning 
occurs away from tertiary education programs (Mallett, Rynne, & Billett, 2014). As a 
result, this has led coaching scholars to question the authority, relevance and 
effectiveness of formal coach education (Cushion et al., 2003; Cushion, 2011; Piggott, 
2015). Nonetheless, it is of paramount importance that a link be established between 
coach education and practice for the field’s continued professionalisation (Lyle, 2007). 
For example, in countries such as Australia (National Coaching Accreditation Scheme 
[NCAS]), the United Kingdom (United Kingdom Coaching Certificate [UKCC]), 
Canada (National Coaching Certification Program [NCCP]) and the United States of 
America (National Standards for Sports Coaches), large-scale coach education 
programs which lead to coach certification have been designed, developed and 
delivered by national agencies. The certification processes assume that through 
participation in the education provided, a coach attains a degree of professional 
competence (Lyle, 2007). These programs prioritise an institutionalised form of 
learning that some argue does not adequately mirror the reality these practitioners are 
likely to encounter or do encounter (Jones & Wallace, 2005). Despite various calls for 
innovative and more representative educational strategies, these have been slow to 
develop (Light, Evans, Harvey, & Hassanin, 2015). As a result, more recent and 
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innovative coach development strategies are slow to take effect and the traditional, 
technical approaches remaining prioritised (Lyle, Jolly, & North, 2010). It is the priority 
given to certifiable, objective knowledge that has amassed evidence as divorced from 
reality and contributing to sustaining the apparent theory and practice gap (Jones et al., 
2012).  
2.1.1 Coach education, development or learning? 
The recognition that the content, design and delivery of coach education programs is 
not evidence based (Lyle, 2007), that they remain embedded in a performance, 
technocratic framework (Cushion, 2011) and that learning results from a passive 
delivery of content (Cushion et al., 2003), has raised questions about the validity of 
such large-scale programs (Trudel, Gilbert, & Werthner, 2010). It is the consequence 
of the interpretivist paradigm that has expanded the field to include more humanistic 
principles (Jones, Potrac, Cushion & Ronglan, 2011). On this point, and as research 
suggests, coaches cannot be removed from their own dispositions (values and attitudes) 
towards coaching (Christensen, 2009; Christensen, 2014; Hassanin & Light, 2014; 
Light, 2004; Light & Evans, 2013). Indeed, coaches are not blank slates but individuals 
who interpret and filter information in accordance to their own experiences (Campone 
& Awal, 2012).  
The acknowledgment that existing formal educational courses are an ineffective way to 
promote innovative, research-led coaching pedagogies has presented a number of 
challenges. For example, such challenges are captured in questions such as how do 
coaches learn to coach? What sort of knowledge and pedagogies are acquired through 
these learning processes? Are coach education courses necessary? Are there alternative 
ways of educating coaches? These questions have led to important developments 
resulting in considerable reflection on the nature of coaching knowledge (Bush & Silk, 
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2010). In response, coaching research has expanded and become more complex but it 
has also provided a conceptual mess (Cassidy, 2013). Illustrations of this conceptual 
mess are the lack of consistency in terms. For example, are coach education and coach 
development synonymous? Or is coach development more comprehensive and engaged 
with issues related to coach learning? As a result of this lack of clarity, the terms coach 
education and coach development are often used interchangeably to refer to, or 
describe, coach learning (Piggott, 2015). To add to this confusion the terms coach 
learning and coach development have been used in a review of coach development and 
learning with no distinction made between the two terms (see, Cushion et al., 2010).  
What is clear and seems strongly supported by coaching scholars is that coach education 
programs are not the principal method from which coaches develop knowledge about 
their practice (Cushion et al., 2003; Cushion et al., 2010; Mallett, 2010). Thus, the 
importation of theories from fields such as education has led to a convoluted conception 
of learning within the coaching field. As such, coach education, development and 
learning have become jargon and remain muddled in terms of their meanings.  
In order to clarify distinctions of the three terms the following descriptions are 
suggested. Coach education has become the term used to represent learning that is 
formal and institutional such as that espoused in large-scale education programs. Coach 
development has come to characterise learning in a broader sense which includes, but 
is not restricted to, formal coach education programs. Examples include developing 
knowledge (learning) through experience (Cushion et al., 2003), coaching workshops 
(Rynne, Mallett, & Tinning, 2009), mentoring (Cushion, 2006), and problem-based 
learning (Jones & Turner, 2006). Coach learning has come to characterise and be 
informed by the underpinning theoretical assumptions offered by different coach 
development strategies. This involves drawing on broader social and learning theories 
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and applying these to the coaching field to provide theoretically sound learning 
approaches.  
The point of difference has resulted from the consideration that learning cannot be 
restricted to examinations and accreditations where social, cultural and pedagogical 
insights are ignored (Cassidy, Jones, & Potrac, 2004). As a consequence, coach 
development has come to characterise and capture the lifelong, active learning 
processes involved in becoming a coach (Cushion & Nelson, 2013). On this point, the 
theoretical consideration of learning is allotted within coach learning. Considering this 
is also a fundamental human problem that has been zealously researched and theorised, 
it is no surprise that insights are drawn from other more established fields such as 
sociology and education. In summary, the literature defines and uses coach 
development for the growth of knowledge through learning, in a broad sense. It is 
intentionally broad and complex. The aforementioned definitions; however, are used 
for the remainder of this thesis.  
2.1.2 Theorising coach learning 
While education and learning are linked, it is the simplistic formulations of formal 
education programs that have required a division of terms. Broadly, learning refers to 
an active process whereby lasting changes in practices and ideas may occur (Lave, 
1982). Therefore, learning used in this way is considered a lifelong, complex process 
(Cushion & Nelson, 2013). This contrasts with the assumptions of large-scale programs 
which do not consider learning as a social and politically influenced process (Trudel & 
Gilbert, 2006). Initial theorising on coach learning led to the introduction of Coombs 
and Ahmed’s (1974) typology within the field, first adopted by Nelson et al. (2006). 
Coomb and Ahmed’s typology categorised learning into three distinct processes namely 
formal, informal and non-formal learning. This categorisation was espoused for its 
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ability to explain and investigate how coaches learn to coach and which sources of 
knowledge are used to develop coaching practice (Nelson, 2010). Since the initial 
publication however, such categorisation has been used by several scholars (Cushion et 
al., 2010; Mallett & Dickens, 2009; Mallett et al., 2009; Nelson, 2010). A brief 
overview is provided. 
2.1.2.1 Formal learning 
This category of learning is confined to educational courses offering accreditation 
within an institutionalised setting (Nelson et al., 2006). This is often enforced for 
certification protocols and can be delivered through national bodies or tertiary 
institutions. While much critique is expressed to this form of learning, these formal 
learning opportunities have been shown to remain an important educational strategy 
(Mallett & Dickens, 2009).  
2.1.2.2 Non-formal learning 
This category of learning is conceptualised as an organised and systematic educational 
activity, but one which does not aim towards accreditation. This then includes situations 
such as workshops, conferences, clinics and the like (Nelson, 2010). Therefore, the 
main distinction between non-formal and formal modes of learning is that non-formal 
learning is not carried out for formal objectives, namely accreditation (Nelson et al., 
2006).  
2.1.2.3 Informal learning 
Informal learning is conceptualised as self-directed learning activity which occurs 
outside of any educational setting. Moreover, it encompasses a view of learning as a 
constant, lifelong process (Nelson, 2010). Examples of informal learning are observing 
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peers, internet searches for information, reading coaching related publications, previous 
playing experience and learning on the job, to name a few. 
While the above categorisations remain a predominant taxonomy within the sports 
coaching field (Cushion et al., 2010), this classification system has not directed focused 
research towards coach learning. Research in the area of coach learning remains 
disjointed and driven by personal agendas (Nelson, 2010). 
2.1.3 Theorising coach development 
It was Werthner and Trudel’s (2006) initial venture in mapping and categorising how 
coaches learn to coach that led to the importation of Moon’s (2004) view of learning. 
The authors did indeed theorise on coach learning but argued that their aim was to 
conceptualise coach development. Following Moon’s (2004) views of mediated, 
unmediated and internal learning situations, Werthner and Trudel (2006) provided an 
avenue from which to categorise the learning environment coaches had valued in their 
trajectories to becoming elite level coaches. Since the appropriation of Moon’s work, 
these categorisations have received some attention in the coaching field (Christensen, 
2014; Rynne & Mallett, 2014; Werthner & Trudel, 2006). A brief overview is provided. 
2.1.3.1 Mediated learning 
A mediated learning situation has been characterised as that which relies on the 
direction and instruction of another person. This resembles the formal learning 
strategies presented earlier in that coaching courses and accreditation courses are 
directed and instructional. While formal learning is defined by institutional learning, 
mediated learning includes but expands this definition to involve coaching seminars, 
workshops and formal mentoring processes if instructed and directed by an external 
person (Werthner & Trudel, 2006).   
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2.1.3.2 Unmediated learning 
Unmediated learning is initiated by the coach. Consequently, this learning situation is 
intentional and directed by the coach’s choosing, without direct instruction such as in 
formal learning situations. Examples of this include focused reading, Internet searches 
and collaborating with peers. It primarily resembles a directed form of informal learning 
(Rynne & Mallett, 2014).  
2.1.3.3 Internal learning 
This learning situation is captured by the view that coaches ‘filter’ information 
(Christensen, 2014). Prior experiences have formed a cognitive structure (ideas on 
coaching) that guides the development of new knowledge. Subsequently, internal 
learning is personal and transformative. If, for example, a coach is not challenged by 
an educational activity and merely responds as ‘confirming what I knew’, an internal 
learning situation has not occurred. If a coach is challenged by either a mediated or 
unmediated learning situation causing him/her to rethink his/her practice, then internal 
learning has occurred (Werthner & Trudel, 2006).  
2.1.4 Acquisition or participation? 
Trudel and Gilbert’s (2006) suggestion that the ways of learning to coach can be divided 
into two factions namely through formal education or experience, has initiated a point 
of division. It was Sfard’s (1998) learning metaphors that provided the intellectual 
positioning from which to devise such attitudes. The acquisition metaphor is 
underpinned by a view of knowledge as a commodity, as something to be acquired. 
From this perspective, the human mind is a container to be filled and learning is the 
product to be consumed. This is the underlying premise of the acquisition metaphor and 
is the process argued to occur within formal education programs. On the contrary, the 
participation metaphor suggests that learning is about engaging, interacting and 
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becoming a part of a community of practice. Thus, it is culturally and socially situated 
involving learners identifying with the community’s norms and traditions (Moon, 
2004).  
It is because learning is both contextual and culturally embedded that theoretical 
insights have been drawn from the view of learning as a social phenomenon (Light, 
2011). On this point, Cushion et al. (2010) suggested that coach development is 
informed by three broad learning approaches specifically behaviourist, cognitivist and 
constructivist. Each perspective supports a different view of learning, based on a matter 
of positioning. Broadly, behaviourist learning theories are embedded in a view that all 
learning is measurable, scaffolded and acquired. This view aligns with the acquisition 
metaphor of learning. Within this perspective learning is considered to occur by the 
very act of education, like that espoused in formal education programs. For example, 
an instructor directs learning and the learner receives this information and learns it. It 
is this perspective that has dominated coach education programs (Cushion, 2001b; 
Cushion et al., 2003).  
A cognitivist perspective suggests that learning is not merely the acquisition of 
expertise through content. Within this view, learning is intellectual and transformative. 
As such, this requires the interplay between the individual and the environment. For 
example, a learning situation is informed and filtered by prior experiences. The 
development of coaching expertise has been situated within this perspective arguing 
that coaches are adaptable and draw on previous experiences (Abraham, Collins, & 
Martindale, 2006; Abraham & Collins, 1998; Nash & Sproule, 2009; Nash, Sproule, & 
Horton, 2011). The debate concerning the transferability of knowledge would situate a 
cognitivist view as the middle ground of the acquisition and participation metaphor 
(Sfard, 1998).  
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Although a constructivist perspective is closely linked to context, unlike the cognitivist 
perspective, learning is occurring every day non-consciously and becomes part of a 
person’s identity, which most resembles the participation metaphor. The suggestion that 
learning to coach represents a site of tradition, and socialisation, is best represented by 
a constructivist view (Cushion & Jones, 2014; Jones, Bowes, & Kingston, 2010; Jones, 
Armour, & Potrac, 2003). These distinctions however, underpin two broad but differing 
epistemological positions, a positivist (acquisition) view of learning or an interpretivist 
(participation) view of learning. These positions have together guided the field’s 
development.  
2.1.5 Distinct paradigms 
The sports coaching field is developing at a rapid rate, to the point that it has become a 
bona fide area of study (Bush, 2007). Although current literature is varied and faceted, 
at its infancy the prominent impression was the idea of coaching as both an ‘art’ and 
‘science’, or either (Woodman, 1993). This distinction marks an important division 
within sports coaching and has since influenced its development. For example, the 
camp of science is guided by positivist principles. It situates understanding of the 
practice of coaching as standard, universal and objectifiable. As a result, within this 
paradigm, coaching is most related to the sciences of, for example, biomechanics, 
physiology, and sport psychology. This is the representation of sports coaching as a 
rationalistic, reasoned process that is most aligned to the training of sport (Rynne, 
Mallett & Tinning, 2009). Consequently, research underpinned by this view reflects a 
reductionist view of coaching knowledge that is seen to be applicable and translatable 
to all coaches (Jones et al., 2012).  
At the other end of the spectrum, the notion of coaching as an art aims to provide a 
reflection of the dynamic and social complexity of coaching, its humanistic 
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underpinnings (Bowes & Jones, 2006). This contrasts with the impression of coaching 
as science mainly because the art sits uncomfortably with a view that coaching is 
divorced from the influence of emotions, relationships and the structural forces that 
influence behaviour (Jones, 2011). The art then symbolises the complex, less rational 
and social turn of sports coaching (Jones, 2007). This is argued as a paradigm shift, 
which has been, and remains, neglected in coaching research (Nelson et al., 2014). 
While coaching is recognised as socially and culturally dependent, the lack of research 
in this area highlights the enduring preoccupation with reductionist knowledge (Bolton 
& Smith, 2008; Bowes & Jones, 2006; Bush, 2007; Cushion et al., 2003; Cushion, 2007; 
Cushion & Nelson, 2013; Gilbert & Trudel, 2004; Jones et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2010).  
The necessity, and influence, of the interpretivist paradigm results from the declaration 
that coaches are most profoundly influenced by informal, unmediated learning 
experiences (Cushion, 2001b; Cushion et al., 2003; Cushion, 2007; Cushion, 2011; 
Jones & Wallace, 2005; Jones et al., 2003). This has led to the influx of social and 
learning theories in coaching research (Light, 2011), and has developed into a contested 
philosophical debate concerning the credibility of different types of research (Jones, 
Morgan & Harris, 2012).   
2.1.6 The paradigm wars in coaching 
The tension outlined between positivist traditions in coaching2 and the value and 
recognition of its intimate socio-cultural dependency has provided a shift in 
understanding. It has also led to the acknowledgement of significant gaps in knowledge 
(Cushion et al., 2003). While the socio-cultural work within the larger field of sport is 
represented by an influx of history, anthropology, sociology, politics and philosophy 
                                                 
2 I will continue to use the noun coaching for the field of “sports coaching”, and the verb coaching to 
outline the practical component of what coaches do, unless otherwise stated.   
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among others, there has been very little infiltration of these into the sports coaching 
field (Light et al., 2015). To highlight this point, an overview of the field of coaching 
performed more than a decade ago showed that coaching has had a predominant focus 
on quantitative research, with relatively few qualitative studies (Gilbert & Trudel, 
2004). This suggests the traditional dominance of the positivist paradigm to the 
contribution of knowledge within the field of coaching. Practically, this translates to 
prioritisation of the scientific principles of coaching which are seen to make the prime 
contribution toward understanding within the field (Cushion, 2007). Moreover and 
more significantly, it overlooks the effect of complexity, and intricacy, which is 
difficult to capture through the positivist paradigm (Jones et al., 2010). On this point, 
Fleming and Jones (2008) claimed that coaching is more than passing on knowledge 
which is the underlying assumption represented through the positivist paradigm. Most 
significantly, they suggested that coaching is a social role. It is inherently social because 
coaches deal with human subjects. They interact and deal with athletes, administrators 
and parents, to name a few. According to Jones et al. (2004), this reflects a fundamental 
component of what coaches do. For this reason the interpretivist paradigm has become 
a valuable addition, and contributor, to the field of coaching (Cushion, 2011; Cushion 
& Jones, 2014; Jones & Wallace, 2005; Jones, 2007b; Penney, 2006; Wikeley & 
Bullock, 2006).  
An important contribution has been the insight provided by the hidden, implicit learning 
that occurs throughout a coach’s life (Cushion & Jones, 2014). This has led to the 
recognition and understanding of coaching as entrenched in the practice of everyday 
life. Not every move and action of a coach has been considered and nor has it been 
trained. Rather, the ability to coach is underpinned by an ability to adapt, to get on with 
doing, essentially in a practical sense (Nash, Sproule, & Horton, 2008). As a result, 
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coaching practices are developed unconsciously and are influenced by the social 
structures in which coaches do, or learn to, coach (Hassanin & Light, 2014). 
2.1.7 Coaching’s social face 
Presently, scholars can confidently claim that coaching is influenced by broader societal 
influences. As Cushion (2007) claimed, coaching is not impervious, or immune, to 
historical influences and is agreeable with views of social constructionism. This 
influence has been most prominent with ideas on coach learning, suggesting that 
learning is not merely an acquisition of knowledge but a social imprint impacting 
deeply on one’s behaviours (Jones et al., 2002). On this point, Light (2011) draws on 
learning and social theories to situate the learner and learning as interwoven, and more 
importantly as intrinsically linked. Indeed, coaches are strongly influenced by the 
context in which they learned to coach (Hassanin & Light, 2014). This is akin to a 
socialisation process that influences coaches’ ideas and views on coaching. Hence, 
sociology is the tool which can develop understanding and create new knowledge on 
the behaviour of coaches (Fleming & Jones, 2008).  
According to a social constructionist framework, learning occurs through engagement 
in a particular practice where values of that practice become embodied (Gerrans, 2005). 
In light of this, Bruner (1996) suggests that beliefs are developed from social interaction 
to provide folk-pedagogies (beliefs and assumptions) about best practice, or as 
evidenced in coaching, dispositions towards coaching (Hassanin & Light, 2014; Light 
& Evans, 2013). On this point, strong claims are made for the impact of the prior 
experiences of coaches in the development of coaching knowledge (Cushion et al., 
2003; Cushion, 2006; Cushion, 2007; Cushion et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2002; Lemyre 
& Trudel, 2004; Lemyre et al., 2007). More specifically, these experiences do not occur 
in a social and political vacuum. Rather, they are amenable to the many cultural values 
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and beliefs associated with the practice of coaching (Stoszkowski & Collins, 2012). 
Within this view, knowledge is positioned as interwoven and emerging from the social 
and cultural context (Jones et al., 2010). As Wacquant’s (2011) essay highlights, not 
only is the body an imprint of societal forces, the body is also an actor in society. These 
tensions between agency (individual choice) and structure (social forces) make up 
social life.  
On this point, Piggott (2015) asserted that coaches are indeed affected by social forces 
suggesting that coaches are socialised in coaching. Considering this recognition, 
Piggott demonstrated that a sparse research output has focused on this process. A study 
on coaches’ perceptions of coaching showed that they are structured and influenced by 
such cultural values, and hints at its socially constructed nature (Hassanin & Light, 
2014). These suggestions of the social construction of coaching knowledge stem from 
the conviction that coaching knowledge is developed, and situated, in an ongoing 
learning process. At this juncture, individual experiences within a socio-cultural context 
influence both the coaching knowledge and its applications (Jones et al., 2003). This is 
suggested as the powerful influence of experience, which has been demonstrated to 
significantly structure coaches’ beliefs and philosophies towards coaching 
(Christensen, 2009; Christensen, 2014; Cushion et al., 2003; Light, 2006; Light & 
Evans, 2013).  
In summary, the main point of controversy is the impact of embodied, unconscious 
learning that occurs from and within larger social fields. These social fields are 
historically and culturally situated and consequently, this has significant implications 
to coach learning and development. To date this remains a point of robust debate.  
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2.1.8 Theories underpinning coach learning and development 
A theory organises assumptions and evidence into a framework. As a result, it can be 
prescriptive or contribute to a body of knowledge (a structure for a particular discipline) 
which guides and produces meaning (Howell, 2013). It is the sociological turn that has 
produced the introduction of social learning theories within the coaching field. The 
most notable, and widely used, are Bourdieu’s concept of habitus and Lave and 
Wenger’s situated learning, best captured by communities of practice (CoP). Attention 
is given to these in turn. My initial research direction, which focussed on how coaches 
learn to coach the way they do, led me to Bourdieu’s and Lave and Wenger’s work and 
as a result these will be drawn upon to show the dynamic, developmental journeys that 
underpin grounded theory work.  
2.1.8.1 Bourdieu and habitus in sports coaching 
Bourdieu’s attention to sport has been of interest to researchers working in the sports 
coaching field and particularly those working on coach development (Christensen, 
2009; Cushion et al., 2003; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Light & Evans, 2013). His work is 
predominantly drawn upon for its ability to capture and highlight the ‘common sense’ 
or taken for granted assumptions of social practice. For example, the notion that sport 
is utilitarian is one such assumption, which has been shown to guide coaching practice 
(Hassanin & Light, 2015), an opinion which has become global. “Sport can be a 
powerful handmaiden for peace and reconciliation. It can bring us closer through shared 
celebration of achievements of universal appeal and attraction.” (United Nations Office 
on Sport for Development and Peace, 2014, p. 11) 
Bourdieu’s emphasis on developing a theory of action has been of particular interest to 
the coaching field whereby coaches’ past experiences are linked to their practices 
(Cushion, 2001a; Evans, 2012). Used in this way, Bourdieu’s work has provided insight 
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into how nonconscious knowledge is acquired through experience and how this shapes 
practice. In particular, habitus has been used to provide insight into the expression of 
an individual’s social and cultural history (Lau, 2004). With regards to coaching, beliefs 
and dispositions are formed about a coach’s practice which, in turn, predisposes the 
coach to acting, behaving and prioritising certain pedagogies. It is the growing 
awareness of the influence of social and cultural conditions on coaching, and coaches, 
that has stimulated the increased reference to Bourdieu’s work. 
Habitus, as one of Bourdieu’s key concepts, operates in relation to his other concepts: 
practice and field. Practice can be described as the tension of agency and structure. One 
does not act consciously in and upon the social world. In this regard, practice is 
mediated by personal engagement and social forces that enact action. Next, a field is a 
structured social space within which traditions and norms are deployed. Higher 
education, politics and coaching are fields that contain socio-cultural assumptions. 
Indeed, coaching as a field has been shown to be compliant to traditional practices 
(Taylor & Garratt, 2010). This, as Light (2011) suggests, develops the habitus and 
shapes practice. The idea of behaviour as beyond conscious scrutiny was also 
established by Langer (1992) who argued that any system “while composed of 
individual members, has a structure, a history, a way of understanding the world and an 
institutional culture” (p. 72).  
Nevertheless, coaching is continuously structured and transformed by its dynamic and 
complex nature and does not remain structuralist (Cushion & Lyle, 2010). It is simply 
the acknowledgement of coaching as a complex activity, that is socially and culturally 
situated, that has provided significant insights and understanding to coach development. 
Undeniably, it has highlighted the recognition of the importance of socialised 
knowledge in the process of learning to coach (Light et al., 2015).  
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2.1.8.2 Communities of Practice 
The notion of becoming enculturated has prompted coaching researchers to draw upon 
Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory, who argued that learning follows a process of 
acquired membership which identified as communities of practice (CoP). At the core 
of their thesis, a newcomer enters the field, becomes acquainted, begins to understand 
and embody the field’s implicit knowledge, and achieves membership. With this 
membership one develops expertise. Not surprisingly, CoP has received extensive use 
in coaching, and coach development specifically (Culver, 2008; Cushion et al., 2003; 
Lemyre et al., 2007; Stoszkowski & Collins, 2012). The current body of knowledge 
suggests that learning to be a coach involves many and diverse experiences. In no 
particular order, it has been suggested that previous athletic experience, on-the-job 
experience, formal education, mentoring, observing peers, professional development 
and reflection make up the backdrop of coach learning. These experiences contextualise 
learning; they engage the learner, influence practice and form the bedrock of how 
coaches learn to coach. Significantly then, learning is not impervious to coaching’s 
traditions, values and norms. These values, traditions and norms hint at Wenger’s 
(1998) suggestions that learning does not occur in isolation. Learning is transformative 
and is embedded in social norms. As such, the meaning attached to a way of coaching 
requires socially constructed knowledge that has been captured by CoPs. This is a 
conceptual framework that has surfaced in recent years in sports coaching literature. 
2.1.9 The influence of social theory on contemporary developments in 
coaching 
The argument that established beliefs shape, fundamentally and implicitly, coaching 
practices is a valuable development (Becker, 2009; Nash & Sproule, 2011). This is of 
significant importance when researching the influence of culture on coaching beliefs. 
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It reflects the idea that learning to coach is incorporated in a set of influences, not 
limited to biography, and operating at conscious and nonconscious levels, which marks 
a break from traditional views of coach learning as objective, asocial, rationalistic and 
unproblematic (Cushion, 2007; Light et al., 2015; Stodter & Cushion, 2014). This has 
allowed researchers to adopt diverse perspectives on coaching and situate it as a 
complex and socio-cultural practice (Cushion, 2011; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Jones & 
Wallace, 2005; Jones, 2007a; Jones et al., 2012). For these reasons, the appropriation 
of such theories has led to the development of a theoretically informed field. Examples 
of theoretical development include talent-identification as matter of subjective, 
personal taste (Christensen, 2009); the use of personal narratives as a tool for reflection 
(Carless & Douglas, 2011); implications for situated learning to underpin a coach 
education apprenticeship initiative (Cassidy & Rossi, 2006); the use of power as a form 
of symbolic violence (Cushion & Jones, 2006); gender influences on leadership styles 
(Brown & Light, 2012); mentoring as an effective coach development strategy 
(Cushion, 2006); and the hidden curriculum and cultural reproduction (Cushion & 
Jones, 2014).   
On a similar point, education is undergoing a drastic pedagogical shift towards learner-
centred initiatives. As has been exposed, the sports coaching field has drawn on more 
established fields for some time and the advances often mirror those to which it is 
indebted. A consequence has been the development athlete-centred pedagogies applied 
to coaching (Light et al., 2015). These athlete-centred approaches are captured most 
broadly by the term Games Centred Approaches (GCAs). Current research has targeted 
the assumptions on which coaching knowledge rests, resulting in a separation of 
‘traditional’ (coach-centred) coaching and more recent innovative pedagogies in 
coaching (e.g. Cushion, 2013; Jones et al., 2012; Light et al., 2015). As a result, game 
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centred approaches (GCAs) have contradicted the traditional underpinnings of 
coaching. Most fundamentally, these approaches (for example, Game Sense and 
Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU)) are underpinned by different pedagogical 
assumptions that break away from behaviourist, asocial views on learning (Cushion, 
2013). Therefore, these athlete-centred (also referred to as player-centred) approaches 
are meaningful, modern and effective ways in which to promote learning and contradict 
the technocratic, behaviourist view of learning (Cushion, 2013; Light, 2013; Light et 
al., 2015). Moreover, these developments have placed value and priority on learning as 
being context dependent, and as a result amenable to social and cultural forces. 
Hence, it is the appropriation of theory from broad perspectives that has contributed to 
development of sports coaching as a bona fide scholarly field. Indeed, this influence 
has illuminated and prompted this research study. The next section provides a review 
of the literature informed by preliminary findings of this research study. 
2.2  The historical and cultural contexts of rugby 
This study began, like a traditional research project, by exploring a general research 
area and a researchable problem. The apparent dearth of research into the ways 
experience develops coaching knowledge was the premise of the early direction of the 
study, and a core concern of coaching scholars as detailed previously. This structure, 
however, reflected institutional requirements rather than methodological procedures 
(Glaser, 1992). On the contrary, grounded theory projects do not mirror the traditional 
structure of research (Charmaz, 2006). Therefore, while a general researchable problem 
was established prior to field work, the emerging interview data developed and shaped 
further research avenues. This is the underpinning framework of grounded theory 
research (see Methodology chapter for further details). As a result of the developing 
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analysis, it became clear that a socio-historical understanding of the research sites of 
this study was required to situate the findings and the emerging theory. A selective 
literature review of the broad socio-historical developments of rugby football, 
sociological theories such as the ‘civilising process’, Victorian morality, and the 
military discourse of sport informed the analysis of data.  
A concurrent process between analysis and reviewing relevant literature was 
established. Consequently, this literature review begins with a brief history of rugby 
football. Second, it establishes a vital link between the public schools of England and 
rugby football’s development. Third, it suggests that the games ethic was sustained, and 
reflective of, the military institution. Fourth, it expands on the strong amateur ethic and 
its role in guiding rugby union’s philosophies. Fifth, a review of rugby’s expansion and 
altering ethos is provided. Finally, the current debates concerning rugby’s 
commercialisation and its impact to the enduring ethos is provided.  
2.2.1 The history of rugby football 
The origin of rugby football as played in its modern forms owes, to a great deal, its 
existence to the public schools of England. While modern rugby football is closely 
linked to these institutions, it did not abruptly originate there. Rugby football’s origin 
is very difficult to establish but some consensus exists among historians about the 
influence of folk and traditional ball games (Kitching, 2011). Briefly, these games used 
some sort of ball (usually a pig’s bladder) and whether the use of one’s feet or hands to 
propel the ball was permissible depended on custom (Harvey, 2001). As a result, this 
family of games has been grouped together to form football. These games were 
characterised as being more soccer like (prioritising kicking) or rugby like (prioritising 
carrying the ball) prior to the codification and distinction of the two (Kitching, 2011). 
To this end, rugby football is thought to have its roots in antiquity, although this remains 
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speculation. As Marshall (1892) suggests, a Roman game called Harpastum, that 
prioritised carrying the ball, has been pronounced as the medieval game that most 
resembles rugby football. Later accounts of football played at festivals, such as Shrove 
Tuesday and Ash Wednesday, have been linked to further establish rugby football’s 
development (Richards, 2007). It is these games, played with very limited rules and 
systemisation, which form the main tenet of Dunning and Sheard’s (2005) civilising 
thesis, discussed in more detail later.  
The significance of the public schools in the development of rugby football was their 
dedication to the games field which instituted playing rules, codes of behaviour and 
other rituals encompassing the value of team sport (Mangan, 2000). Rugby School had 
its own playing field by 1749 and by 1803 football was well established. Knowledge of 
the rules was passed down orally. This practice was common throughout the public 
schools resulting in a version of football pertaining to its locality (Richards, 2007). In 
fact, rugby football is named after the version of football first codified in 1845 at Rugby 
School (Reason & James, 1979). To this day, these rules remain the earliest known 
record of written football rules (Dunning, 2001).  
Of equal importance, rugby football emerged from the competing mass of school codes 
where the version of football to be played was constantly contested between rival 
schools such as Eaton and Rugby (Dunning & Sheard, 2005). Such rivalry was 
embedded in a status war among the public schools which led to the bifurcation of 
football. The bifurcation is quite simply a continuation of this rivalry, rugby football 
from Rugby School and Association football (soccer) from Eaton, who codified their 
rules two years after the Rugbeian code in 1847 (Dunning, 2001). Nevertheless, this 
version of history is truncated by the distinct tribute to William Webb Ellis. This tribute 
suggests that rugby football originated from a single, defiant act. A plaque falsely 
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venerates this pupil from Rugby School suggesting he is the originator; however, due 
credit is given to the school as the place of origin. The plaque reads:  
This stone commemorates the exploit of William Webb Ellis who with a fine disregard for the 
rules of football as played in his time first took the ball in his arms and ran with it thus 
originating the distinctive feature of the rugby game A.D. 1823 
Although this tale has infiltrated rugby traditions, as evidenced by the presentation of 
the ‘William Webb Ellis Cup’ to the winners of the Rugby World Cup (RWC), there is 
no factual evidence linked to this version of events (Reason & James, 1979). The most 
significant problem is that to credit a single incident to the birth of rugby football is 
simplistic and does not provide a full picture of the tensions that led to distinct versions 
of football (Dunning & Sheard, 2005).  
While modern forms of football have their roots in folk games, they have also moved 
away from these traditional cultic games to represent an institutionalised form of games 
(Gruneau, 2006). To this end, rugby football’s national formalisation occurred on the 
26th of January 1871 (Rea, 1977). The meeting held at the Pall Mall Restaurant in 
London, England, on that evening represents the inaugural formation of the Rugby 
Football Union (RFU). Prior to this event, rugby football was played according to local 
interpretations and remained this way for years after its 1871 regulation. For example, 
captains would meet and discuss the version of football to be played prior to a game. 
Before the commencement of every match, it was absolutely necessary for the captains of the 
two teams to meet and exchange views on various points, it being usual to recognise the 
idiosyncrasies of the club upon whose ground the meeting was to take place. (Richards, 2007 p. 
34) 
Variations to the game and rules were evident across regions prior to its global 
dissemination. The type of football played was steeped in the four principal forms of 
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football, namely folk-games, pub-related games, rugby and soccer (Dunning, 2001). 
Significantly, it is rugby football’s development within the public schools that led to a 
decline of folk-games. During this period, Victorian attitudes of genteel conduct were 
passionately followed throughout the public schools (Dunning & Sheard, 2005). This 
translated into the diminishing folk-football games played by the public schools in the 
early 19th century and resulted in a more systematic, less violent and controlled playing 
field, or a civilising process.  
To this end, the civilising thesis remains one of the most influential forms of scholarship 
on the sociological study of rugby football. Dunning and Sheard (2005) exposed the 
contentious hacking law (it was legal to kick a player below the knees to dispossess 
them of the ball) as a further example of the degeneration of acceptable violence in 
sport, which was later abolished by rugby football for its overt violence. Initially, the 
hacking law was a decisive element in the fraction of football into soccer and rugby. 
Consequently, those who played football following the hacking traditions were 
affiliated to rugby football and urged that this roughness was manlier in character, while 
those who did not affiliated themselves to soccer, Eaton’s rules.  
2.2.2 Rugby: A ruffian's game played by gentlemen 
By far the most significant influence regarding sport’s development has been the 
pacification of the English upper classes (Elias, 1993). It was at this juncture that leisure 
activities became a means of appropriating genteel conduct. Within these pastimes were 
infused rituals and practices which acted to separate the social classes. Indeed, the 
British class structures were repeated in sport throughout the 19th century and early 20th 
century. Amateur cricketers had different change rooms to professionals and even 
performed separate skills, and this distinction between amateurs and professionals was 
a trend in other sports as well (Schirato, 2007). The value in distinguishing amateurs 
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and professionals is evidenced by the relationship created between sport and social 
status. It resembles closely Bourdieu’s thesis (1984), that of a class habitus. In this way 
sport was valued for its ability to inculcate character, to develop boys into British 
gentlemen, but isolated to the privileged classes (Mangan, 2010a; 2010b; 2010c). In 
short it was viewed that, through sport, one could shape deportment, in the elitist regard 
(Collins, 2006).  
Prior to sport’s role as a means of class distinction, and its value in safeguarding the 
position of privilege, revolutions and violent upheavals summarised the tensions of 
society more generally (Elias, 1993). As evidence of this, there were 21 public school 
riots between 1768 and 1832 (Richards, 2007). These uprisings fundamentally shaped 
sport’s purpose. It is for these reasons that the great public schools, which were valuable 
institutions for the children of the privileged classes, treasured games (Mangan, 1998). 
Games were considered to be a good way to gain social control and develop discipline, 
a worthwhile result considering the riots of the time. Once the value of sport was 
steeped in social control and discipline was established, such conduct was reinforced 
and sustained by the games field. On this point, the Public Schools Act 1868 would 
prove a powerful disjuncture from the traditional curriculum followed in these schools, 
most notably from a prioritisation of the classics (Greek and Latin) to a more secular 
education, which marked the initial games movement. Rugby School was among the 
seven reformed public schools and would be a powerful contributor to rugby football’s 
development and ethos. In time, games would become a compulsory part of the 
curriculum in all the public schools and would provide a new ideology to education. 
Cleverness - what an aim! Good God, what an aim! Cleverness neither makes nor keeps man or 
nation. Let it not be thought that it ever can. For a while it may succeed, but only for a while. 
But self-sacrifice, - this it is that makes and preserves men and nations, yes, and fills them with 
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joy - only this. Big brains, and big biceps - yes, both are well enough. But courage and kindness, 
gentle manliness, and self-sacrifice - this is what we want. (Cotterril, 1883 as cited in Mangan, 
2000, p. 110) 
The unruly behaviour experienced by Marlborough headmaster Cotton, of one of the 
seven reformed public schools, would lead to the introduction of the games field as an 
antidote to this unruliness. Boys would vandalise property, trespass private land and 
were deemed, generally, ill-disciplined (Mangan, 2000). While Cotton used games for 
adjusting boys’ behaviour to good effect, other headmasters used games for a variety 
of reasons, although the general consensus was a means of inculcating moral values, 
coined ‘character’ (Hickey, 2011). As a result, regulated and supervised games grew 
out of the view that sport could instil morality, discipline and order (Gruneau, 2006). 
This moral education, prompted by and through games, gained credence in the 1850s 
and formed part of the fabric of English education (Mangan, 1998). Once the games 
ethic became instituted, symbols and rituals were introduced to sustain its deployment 
(Mangan, 2000). Such is the connection between the public schools and the games 
ideology that Lambert (2004) considered it as its greatest export.  
On this point, it was Dr Thomas Arnold who reformed and revolutionised Rugby 
School during his tenure from 1828 to 1841. The revolution is indebted to his dedication 
and discipline to Christianity, and a religious, moral way of life. His views on the 
continuous battle between righteousness and evil resulted in a shift from classical 
education to an education steeped in Christian practice (Collins, 2009a). Thereafter, but 
resulting from Arnold’s initial beliefs, another shift occurred; a shift to the emergence, 
and dominance, of the games field. This invaded the strict religious education heralded 
by Arnold. Although he is credited as the forefather of the games ethic, he did not share 
his disciples views on games, which went on to preach athleticism. His enthusiasm on 
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the Christian life was elevated over and above the athletic cult (Stewart, 1992). As an 
example of Arnold’s Christian views and his lasting legacy, the current Head Master’s 
Welcome of Rugby School reads as follows: 
"If we have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of Thomas Arnold." 
Rugby’s greatest Head Master, Dr Thomas Arnold, knew that education is all about 
transforming lives. As he himself put it, ‘First, religious and moral principle; second, 
gentlemanly conduct; third, academic ability.’  Rugby has since sought to hold onto the 
conviction that education is much more than the sum of academic results:  it is about forming 
character. (Green, n.d.)   
It was however, Arnold’s gusto and muscular frame that would influence the uprising 
of the athletic ideology (Mangan, 2000). The vigour of games would be built on his 
traditions. His most notable contribution was his resentment to idleness. The outcome 
was the muscular Christian (Collins, 2009a). While Arnold provided the initial 
framework on health and discipline, the games cult would neglect the spiritual 
commitment in favour of commitment to the nation, and loyalty to authority (Mangan, 
2010c). Significantly, team games only came to prominence in the 1850s, after Arnold’s 
occupancy (Dunning & Sheard, 2005). Working on the body through manly sport, 
however different to Arnold’s views, ensured a righteous life. Games were righteous in 
the sense that they helped to fulfil a sense of Britishness and more practically connected 
to duties of sovereignty. Therefore, the initial morality of religious study shifted to a 
secular, sporting ideal, captured by athleticism steeped in gentlemanly conduct. Such 
views typified an emerging sense of Britishness in which men were virile and physical, 
and remained humble in victory and proud in defeat (Hickey, 2011).  
Not only did rugby football become a form of regulated leisure activity, but it also 
typified British privileged class values and their attitudes to life (Gorman, 2010). At 
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this interval it was believed that through playing games, deportment could be shaped 
(Dunning & Sheard, 2005). This ideology is most often referred to as the games field. 
Furthermore, the idea that righteous attitudes such as loyalty, fairness, and the genteel 
amateur could be instilled roughly embroils athleticism (Mccullough & Subketkaew, 
2014). Athleticism refers to a stage where games became an admirable, ideological and 
forceful educational goal (Mangan, 2000). Its philosophy was a clear disruption to the 
classics education which focused on the intellectual. In short, these views elevating 
physical culture were most pronounced during the late Victorian and Edwardian era 
(Mangan, 2010c). As a result, games were viewed as an important, if not the most 
important, form of education. They were utilitarian. Games promoted courage, loyalty, 
cooperation and fair-play. Hickey (2011) – drawing on Mangan’s ideas – defines this 
elevated physical culture as athleticism, succinctly, in the following way: “[A] 
subscription to team games as vehicles for the inculcation of physical and moral 
courage, loyalty, obedience, cooperation, self-sacriﬁce and duty in school, college and 
university” (p. 1856). 
While Dunning and Sheard’s (2005) essay provided a fascinating account of the 
civilising process in rugby football, it did not illuminate the influence of imperial 
expansion. Indeed, the imperial wars were a notable stimulus to the athletic movement 
(McComb, 2004). As a result, wars invigorated and sustained the value of games and 
would provide an ideology, an ethic. The games ethic, strongly supported by 
athleticism, had some distinguishing features. It ensured loyalty to a cause, selflessness 
and respect for authority. “[T]he subscription to the belief that important expressive and 
instrumental qualities can be promoted through team games (in particular loyalty, self-
control, perseverance, fairness and courage, both moral and physical)” (Mangan, 2010b 
p. 229). 
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This influence was most pronounced among, but not limited to, the privileged classes 
who attended public schools. The games infiltrated many, if not most, of the educational 
institutions in English society by the 20th century (Hickey, 2011). As a result, schools 
were viewed as stepping stones to developing men worthy and capable of leading the 
empire. Team games then, although closely linked to athleticism, elevated 
subservience, group cohesion and self-sacrifice which became imbued with militaristic 
practices (Mangan, 1998).   
2.2.3 Play up! Play up! And play the game! 
Written on the eve of the Anglo-Boer War in 1898 is Henry Newbolt’s Vitai Lampada. 
It captures the sentiments of the games ethic. That is, war as a mere extension of the 
games played in the public schools, the greatest of games (Veitch, 1985). 
There's a breathless hush in the Close to-night  
Ten to make and the match to win  
A bumping pitch and a blinding light,  
An hour to play and the last man in.  
And it's not for the sake of a ribboned coat,  
Or the selfish hope of a season's fame,  
But his Captain's hand on his shoulder smote  
"Play up! play up! and play the game!"  
 
The sand of the desert is sodden red,  
Red with the wreck of a square that broke;  
The Gatling's jammed and the colonel dead,  
And the regiment blind with dust and smoke.  
The river of death has brimmed his banks,  
And England's far, and Honour a name,  
But the voice of schoolboy rallies the ranks,  
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"Play up! play up! and play the game!"  
 
This is the word that year by year  
While in her place the School is set  
Every one of her sons must hear,  
And none that hears it dare forget.  
This they all with a joyful mind  
Bear through life like a torch in flame,  
And falling fling to the host behind 
"Play up! play up! and play the game!" 
While athleticism was gaining credence, and the games ethic had instituted a 
behavioural code, a propagandist mission was imbuing the public school custom 
(Gorman, 2010). Games became all the more important during the imperial wars in the 
late 19th century. The games ethic was disseminated throughout the colonies and 
educational institutions, and those who adhered to it became its missionaries (Mangan, 
2010a). While gentlemanly conduct and Christian principles were the underpinning 
alchemy for the games ethic in the early to mid-nineteenth century, by the turn of the 
century this model was reworked. During this period, a new mission was elevated, 
preparation for war and colonial settlement (Stoddart, 2006). 
The industrial growth of Britain and its colonising activities had led to several imperial 
wars. These colonising effects began with many of the public school pupils bearing 
strong influence as immigrants. Speech addresses, school magazines and the like 
infiltrated the minds of the young, at home and abroad, with views of war as a game, 
the greatest game of all (Hickey, 2011). Within this imperial expansion, sports were 
deemed the most important tradition for Britain’s superiority. The excerpt below 
captures the spirit of the times: 
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Englishmen are not superior to Frenchmen or Germans in brains or industry or the science and 
apparatus of war; but they are superior in the health and temper which games impart ... I do not 
think I am wrong in saying that the sport, the pluck, the resolution, and the strength which have 
within the last few weeks animated the little garrison at Chitral and the gallant force that has 
accomplished their deliverance are effectively acquired in the cricket-fields and football fields 
of the great public schools, and in the games of which they are habitual scenes. The pluck, the 
energy, the perseverance, the good temper, the self-control, the discipline, the co-operation, the 
esprit de corps, which merit success in cricket or football, are the very qualities which win the 
day in peace or war. The men who possessed these qualities, not sedate and faultless citizens, 
but men of will, spirit, and chivalry, are the men who conquered at Plassey and Quebec. In the 
history of the British Empire it is written that England has owed her sovereignty to her sports 
(Weldon, 1894-5 as cited in Mangan, 1998 p. 35)  
Clearly, Britain generally viewed its social system as superior and felt that a cultural 
assimilation with all the colonies would ensure a superior colony. As a result, games 
took on militaristic undertones. The threat of a race degenerating ensured games were 
disseminated and sustained in the colonies; however, within the rugby fraternity a more 
eminent threat surfaced closer to home, professionalism.       
2.2.4 The rugby union crusade 
Rugby is often likened to a religion in countries with mass following. However, Collins 
(2008) uses a similar metaphor to suggest the powerful and pervasive influence of the 
amateur ideology, “[a]s the catechism was to the Catholic Church and the Talmud to 
Judaism, so too was amateurism the very essence of rugby union for over a hundred 
years.” (p. 1). 
A direct influence of athleticism and the games ethic was depicted in the strong views 
of sport as a form of play, not work (Dunning & Sheard, 2005). Indeed, central to the 
amateur ideal was the games ethic which was infused by the public school ethos 
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(Gorman, 2010). As a result, amateurism became attached, and imbued, with the views 
of sport as moral and character building (Mccullough & Subketkaew, 2014). 
 Significantly, the amateur ideology developed from a privileged class belief of 
superiority and sport acted as a vehicle of reinforcing such a social distinction (Caspar 
Whitney in Sporting Pilgrimage as cited in Wigglesworth, 2002). Therefore, an amateur 
had a superior social standing (Gruneau, 2006). Such was the amalgamation of 
amateurism and the views of the privileged social classes that, “[t]o allow a mixing of 
professional and amateur is as senseless and impractical as the negro [sic] fraternising 
with the refined and cultured members of the civilised world” (Caspar Whitney in 
Sporting Pilgrimage as cited in Wigglesworth, 2002, p. 85). As a result, professionalism 
would drive and sustain amateurism and become its antichrist. Surprisingly though, 
amateurism had no essential definition and only juxtaposed itself according to 
professionalism (Gruneau, 2006). Thus, to accept pecuniary gain from playing rugby 
was viewed as undermining its most fundamental purpose, the moral lessons it was 
considered were developed through rugby (Collins, 2008). Not only did amateurism in 
rugby serve as a guiding principle, but it was a means of social distinction (Collins, 
1996).  
Collins (2009a) suggested the growth of rugby football in the north of England 
threatened the privileged position of the southern RFU delegates, who were mostly 
public school educated and had been indoctrinated by its games ethic. Added to this, 
was the Football Association’s3 (FA) acceptance of professionalism in 1885. At this 
point, cup competitions in the north had raised rugby’s stature to a sport of mass 
                                                 
3 The FA was formed in 1863 to govern what is now considered soccer.  
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following. Indeed, up until the 1880s rugby football was more popular than soccer4, an 
incredible situation considering soccer’s current stature as the world game. Resulting 
from fears that a take-over of the RFU (based in London, in the south of England) by 
the northern clubs would occur, and the fellow FA’s open professionalism, an anti-
professional committee was set up in March 1886. In fact as early 1879, in-kind 
payments such as extravagant wedding gifts, lavish jewellery, expensive alcohol, 
employment opportunities, travelling expenses and payment for time off work were 
common practice (Collins, 2009a). Therefore, this amateur ideal that governed rugby 
union for more than a century arose from the rise of working class players in rugby 
football, and a fear of an adulterated games ethic. As a consequence, in 1895 an event 
as significant as the codification of rugby rules in 1845, and the RFU’s formation in 
1871, occurred. The RFU codified amateurism, and it read:  
Asking, receiving, or replying to a promise, direct or implied, to receive any money 
consideration whatever, actual or prospective; any employment or advancement; any 
establishment in business; or any compensation whatever (for playing, training or 'rendering 
any service' to a club) [is not permitted]. (RFU AGM minutes, 19 September 1895 as cited in 
Collins, 2009a, p. 37) 
The schism created by class tensions was settled by the RFUs anti-professional laws 
which led directly to the bifurcation of rugby football into rugby union and rugby 
league. The RFU would be the iron fist governing rugby union and maintaining the 
amateur ideal for years to come. The Northern Rugby Football Union (NU) would be 
the offshoot governing rugby league. The NU would adopt policies allowing for six 
shillings per day for broken-time payments (players were compensated for loss of 
wages) and continued the injury compensation allowance for the same amount. 
                                                 
4 I will continue to use soccer for association football, soccer being better understood in colloquial 
language in Australia as the game that prioritises kicking and uses a round ball.  
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Interestingly, the NU did not aim to professionalise the sport to the point decreed by 
the RFU. They only felt that to maintain the interest of the working class players such 
policies were essential. These tensions between the working classes and privileged 
classes in sport were appropriated to the colonies. With it, adopting amateurism and 
playing rugby union would cement a significant cultural bond. Therefore, these very 
same ideologies and traditions were initially adopted in the colonies.  
2.2.5 Rugby for export  
A key feature of imperial expansion was the appropriation of British cultural values. 
According to Stoddart (2006) sport served a significant role in this regard, providing a 
cultural bond through which the moral code of sport could traverse. By the end of the 
nineteenth century, sport was an integral part of most colonies. As a result, colonial 
schools ensured the games ethic embraced in the English public schools was followed 
(Mangan & Hickey, 2000). Added to this, administration of the most refined of British 
sports was centralised to London, thus ensuring a stranglehold of elitist traditions 
through a centralised and supreme governing body steeped in hierarchical and unequal 
class traditions of British society. Therefore, adopting and ceding to the ruling authority 
ensured loyalty and a shared cultural heritage (Horton, 2006). For example, in rugby 
union, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa were only given a seat on the 
International Rugby Football Board (IRFB), currently World Rugby, in 1948. This was 
despite the fact that national unions were established as early as 1874, 1889 and 1892 
in Australia, South Africa and New Zealand, respectively. This was, as Lambert (2000) 
suggested, representative of the dominating influence, and subordination, to British 
ideologies throughout the empire.  
Nevertheless, Horton (2000) argued against a simple transfer and transportation of 
British values. He attempted to show the transmutable and adaptive features of these 
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values (Horton, 1997; Horton, 2000; Horton, 2009a; Horton, 2009b). Following this 
line of argument, a brief overview of each site of study for this thesis is provided, 
demonstrating the ambiguities and adaptations to the British ethos.  
3.2.5.1 South Africa’s rugby milieu 
Like Australia and New Zealand, South Africa has been strongly influenced by British 
colonisation and its games ethic (Allen, 2011). As a former British colony, rugby was 
promoted to integrate British values and traditions; however, after its initial 
introduction rugby was reformulated and moulded to suit and mirror a more local 
identity (Black & Nauright, 1998). The most significant effect of this has been rugby’s 
Afrikanerisation (Allen, 2007; Grundlingh, 1995; Grundlingh, 1996). Indeed, despite 
rugby’s imperial roots in the late nineteenth century, it later took on a symbolic 
affiliation with the Afrikaners5. In particular, rugby during the early to mid-twentieth 
century became a powerful cultural expression of Afrikaner identity (Grundlingh, 
1996). As a result, authors have provided a compelling argument for rugby’s 
Afrikanerisation and its close links with the political revival of Afrikaner identity, 
through a nationalist movement (Allen, 2014; Allen, 2003; Grundlingh, 1996). To this 
end, De Villiers (1990) highlighted the significance of the first war of independence 
and its influence on the emerging Afrikaner nationalism in the early to mid-twentieth 
century. English colonists and their imperial attitudes became the root of animosity 
amongst the Afrikaners, resulting in a drive to revitalise Afrikaans identity.  
Rugby, for its martial undertones, became a sport through which Afrikaner identity 
could be moulded. Allen (2003) suggested that, despite rugby’s imperial undertones it 
was ideologically suited towards revitalising Afrikaner identity. Rugby’s 
                                                 
5 Afrikaner denotes a Southern African ethnic group who are predominantly the descendants of Dutch 
settlers. 
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Afrikanerisation reflected less emphasis on sportsmanship, gentlemanly conduct and 
fair-mindedness as British values of sport, and more on “ruggedness, endurance, 
forcefulness and determination” (Grundlingh, 1996, p. 187). Thus, the underpinning 
imperial roots of the British ‘muscular Christian’ were reformulated and shaped to the 
Afrikaner cause and began to reflect the mores of Afrikaans ideology (Nauright, 1997).  
Globally, rugby is seen to play an important and influential role in developing a martial, 
masculine identity (Mangan, 2010a). However, South Africa’s martial state resulted in 
military values becoming a core component of cultural and sporting life (Seegers, 
1993). Values such as deference, group cohesion, submission and loyalty were seen to 
maintain social order and control, and were all important interests of an apartheid, 
military state (Cock, 2005). As a consequence, rugby’s affinity to Afrikaner nationalism 
was seen to be of utmost importance to a rising Afrikaner state (Grundlingh, 1998). In 
Nauright’s (1997) words:  
Rugby is a game that promotes group cohesion, and the subordination of the individual to the 
coach and for the greater good of the team … This kind of bodily discipline was important to 
the project of Afrikaner nationalism (p. 87). 
The links between rugby and Afrikaner ideology during the early 1900s were further 
reinforced by Springbok victories over their imperial masters, and particularly when 
Afrikaners were playing (Allen, 2003). Allen (2011) claimed rugby began to adopt 
more focused and narrow nationalistic dimensions with the Afrikaners during the early 
1930s. The Afrikaner Broederbond6, translating to the Afrikaner Brotherhood, in 1918 
sought to control cultural institutions and public discourse, and rugby seemed 
particularly important to their cause (Nauright, 1997). The Broederbond provided the 
                                                 
6 This was a secret society formed, from a group Afrikaner intelligentsia, who felt South African society 
should reflect the interests and ideologies of them, as chosen people.  
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impetus for cementing and ultimately providing Afrikaners with their own ideology as 
reflected in the country’s political management (O'Meara, 1977). Indeed, the National 
Party (NP) who instated apartheid, winning the electoral vote in 1948, were victorious 
as a result of the ongoing emergence of Afrikaner nationalism earlier in the century. 
Significantly though, this discrimination remained until 1994, through more than forty 
years of dictatorial rule. It was during this period, and until the fall of the NP, that rugby 
became strongly linked with Afrikaner identity. In turn, the game has developed into 
an Afrikanerised practice, underpinned by Afrikaans values and cultural practices, yet 
somewhat different to its imperial roots (Grundlingh, 1995).  
In this regard, Pretoria7, currently the administrative capital of the country and 
previously the government headquarters under Afrikaner rule, played an influential role 
in the dissemination of rugby as connected with Afrikaans identity (Nauright, 1997). 
Afrikaner men who were educated in Afrikaans universities forged and disseminated 
their views on Afrikaans masculinity, with rugby occupying a central place (Allen, 
2011). Indeed, Grundlingh (1996) suggested that purified8 Afrikaans universities held 
the same significance as the British Oxbridge universities for the dissemination of a 
sporting ideology among Afrikaner men.  
Consequently, in Pretoria, the University of Pretoria and the senior rugby clubs became 
one of the important sites for Afrikaner rugby. As such, the influence of a rising group 
consciousness and its impact on rugby cannot be underestimated (Van der Merwe, 
1991). To this end though, the role of rugby and its assimilation with Afrikaner identity 
                                                 
7 Pretoria has been undergoing a name change to the City of Tshwane for several years, to date, however 
this process is still on hold. A press release states it will remain on hold until after the 2014 national 
elections.  
8 For example, in Traansvaal, the bilingual Traansvaal University College was transformed into a more 
purified Afrikaner, and nationalistic, University of Pretoria in the 1930s.   
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was not fixed, and nor were the racial undertones of the sport shared amongst all 
Afrikaners. The split of the National Party in 1967 after B.J. Vorster allowed non-
whites to feature in foreign teams was evidence of the disparity among this population. 
However, at a political level, Allen (2003) suggests that long-held differences between 
British imperialists and the Republican Afrikaners led to increased tensions between 
them. One of the differences was the liberal outlook of the colonialist as opposed to the 
conservative mindset of the Afrikaners. The unequal relationships between authority 
and followers, and the strong loyalty to the group are but just some points of difference 
(Seegers, 1993).  
3.2.5.2 Australia’s rugby milieu 
Rugby in contemporary Australia competes with three other football codes. Its growth 
and development has been shaped by the interaction between its British heritage and 
the emergence of a distinctly Australian culture (Adair, Nauright, & Phillips, 1998). 
However, as a result of colonial development, early Australian sport reflected and 
reproduced British values, resulting in the emergence of an imperial sporting culture 
(Collins, 2009b). Then, once nationalistic attitudes emerged, the practice and meaning 
of sport imported from Britain was shaped by growing local cultures, and this was 
particularly evident over the latter half of the nineteenth century (Horton, 1997). One 
such example is the parochial sporting traditions across the states and territories, which 
were established as separate colonies, as well as within them. Illustrating this point is 
the apparent divide between Melbourne and Sydney, and their respective affiliations to 
the ‘Australian game’, Australian Rules football (AFL), and rugby football (Cashman 
& Hickie, 1990).  
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The striking dichotomy influencing the diffusion of football among the Australian 
states is encapsulated by the ‘Barassi Line9’ (Hess & Nicholson, 2007). Although there 
is no accepted theory for such a divide between the southern and northern states, the 
formation of the Southern Rugby Football Union10 (SRFU), now the New South Wales 
Rugby Union (NSWRU), in Sydney predates that of other football codes. As a result, 
in Sydney, the affiliation to rugby football took hold prior to Australian football (AFL). 
This, coupled with inter-colonial rivalry11 and geographical limitations, ensured rugby 
football emerged as the dominant code in Sydney, to become ‘the heartland’ of rugby 
in Australia (Hickie, 1993). 
Within rugby football, the distinction and split that occurred between rugby union and 
rugby league in 1907, reflected significant class struggles. Rugby league was deemed 
expressive of the working class experience and rugby union remained an expression of 
British middle class values (Fagan, 2005), mirroring the case in England a decade prior. 
Certainly, such an affiliation with rugby football was not unproblematic. As a colonial 
game, rugby football was initially diffused to Australia with a similar view on its 
capacity to develop moral character (Stewart, 1992). Despite rugby’s revered place in 
the diffusion of muscular Christianity in Britain, Australia’s diverse settlement resulted 
in more heterogeneous sporting practices. According to Horton (1997; 2000) this , 
among other influences,  has significantly influenced a distinct and unique Australian 
sporting culture. Although Australia adopted British games and their views on 
athleticism, it did not always implement the rigid hierarchical class structures inherent 
                                                 
9 The ‘Barassi Line’ is a term coined by Turner to describe the delineation of rugby football in the North-
eastern Australian states, and Australian Rules football in the south and west. 
10 Significantly, this was the first body formed outside of Britain that adopted rugby rules.  
11 The SRFU banned rugby players from playing Australian Rules because of a general dislike for the 
Melbourne game; it was seen to be anti-colonial. 
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within British sports as played in England, due to the lack of an upper class in Australia. 
As a result, the rigid class structures in England became malleable and were less of an 
influence on the meaning of sport in Australia (Adair & Vamplew, 1997).  
In the early 1900s, rugby football was the dominant sport played in Sydney. But an 
increasing threat from other football codes, strong working class participation and 
general unhappiness among working class players, led to the split of rugby football in 
Australia. Like the 1895 occurrence in England, the result was a diffraction of rugby 
football into rugby union and rugby league12 in Australia as of 1907. It is argued that 
the strong nationalistic attitudes to result from the federation of Australia were an 
important precursor to this split (Horton, 2009a). On this point, Fagan (2005) suggests 
that at the time the SRFU was more concerned with maintaining its affiliation to its 
English mother body, the Rugby Football Union (RFU), than with accommodating 
local players. This tension resulted in stricter policies with regards to injury 
compensation for time lost off work. As a consequence, this scheme was retracted 
within the amateur SRFU organisation and league developed out of general 
unhappiness with this decision. Consequently, rugby league in Sydney would allow 
‘broken-time13’ payments, the diffusion of gate earning among players and officials, 
and aimed to make their code more spectacular to watch. Rugby union, however, 
retained its amateur ethos. This ethos, according to Horton (2009a), “reeked of English 
imperialism” (p. 969) and would further divide rugby football along class and sectarian 
lines. The following excerpt from The Sydney Morning Herald (1907) reflects the 
                                                 
12 A proposal, in England, that rugby players be allowed to compensation for bona fide loss of time was 
repealed by the RFU. As a result, on August 29, 1895 clubs were asked to conform to this ruling. To 
which, 22 clubs broke away and formed the Northern Football Union, now known as rugby league. This 
is now famously regarded as ‘the split’.  
13 Players would be compensated for injuries incurred and wages lost as a result of playing. 
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affiliation to the amateur ideal within rugby and its elevated status for developing moral 
character, at the time ‘the split’ was occurring: 
The moment a money interest enters a game it begins to fall a prey to a host of evils. It is this 
precisely that has done so much harm to the turf. In football especially professionalism has 
proved a curse wherever it has been allowed to set the upper hand. It destroys the instinct of 
legitimate sportsmanship very quickly for the player, and it teaches the onlooker as quickly to 
mistake the "play" for a contest of gladiators – hired at that. The best thing about our 
English sports, apart from their intrinsic healthfulness, is that they maintain for us in after-life 
the traditions of the great public school, and extend those traditions into every grade of 
society. (p. 6) 
The commencement of the First World War in 1914, merely 13 years after Australia’s 
federation, would bring to light imperial attitudes among citizens and the rugby 
fraternity. Rugby union, with its strict amateur ethos, ceased all competitions out of 
respect for the soldiers; whereas, rugby league and other working-class sports continued 
their competitions. This separation created tensions and strained the meaning and 
values attached to sport in Australia. With respect to rugby, union’s shut down during 
war represented a strong connection, affiliation and identification with the mother 
country. In contrast, league’s working-class following and its continued competition 
represented Australian labour identity and its tensions with British middle class values. 
This view aligns with Horton’s (2000) suggestions of an anti-imperialist consciousness 
which was strongly evidenced at the onset of war. Therefore, war, sectarian and class 
divisions impacted on rugby union’s development with it remaining tainted by class 
divisions to this day. Rugby league forms a major part of the working-class experience 
and rugby union continues to be the dominant code in the affluent suburbs of Sydney. 
Private schools continue to disseminate the game and provide a significant number of 
the elite performers at the national level (Barkell, O'Connor, & Cotton, 2013).  
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In Sydney, the game itself has undergone major changes. August 1995 marked the 
repeal of the amateur administration and organisation of rugby union worldwide. As 
club rugby in this setting is but one step below the professional Super 15 competition14, 
at the time of this study, it was naturally influenced by organisational changes at the 
elite level (Skinner, Stewart, & Edwards, 1999). As a result of being the heartland of 
rugby and the main source of player numbers to the Wallabies (the national squad), 
rugby in Sydney has been the target of organisational change.  
3.5.2.3 New Zealand’s rugby milieu 
Rugby in New Zealand is ubiquitously labelled as the national sport, likened often to a 
religion (Nauright, 1990). However, it did not always dominate the sporting landscape. 
In fact, during the 1860s, association football (soccer) and Victorian rules (AFL) were 
more established than rugby football (Chester, McMillan, & Palenski, 1998). It was the 
procurement of immigrants from the English public schools, who acted as 
‘missionaries’ that were instrumental in the dissemination of the game and its values 
throughout the colony (J. Phillips, 1996). In the 1870s they were responsible for 
spreading the game, along with the zeal of the games ethic, throughout New Zealand 
(Vincent, 1997). As a result, the ideologies of athleticism and imperialism gained 
credence in late nineteenth century New Zealand (Mangan & Hickey, 2000). Schools 
modelled on the English public school system took up rugby, further cementing the 
place of rugby and its importance on moral education (J. Phillips, 1996), and by 1895 
rugby was seen as the dominant sport in New Zealand.  
                                                 
14 The Australian Rugby Championship (ARC) was instated as a professional domestic league in 2007 
to bridge the gap between club rugby and the professional Super Rugby competition; however, after only 
one year it was discontinued due to financial losses incurred.  
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A number of factors led to such a development. According to J. Phillips (1996), relative 
to cricket, it was inexpensive to maintain sporting grounds. The muddy grounds were 
more suited to rugby than soccer. And more importantly, its physicality aligned well 
with the pioneering views on masculinity and physical strength in white New Zealand 
views. Once rugby was linked to muscular ideologies, its perceived egalitarian ethos 
ensured its pervasiveness throughout New Zealand society (Ryan, 2011).  
The importance placed on rugby as a vehicle for developing moral character, masculine 
spirit and muscular virtues was expressed through its amateur ethos (Gruneau, 2006). 
However, Ryan (2000) suggested that the underpinning ideologies of rugby, unfolding 
into the amateur governance of the sport, were not unquestionably adopted in New 
Zealand. Indeed, commercial interests, gate-takings and broken-time payments were 
part of early twentieth century discourse throughout Australasian rugby (Vincent, 
1997). As a result, clubs, provinces and unions in New Zealand often found ways of 
circumventing these strict amateur principles in order to compensate players (Ryan, 
2005). These characteristics, a perceived focus on competition and a more scientific 
approach to training were regarded as undermining the amateur principles of the game 
(Vincent, 2005). As a consequence, tensions arose between the mother body in 
England, the RFU, and the antipodean bodies. The RFU viewed these characteristics as 
a moral decline in the colonies, resulting in fewer tours between them during the inter-
war years (Ryan, 2000).  
As a result of early inter-regional and international tours15, the New Zealand Rugby 
Football Union (NZRFU) was formed in 1892, now New Zealand Rugby (NZR). Its 
                                                 
15 The first team to travel from New Zealand was the 1884 tour to New South Wales (NSW), Australia, 
who reciprocated the tour from NSW in 1882. From then, a British team toured New Zealand in 1888 
followed by the ‘Natives’ tour of 1888-89, which preceded that of the ‘Originals’ in 1905-06 in their tour 
of Britain.  
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primary role was to oversee and become the central governing body for all New Zealand 
overseas tours and coordinate unification of the rugby rules in New Zealand (Obel & 
Austrin, 2005). Significantly, it is the 1905-06 ‘Originals’16 that have come to 
symbolise the pioneering paradigm of manhood that has dominated New Zealand 
society for decades (Vincent, 1997). Surprisingly, this tour followed the inaugural 
‘Natives’17 tour to Britain in 1888-89, which highlights the dominance of Pakeha 18 
ideals and discourse, and reflects a prioritisation of Eurocentric sporting identity in the 
construction of national imagery in New Zealand (Grainger, 2006; Grainger, Falcous, 
& Newman, 2012; Hokowhitu, 2005; Hokowhitu, 2009; Maclean, 2000; McConnell, 
2000). Certainly, the success of the 1905 Originals tour provided the impetus to merge 
rugby with nationalistic ideals; however, within a Pakeha paradigm (Hokowhitu, 2009). 
To this end, rugby in New Zealand can be seen to signify colonial manhood and the 
contributions of the white pioneering settlers (Grainger et al., 2012). Nevertheless, 
Daley (2005) argues that the perceived interrelationship between rugby and a 
pioneering colonial manhood has been overrepresented in the literature, at the expense 
of other narratives.  
Indeed, rugby was ‘transported’ to New Zealand as a preserve of colonial imperialism 
(Nauright, 1990). Significantly though, the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840, 
underpinned, at least at face value, a bi-cultural society wherein Pakeha and Māori have 
equal rights and political representation in New Zealand society. This was not the case 
and sport is argued to provide a falsified egalitarian ethos, neglecting the imposition of 
Pakeha ideals and values on Māori society, customs and values (McConnell, 2000). The 
                                                 
16 This is the label bestowed on the first ‘fully’ New Zealand representative team to tour the northern 
hemisphere.  
17 This tour was privately organised and made up of mainly Māori players; however, after non-Māori 
players were included the name was changed to the Natives, to denote of New Zealand descent.  
18 Pakeha is a term used to refer to New Zealanders who are of European descent. 
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consequence was the emergence of a colonised masculinity from the intersection of 
coloniser, colonised and the civilisation of natives (Hokowhitu, 2005). As a result, the 
presence of early Māori in rugby represented their assimilation into Pakeha society.  
To this end, Hokowhitu (2004) suggests that such was the pervading view on Māori’s 
physical masculinity that rugby would hold special significance in gaining civilised 
status among the Pakeha, and Mana19 among their communities. Such a privileged 
position has helped to construct, and further reinforce the physical overrepresentation 
of Māori. Indeed, Daley (2005) has argued that such a paradigm has been privileged as 
part of the colonising process. Within this process, the amalgamation of distinctive 
features of New Zealand society has emerged. For example, the acknowledgment of 
Maoritanga values, and an attempt to define spirituality within the Health and Physical 
Education curriculum, is suggestive of such an amalgamation (Fraser, 2004). Also of 
significance is the impact of Maoritanga on rugby’s traditions and values (Hapeta & 
Palmer, 2014). Such has been the influence of Māori in rugby that one notable tradition, 
the haka, has come to naively symbolise New Zealand identity (Davies, 2014).  
2.3  The professional face of rugby 
Rugby first became established in the privileged schools of Australia, New Zealand and 
South Africa. As a result, rugby remained sheltered by, and appropriated to, the 
privileged class values which these establishments and other like institutions sustained 
(Stoddart, 2006). These institutions provided the same fervour for the games ethic and 
resulted in strong affiliation to rugby’s moral code (Lambert, 2004).  
Leading up to 1995, amateurism was the badge of purity; professionalism was the mark 
of rugby’s failures (from this point on, I will continue to use rugby to refer to rugby 
                                                 
19 Mana is held in high regard in Māori society. It encapsulates ideas of dignity, inclusion and respect.   
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union, unless otherwise stated). The purity of rugby presented however, was what the 
public was led to believe, rather than the truth in fact. In reality, rugby union did not 
become a professional sport overnight (Ryan, 2008b). From about the 1980s the unions 
all over the world had an invested interest in exploiting rugby’s commercial capacity. 
Players had profited from gate takings as early as the first international tours and 
continued to do so in the mid-twentieth century; however, such rewards were concealed 
in gifts, employment and other expenses (J. Harris, 2008). This exchange of goods, and 
the enticement of players from clubs through employment opportunities, is most 
strikingly captured by the term ‘shamateurism’ (Obel, 2010).  
Rugby has undergone a slow but steady transformation from its amateur governance to 
a commercial, business oriented model (Howe, 1999). For example, the IRFB was first 
formed in order to settle disputes arising from international fixtures. Of particular 
importance to its inauguration was a disputed try in a game between Scotland and 
England in 1884. The disputed try went in favour of England reasoned by the fact that 
they formulated the laws of rugby, and so their version of events was deemed correct 
(Richards, 2007). As a result of this event, in 1887 the three rugby unions from Ireland, 
Wales and Scotland convened to form an international board that would standardise the 
rules of play and govern international fixtures. England refused membership on grounds 
that with greater playing numbers and clubs it deserved greater representation. It was 
only after a boycott of England fixtures by Ireland, Wales and Scotland in 1888 to 1889, 
and the international pressure resulting from this, that England reclaimed membership. 
At this point and in 1890, England became a representative member holding six seats 
to the remaining three unions’ two each.  
By 1958, New Zealand, Australia and South Africa would prove themselves loyal and 
respected companions in rugby. As a result, they gained two seats each on the IRFB, 
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and became key members contributing to the direction of rugby union. By this time, 
both New Zealand and South Africa had proven themselves as superior rugby playing 
nations. This status in world rugby would be the premise for the adoption of open 
professionalism on 26 August 1995. Kerry Packer’s Super League in Australia was 
threatening a coup de force of rugby union players to the paying game, rugby league. 
Negotiations with media moguls Kerry Packer and Rupert Murdoch were well 
underway prior to the Paris Declaration (the treaty which signals the end of 
amateurism). Players from Australia, South Africa and New Zealand negotiated an 
annual competition between the three countries, now known as the Rugby 
Championship, from which they could profit. To this end, these disputes and 
legalisation of professionalism led to the inaugurated South Africa New Zealand 
Australia Rugby (SANZAR) competitions. For the price of $555 million over the next 
ten years, the Tri-nations and Super Rugby competitions would dilate amateurism and 
lead to the influx of commercialism in rugby. Significantly, this did not occur suddenly 
or overnight. 
Underpinning this ongoing development was globalisation (Donnelly, 1996). By the 
1960s the most popular team sports were professional bodies, and rugby could not 
immunise itself to these influences (Collins, 2010). The first Rugby World Cup (RWC) 
would take part in 1987, and fears of rugby’s professionalism began to surface. 
Attitudes towards training started to change and winning became important. This was 
seen to be diluting the very core of the amateur ideal and viewed as a reflection of the 
influence of professional sport (Collins, 2009a). Above all influences, it is the media 
exploitation of rugby that led to the demise of amateurism.   
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3. Methodology 
A constructivist grounded theory methodology (GTM) was used for this study 
(Charmaz, 2006). Within this approach sits a set of assumptions and outcomes to ensure 
credibility and rigour. The most notable of assumptions is the ‘construction’ rather than 
‘discovery’ of theory (Charmaz, 2008). Underpinning this idea is the philosophical 
assumption that knowledge is constructed by the very act of performing research. As a 
consequence, knowledge claims are interpretivist rather than objectifiable. This 
philosophical disjuncture is also evident within GTM. There are now a number of 
variations on the grounded theory approach. This chapter traces the development of 
GTM to provide an in depth examination of its development and the philosophical 
assumptions that it sits upon.  
To illustrate the theoretical underpinnings of this research, this chapter predominantly 
engages with, and argues for, grounded theory as a methodological research strategy. It 
begins with a brief overview of GTM and situates this research within a philosophical 
perspective. Following this, a detailed outline of the components that justify grounded 
theory is articulated. Significantly though, grounded theory itself has separated and the 
result is illustrated by different philosophical assumptions (Kenny & Fourie, 2014). 
Therefore, reasons why constructivist principles were used within an interpretivist 
paradigm are identified followed by an outline of the specific procedures and 
components of grounded theory that were used. Finally, the methods used to gather and 
construct data are delineated to provide methodological transparency.    
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3.1 Adopting a paradigm of inquiry 
Credibility in qualitative research is encouraged by a sound and logical research design 
(Jackson, 2013). However, research traditions and their associated beliefs influence, 
implicitly and explicitly, the research design and its underpinning logic (Grant & 
Giddings, 2002). As a result, engaging with the philosophical underpinnings of various 
research traditions, understanding their respective ontological positions and situating 
research within an epistemological stance is required to ensure credibility (Brewer, 
2000). To this end, Crotty (1998) suggested that the assumptions embedded in a chosen 
methodology necessitate articulation, as they provide a way of making sense and 
understanding phenomena. Such is the pervasiveness of these assumptions that 
consequently they affect dramatically the research process (Howell, 2013). For 
example, they influence data gathering techniques, interpretations of data, and how we 
construct and understand meaning (Mason, 1996). These influences, which provide 
frameworks of meaning and understanding, are considered a paradigm of inquiry 
(Howell, 2013). These paradigms of inquiry provide guidelines from which knowledge 
claims are considered appropriate and logical (Guba & Lincoln, 2005). Furthermore, 
these paradigms of inquiry are situated within an ontological framework (Crotty, 1998).  
Indeed, theorising is an essential component of qualitative research within which 
debates on the nature of knowledge are underpinned by an array of theoretical 
perspectives. For example, a positivist view regards that an objective truth, not 
influenced by human subjectivities, exists. This, then, results in adopting research 
designs that aim towards a discoverable, objective reality wherein knowledge claims 
are considered unbiased, verified and replicable (Howell, 2013). In contrast, 
interpretivist ontologies assume that all knowledge is socially, culturally and 
historically situated. Accordingly, interpretivist research designs adopt a reflexive 
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nature whereby findings are presented as constructs and are situated in context. They 
are time and place dependent. Research designs are problematised and the role of the 
researcher in developing knowledge is considered. Therefore, interpretivist research 
aims to construct meaning, rather than discover it (Crotty, 1998).  
While there has been an increasing volume of research underpinned by qualitative 
inquiry since the mid-twentieth century, Smith and Hodkinson (2005) note that research 
underpinned by positivist assumptions remains prioritised. Significantly, debate on the 
credibility of qualitative research is occurring across a broader research network; as a 
consequence, within the sports coaching field a similar discussion is occurring. For 
example, Nelson, Groom and Potrac (2014) claimed that research within the sports 
coaching field remains dominated by a positivist inquiry. According to various authors, 
this does not provide an adequate or complete framework from which to consider, 
question and develop understanding of the sports coaching field (Cushion et al., 2003; 
Cushion et al., 2010; Cushion, 2011; Jones, 2011; Jones & Wallace, 2005; Jones et al., 
2012). It was from this tenet, and my inclination towards the complex and messy nature 
of coaching, that a qualitative research approach underpinned by an interpretivist view 
was adopted. Therefore, it was engaging with these theoretical perspectives that 
contributed to the value of qualitative research (Holden & Lynch, 2004). These 
perspectives provided a significant step towards conceptual coherence and helped 
establish a framework from which plausible knowledge claims could be ascertained 
(Leshem & Trafford, 2007). 
In light of the philosophical positions available, Morse and Richards (2002) noted that 
the divide between quantitative and qualitative research is a reflection of differing 
ontological positions. As a result, they argued that the research criteria ought to be 
different. Thus, rather than validity and reliability, which are views that underpin 
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positivist (quantitative) research, interpretivist (qualitative) research aims to promote 
rigour and trustworthiness (Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers, 2002). On this 
point, Howell (2013) suggested that “[e]very theoretical perspective involves a distinct 
mode of thinking” (p. 22). As a consequence of an in-depth consideration of 
methodology, a researcher is armed with tools which help to develop an understanding 
of the research phenomena and promote credible knowledge claims, within their 
adopted paradigm (Grant & Giddings, 2002). 
3.2  Grounded theory: A neutral philosophical method?    
The priority given to the theoretical underpinnings in qualitative research may, as 
Hernandez (2008) argued, contrast with grounded theory’s core principle of flexibility 
and emergence of theory from data. It is the focus on coding and building theory within 
a grounded theory methodological process that precedes seeking a philosophical 
position (Urquhart, 2013). For example, the forefather of grounded theory, Glaser 
(1992) emphasised that a researcher’s background should not dictate grounded theory 
processes. However, Charmaz (2005) cautions researcher against this stance. Charmaz’ 
(2005; 2006; 2008) reservations about Glaserian GTM were mostly directed to the idea 
that objectivity is a plausible outcome; she does not believe it is. As a result, Glaserian 
grounded theory is considered classic grounded theory because it is Glaser’s views that 
reflect most closely the intentions of the original development of the methodology. 
Therefore, much discussion on grounded theory naturally argues against and is 
contrasted with classical (Glaserian) grounded theory (Birks & Mills, 2011).  
Glaser’s (1978; 1992; 2001; 2003; 2005) focus on emergence has been at the expense 
of adopting a philosophical position, which has resulted in the perception of GTM as a 
methodologically indifferent research approach. Consequently, the Glaserian 
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approach’s flexibility is critiqued for discouraging scholarly rigour (Bryant, 2002). 
Such debate however, is situated within a reflection of wider qualitative research 
discourse which has encouraged theoretical rigour and led to a critique of grounded 
theory’s underpinning epistemology (Charmaz, 2005).  
The above theoretical criticism is, to reiterate, mostly directed at grounded theory’s 
flexibility, which Glaser and Strauss (1967) claimed to be its chief objective, stating 
that “[o]ur principal aim is to stimulate other theorists to codify and publish their own 
methods for generating theory” (p. 8). As a result of such flexibility, epistemological 
adaptations have been made among grounded theorist using their own methods. This 
has had serious implications for grounded theory research. Grounded theorists can 
claim to use an objectivist, symbolic interactionist, postmodernist, or constructionist 
epistemological lens and align themselves, accordingly, with Glaserian, Straussian, 
Clarke and Charmaz (Charmaz, 2006; Charmaz, 2008; Clarke, 2005; Clarke & Friese, 
2010; Glaser, 1978; Glaser, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Another noticeable 
consequence of grounded theory’s flexibility is its far-reaching use across academic 
disciplines. It has been applied to research in nursing, organisational behaviour, 
information technology, sports science and more (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010). This led 
Hall et al. (2013) to caution about grounded theory’s fashionable adoption which has at 
times, according to them, eroded theoretical rigour. Added to this is a lack of familiarity 
with using grounded theory, its complex and debated character, and most notably the 
delayed literature review which unsettles traditional research practices (Urquhart, 
2013).  
To this end, Smith and Hodkinson (2005) claimed that research is a political enterprise. 
As a result, the value and credibility of research is institutionalised and gauged by 
gatekeepers of these research communities. They further claim that research credibility 
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remains linked to experimental design methods, while interpretivist methodologies are 
likened to weak and improper research. Thus, positivist research remains elevated at 
the expense of relativist ontologies. It was on this point, more than 50 years ago, that 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) out of their frustration for qualitative research’s low status, 
developed grounded theory. This was their systematic qualitative method that could 
compete with and against the dominant positivist criteria, a contradiction as such. The 
response to systemise qualitative research (which is inherently interpretivist) increased 
its applicability and status. 
3.3  Grounded theory: A ‘frustrated’ response 
Grounded theory has been influenced by various epistemological shifts and discipline-
specific ontological positions (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010). As an approach, grounded 
theory or GT as Glaser popularised, sprung from frustrations with modernist views and 
their infiltration into social science research (Hall et al., 2013). The growth of social 
science research in the twentieth century prompted a consideration of the underlying 
philosophy of research. It was the schools of thought of whether social sciences should 
mimic the natural sciences, or confront them, that has led to theoretically informed 
research (Howell, 2013). On this point, and as a consequence of modernist views, social 
science research was entrenched in verifying grand theories and applying predictive 
models to social life, which reinforced positivist ontologies (Charmaz, 2006). It is from 
this tenet that Glaser and Strauss aimed to confront such traditions. As a result, they 
developed an approach where theorising was intrinsically linked to data generated from 
naturalistic (field) research and which reflected the substantive area of study. They used 
data from fieldwork to develop theory; thus, theory was ‘grounded’ in data. And hence, 
the term grounded theory (Kenny & Fourie, 2014).  
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The effect of developing interpretive, naturalistic and context-specific theory reflected 
a paradigm shift, and assumed that social science research should be empirically based 
on inductive logic strategies as opposed to scientistic (or positivist) assumptions (Hall 
et al., 2013). This pioneering approach used in Awareness of Dying (Glaser & Strauss, 
1965) would prove to be the formative work underpinning GT’s foundation. As a result, 
The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967) would provide a body of work illuminating the core concepts and 
strategies of GT, and furthermore, establish the authors as the forefathers of GT. At the 
core of the 1967 publication was the development of data-driven theory and a 
systematic coding procedure underpinned by inductive logic. In summary, the 
systematic and objective stance of analysis in the 1967 publication would consider 
theory to emerge from coding qualitative data, scrutinising these through constant 
comparison, which with further sampling, would define and delimit categories 
developed from codes and ultimately result in a theory elevated but ensuing from data. 
Nevertheless, this unproblematic approach to analysis has resulted, since its inception, 
in GT’s reformulation to represent several paradigm shifts. On this point, it is this 
flexibility that has been attractive to researchers across disciplines and fields, and has 
resulted in a problematic conception of GT’s methodological congruence (Birks & 
Mills, 2011). 
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3.4  Grounded theory: A method or methodology? 
Mruck and Mey (2010) suggested that the differing grounded theory perspectives 
available are, in fact, responses to different grounded theory ‘methodologies’. This, in 
qualitative research terms, suggests that a critical evaluation of grounded theory’s 
philosophical underpinnings is required (Crotty, 1998). To illustrate, methods do not 
critically engage with such theoretical perspectives, they are the practical procedures 
(in-depth interviewing, questionnaires etc.) used to generate knowledge. In short, they 
are the recipes. Unlike the requirements of methodology, the types of knowledge 
generated as reflective of a particular ontological position, the role of the researcher in 
generating data and other similar philosophical issues are not reviewed.  
This differentiates between using grounded theory approaches or grounded theory 
methodology (GTM) (Urquhart, 2013). Indeed, grounded theory (GT) literature is 
marked by a set of diverse terminologies which often cause confusion (Bryant, 2002). 
This is a consequence of the varying philosophical positions currently available, for 
example positivist, constructivist or post-modernist which are departures from the 
original publication (Kelle, 2005).  
While recent adaptations of GT have led to critical, and focused, engagement with 
philosophical perspectives, Glaser had advocated GT as a stand-alone methodology 
representing a unique set of criteria and objectives (Glaser, 1992). It is Glaser’s use of 
methodology that is problematic. Strictly speaking, methodology imparts a critical 
evaluation of philosophical perspectives (Crotty, 1998), which Glaserian (classic) 
grounded theory fails to do. Nevertheless, it GTs complex literature, its unique history, 
and its specialisation that connects it to methodological issues (Ezzy, 2002).   
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Considering the systematic processes and procedures developed for varying traditions 
of GT (Charmaz, 2006; Clarke, 2005; Glaser, 1978; Strauss & Corbin, 1990), I agree 
with the points above. The use of grounded theory (GT), its procedures and processes 
as a method of analysis is to engage in distinct, and varied, methodological prose. Thus, 
to use the term grounded theory methodology (GTM) is to engage in the systematic 
processes explicated by your chosen thread, for example Glaserian, Straussian, post-
positivist and constructivist. Also, it is to consider the criteria applicable to GTM to 
ensure the development of theory. As a result, I will continue to use GTM to explain 
the principles of an approach that is dynamic, evolving and intellectually contested, and 
which has clear methodological lineage (Urquhart, 2013). For example, it is dynamic 
in the way that adaptations to coding procedures, terminologies and processes to 
analysis are present. It is evolving as a result of refinement and variance from the 
original text and ideas as developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Furthermore, the 
debates of GTM’s philosophical underpinnings have led to contested terrain among 
users of the approach.  
Significantly, GTM’s focus on emergence is the most debated outcome of using the 
approach (Kelle, 2005). A researcher who trusts emergence, according to Glaser (1992), 
is considered open minded. As a result, emergence is a coined term which forbids the 
researcher’s subjectivities in the discovery of theory (Urquhart, 2013). Glaser (1992) 
claimed this is a direct contradiction to one of its core principles, induction. 
Accordingly, it forces theory rather than prompting emergence as applicable to the 
substantive area of study (Mruck & Mey, 2010). Nevertheless, some authors refute and 
argue against such a neutral philosophical position (Hall et al., 2013; Hood, 2010; 
Kearney, 2010). Certainly, Charmaz (2006) argued that GTM should be aligned to, and 
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representative of, different research paradigms, and in so doing strengthening GTM’s 
applicability and rigour.  
On this point, the original ideas from Glaser and Strauss (1967) indicated that different 
researchers bring different theoretical sensitivities to the research, stating that “of 
course, the researcher does not approach reality as a tabula rasa. He [sic] must have a 
perspective that will help him see relevant data and abstract significant categories from 
his scrutiny of the data” (p. 3, footnote). Therefore, a researcher cannot remove 
themselves from subjectivities; these inherently affect the research process (Giske & 
Artinian, 2007). Kelle (2005) noted the influence of the researcher that affects the 
research process, which have remained implicit in the original texts of GTM. This has 
resulted in debate in working with the approach which has led to varied philosophical 
debates among its users (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010).  
Briefly, grounded theorists can consider themselves to be adopting a classic (Glaserian), 
Straussian, post-modernist or constructivist GTM (Kenny & Fourie, 2014). Classic 
GTM is considered to be underpinned by objectivist ontology and associated with 
Glaser (Glaser, 1978; Glaser, 1992). Ideas such as discovering the underlying social 
process, predicting future behaviours, and entering the field as an objective researcher 
encapsulate an objectivist view. Straussian GTM is considered to be influenced by 
pragmatism and symbolic interactionism, and linked to Strauss as well as his collegiate 
work with Corbin (see, Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Ideas on meaning 
influenced and mediated by social interactions and the focus on these processes has 
strong link to symbolic interactionism. Post-modernist GTM is associated with Clarke’s 
situational analysis (see, Clarke, 1997; Clarke, 2005; Clarke & Friese, 2010). Ideas on 
the importance of context, its enabling effects and the prominence placed on situated 
knowledge represent a postmodernist view. Constructivist GTM is associated with 
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Charmaz (see, Charmaz, 2005; Charmaz, 2006; Charmaz, 2008). Notions of situating 
the researcher within the research process and viewing theory as a construction, 
underpin a constructivist view.     
In light of these varying perspectives, it is Glaser’s resolution on the GTM processes 
advanced in earlier works, and later (see, Glaser, 1978; 1992; 2001; 2003; 2005) that 
has created a sense of ‘pure’ GTM (Urquhart, 2013).  
3.5  GTM: A fragmented research strategy 
Prior to Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) publication, Glaser had voiced concerns regarding 
the new direction of GTM driven by the authors. Glaser felt this to be untrue to earlier 
GTM, responding with a detailed letter the aspects of the publication to which he felt 
differed significantly: 
I am writing you in response to your phone call … during which you said that you will do 
nothing to either recall or change the Basics of Qualitative Research book, nor will you listen 
to any further critique from me. Your response is totally unacceptable to me. As co-orignator 
[sic] of grounded theory, my response to yours is: 
In 1967 we developed together the conceptions of grounded theory set forth in our book, the 
Discovery of Grounded Theory … Basic Qualitative Research … is a book which misconceives 
our conceptions on grounded theory to an extreme degree, even destructive degree … Therefore 
I demand that you withdraw the book pending a rewriting of it. And then you and I sit down 
and go through each page of the book to iron out what I consider to be the misconceptions and 
then rewrite the book by mutual consent. Or, you rewrite the book deleting all the tie-in 
references to me and to grounded theory … 
Sincerely, Barney (Glaser, 1992, p. 1) 
Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) publication would lead to a fundamental shift among GTM. 
It provided the first level of separation and departure from the original foundations set 
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out in Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Glaser’s (1978) self-published monograph. On 
this point, Glaser and Strauss’ research training is regarded as the main influence that 
marks the differing perspectives of GTM (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010).  
Glaser’s quantitative training, at the University of Columbia, is considered to be 
representative of an objectivist GTM, while Strauss’ training, at the University of 
Chicago, was heavily influenced by qualitative research and more specifically symbolic 
interactionism (Glaser, 1992). As a result, these influences have led to the thrust of 
varying GTM interpretations as reflected within their individual experiences and views 
on research. Most notably, Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) collaboration focused on 
emergence, and elevated a systematic coding procedure that negated the researcher’s 
philosophical stance. This coding systematisation, and the inductive procedures 
espoused, was prioritised at a time when qualitative research was considered weak, low-
level research (Howell, 2013).  
Grounded theory, according to Glaser and Strauss, was the response. It was a method 
that was systematic and had well developed coding strategies, while maintaining 
inductive logic processes. They stressed these inductive processes at a time when 
verification of theories was applied to social life. This was obstructing fresh social 
science research which merely replicated empiricist ideals in the complex reality of 
daily life.  
In light of this, to not debate and question ontologically the researcher’s relationship to 
data provides a naïve view (Bryant, 2002). As Kelle (2005) claimed, this unproblematic 
relationship to GTM is likened to naïve empiricism. Additionally, Mruck and Mey 
(2010) have pointed out the influence of biography on research and call for making 
explicit, through reflexive strategies, these influences. On this point, data is considered 
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the main foundation from which to develop a grounded theory. As a result, the 
relationship a researcher has towards data is intrinsically linked to their adopted 
theoretical perspective, embedded in a paradigm of inquiry (Howell, 2013). Not only 
do researchers’ epistemological beliefs influence data but methods, such as interviews, 
are seen to be of both a technical and epistemological concern (Gubrium & Holstein, 
2012). These ideas are espoused and linked to Charmaz’ (2005; 2006; 2008) GTM, who 
claims that theory is constructed as a collaborative process between participant and 
researcher.         
3.6  The varying theoretical perspectives of GTM 
Researchers using GTM are expected to situate themselves within the positivist or 
interpretivist paradigm. In turn, this influences their relationship to data. If situated 
within the positivist paradigm, it is likely that notions of coding validity and 
‘discovering’ themes define the researcher’s attitudes towards GTM. This underpins a 
view on collecting data from an objectivist view of reality, rather than generating data 
within a constructivist paradigm (Birks & Mills, 2011). Alternatively, if situated within 
the interpretivist paradigm, consideration of a constructed reality prompts researchers 
to understand and explicate their own stance within the construction of data (Charmaz, 
2006). As Finlay (2002) noted, individual researchers respond and ultimately interpret 
data differently. For this reason, Charmaz (2008) suggested that the most fundamental 
and banal of activities in qualitative research, coding, is constructed. On this point, I 
agree. As the researcher codes to conceptualise data, the analysis becomes a reflection 
of a researcher’s sensitised capabilities to conceptualise data, and is often situated 
within their a priori experiences (Charmaz, 2008). Although Glaser rejects this notion, 
Mruck and Mey (2010) questioned GTM’s claim of ‘all is data’ if these subjectivities 
do not form part of data analysis. As a result, several authors have critiqued Glaserian 
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(classic) GTM for its unproblematic approach to data construction (Bryant, 2002; 
Charmaz, 2006; Clarke, 2005; Clarke & Friese, 2010; Kearney, 2010).  
In light of these critiques, choosing the appropriate GTM approach for this study 
required significant reading. I considered the debates between classic and Straussian 
GTM. Moreover, attention was given to Clarke’s relatively unfamiliar post-modernist 
GTM. In the end, Charmaz’ philosophical underpinnings is what prompted me to use, 
and identify with, constructivist GTM. Indeed, I do not consider my findings as 
discoveries. I agree and feel an affinity to a view of reality and meanings as social 
constructions (Gergen, 2009; Gergen & Gergen, 2003).  
By following the principles outlined from GTM, the researcher is encouraged to be 
judged according to fit, work, relevance and modifiability; these are noticeably different 
to objectivist research (Charmaz, 2006). To summarise from Charmaz (2006), a GTM 
study should illuminate the following properties: 
Credibility 
Has your research achieved intimate familiarity with the setting or topic? 
Are there strong logical links between the gathered data and your argument and analysis?  
Originality 
Are your categories fresh? Do they offer new insights? 
How does your grounded theory challenge, extend, or refine current ideas, concepts, and 
practices? 
Resonance  
Do the categories portray the fullness of the studied experience? 
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Have you drawn links between larger collectivities or institutions and individual lives, when the 
data so indicate? 
Usefulness  
Can the analysis spark further research in other substantive areas? 
How does your work contribute to knowledge? (Charmaz, 2006, p.182-3) 
In conclusion, it is the differences with the relationship to data, the coding procedures 
followed, the place of theory and the literature review that have created significant 
divisions within GTM. Significantly, Glaser’s (1992) response to Strauss and Corbin 
(1990), which marked the initial division within GTM, has propelled and marked some 
important methodological boundaries.  
3.7  GTM’s fit within qualitative research 
Qualitative research is, broadly, interpretive work resulting from some sort of 
communication between a researcher and the research participant(s) (Hesse-Biber & 
Leavy, 2006). The interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world defines the craft of 
qualitative researchers (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Qualitative researchers are 
concerned with social processes in their natural settings (contrary to the laboratory), 
and attempt to make sense of, or interpret, these processes in terms of the meanings 
people bring to them. It is assumed that people are meaning making beings and that 
individuals have a unique and important contribution to make towards understanding 
these meanings (Grant & Giddings, 2002). Hence, qualitative research is inherently 
naturalistic and interpretive, and aims to contribute to a deeper understanding of the 
phenomenon studied. Its findings reflect the complex reality of everyday life 
(Polkinghorne, 2005). These are similar to the outcomes sought through the use of 
GTM. 
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Qualitative research has, like GTM, been influenced by historical, dogmatic views on 
science. One such influence is the modernist principles guiding research. As a result, 
qualitative work, at its core, critiques and contradicts positivist principles, notably 
through its affiliation with a socially constructed view on reality (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2005). This represents a fundamental step away from an objective and fixed reality, as 
the following quote highlights: 
Emphasis on the social construction of social reality, fluid as opposed to fixed … and the 
partiality of all truths, will simply overtake modernist assumptions of an objective reality, as 
indeed, to some extent, it has already done in the physical sciences. We might predict that, if 
not in our lifetimes, at some later time the dualist idea of an objective reality suborned by limited 
human subjective realities will seem as quaint as flat-earth theories do to us today. (Guba & 
Lincoln, 2005: 204-205) 
However, it is a result from the modernist period that GTM aimed to promote rigour 
but within a qualitative framework (Kenny & Fourie, 2014). Currently qualitative 
researchers have numerous paradigms, strategies of inquiry, and methods of analysis to 
draw upon. Significantly, the effect of such volume and diversity represents an 
assemblage of techniques and strategies that underpin qualitative inquiry methodology. 
As Geertz (1980) proposed, social science is fundamentally messy; at its core neatly 
defined attributes reproach social reality, interpretations are cross disciplinary and have 
led to the blurring of genres. This hints to Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) view on the 
work of qualitative researchers as ‘bricolage’. This view is underpinned by research 
‘on-the-go’ wherein improvised and resourceful attitudes to research are required. 
Significantly, this resourcefulness has, according to Urquhart (2013), allowed 
researchers using GTM to adapt the methodological principles to match their field of 
inquiry. Therefore, at its core, to use GTM is to present a logical (based on inductive 
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principles), grounded and theoretical understanding to the research area, rather than 
affiliating and following ‘true’ GTM, if there is such a thing.     
With this said, GTM is considered to have some definitive traits (Hood, 2010; Stern, 
2010). As evident from the literature on GTM, there are schools of thought that define 
and delimit it according to Glaserian (classic), Straussian, and constructivist principles. 
Consequently, while there may be different approaches to the methodology, its outcome 
seems less problematic, to develop theory (varying from substantive to formal) 
emerging from naturalistic inquiry. Nevertheless, it is the inexperience of researchers 
towards theorising that produce studies that use GTM principles but do not create a 
grounded theory (Urquhart, 2013). The predominant difficulty is the ability to think 
conceptually, make abstractions from the data and develop relationships among codes 
(Glaser, 1978). For novices however, reliance on the key points and principles of GTM 
ensure grounding (Kelle, 2005).  
Paradoxically, the key points and principles of GTM are contested terrain (Kenny & 
Fourie, 2014). The inspiration for GTM was a conscious response to modernist social 
research traditions, which Glaser and Strauss (1967) thought was too often focused on 
verification of grand theories. Therefore, GTM became a research strategy capable of 
liberating social research from these positivist assumptions and traditions. 
Nevertheless, some of the criticisms of this approach are that it is philosophically naïve 
and is a refuge for researchers with an uncertain methodology. As a result, current key 
issues within GTM are “the role of the researcher, the concepts of data and induction, 
and the generation of theory” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 49).  
Fundamentally in GTM, data collected or gathered by naturalistic methods is turned 
into more conceptual and abstract information through analysis (Glaser, 1978). It is the 
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process of analysis and the significance placed on theory developed from data that sets 
GTM apart from other qualitative analysis methodologies (Glaser, 1992). While this 
chapter has outlined significant tensions and deliberations in GTM, Amsteus (2014) 
suggested that the features listed below are considered central elements: 
• Constant comparison  
• Coding 
• Theoretical sampling  
• Memoing  
• Theoretical sensitivity  
• Saturation 
3.8  Putting the ‘theory’ in grounded theory: Aiming for 
methodological transparency 
Upon reading and synthesising the various GTM perspectives, it was felt that 
constructivist GTM was the most suitable for this study. The assumption of 
constructivist GTM is that multiple realities exist. As a result, objective truth of the 
phenomena of study is not discoverable but reflects both the researcher(s) and 
participant(s) mutual constructions. In short, the researcher and participant are 
influenced and shaped by the experience of research. Fundamentally, interpretive 
research requires a mutual exchange. As such a researcher enters the participant’s world 
and is affected by it, and as a result gains an understanding of the taken-for-granted 
knowledge underpinning the social setting (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012).  
My ontological view tied to the social constructionism of reality (Gergen, 2009; Gergen 
& Gergen, 2003) and my epistemological interpretation of data as constructed and not 
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discoverable, aligns more closely to later interpretations of GTM, and most notably 
Charmaz (Charmaz, 2005; Charmaz, 2006; Charmaz, 2008). However, making 
transparent the procedures and steps taken for a specific research objective should take 
precedence over adhering to fixed GTM procedures (Amsteus, 2014; Urquhart, 2013). 
Thus, the terminologies I use reflect the broad reading I have undertaken to develop a 
thorough understanding of GTM. Furthermore, at times the conflicting and inconsistent 
use of terms within GTM literature is difficult to overcome. As a result, I have decided 
to place more emphasis on methodological transparency as opposed to remaining a 
staunch advocate of a particular GTM perspective, an approach advocated by several 
authors (Birks & Mills, 2011; Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012; Urquhart, 2013).  
Ironically, choosing a position, highlighting an interpretation and generating an analysis 
to the data, provides a false sense of time. The words are fixed to the page and capture 
an interpretation. Essentially, the words will always offer a retrospective view and thus 
have aimed to capture an ever changing phenomenon, as difficult this may be (Urquhart, 
2013). This, however, does not nullify or undermine other interpretations. Nor does it 
assume that a different researcher would have arrived at the same conclusions. 
Certainly, individual differences and experiences shade one’s view of the world 
(Gergen, 2009). This is one significant assumption of constructivist GTM.  
On a similar point, this is much like the construction of theory within the interpretivist 
paradigm. A theory is situational, it is contextual and above all it is an abstraction of 
the phenomenon of study. The researcher is intrinsically involved in theory 
construction, and as a result subjectivities influence the research process (Howell, 
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2013). While generating, developing or constructing20 theory is not unique to GTM, the 
level of theory generated and the procedures which a researcher follows are. Thus, the 
fundamental features of GTM, as espoused by Amsteus (2014), are outlined and a 
description of how I used it for my study is provided. For more in depth and procedural 
processes of GTM within this study, please refer to the chain of evidence found in 
Appendices 1-4. These appendices present the process I undertook to come to my 
findings. There were many iterations of the process of developing themes. As my 
knowledge of the research problem grew, my analysis become more refined and 
eloquent.  
3.9  Coding 
A fundamental component of GTM is coding. Indeed, it is the essential link between 
data and theory generation (Howell, 2013). However, coding procedures are highly 
debated within GTM. In Glaserian (classic) GTM, coding consists of three basic 
operations namely open coding, followed by selective coding and finalised at 
theoretical coding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; Glaser, 1992). A Straussian 
approach consists of open coding, followed by axial coding and concludes at selective 
coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). A constructivist GTM follows a strategy of initial, 
focused, axial and theoretical coding; however, axial coding is considered not essential 
if memoing is used to conceptualise data (Charmaz, 2006). Essentially, Glaserian 
coding and constructivist coding represent similar processes, the difference being 
ontological rather than practical. For this study, I used Charmaz’ (2006) coding 
procedure. Initial coding consisted of reading an interview and attaching units of 
meaning to a section of text. Therefore, coding involves labelling words or phrases 
                                                 
20 In the literature, whether a researcher is discovering, generating or constructing theory is a reflection 
of the chosen paradigm of inquiry. An objectivist inquiry would lead to discoveries. A post-positivist 
position would lead to a generated theory. Last, a constructivist view would lead to constructed theory.   
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which provide a sense of the situation. In the example below, Robert felt that 
commitment to rugby was better in South Africa.  
 
3.10 Constant comparison 
Grounded theory and its focus on staying close to the data or being data driven results 
in an iterative approach to data (Mruck & Mey, 2010). Data is generated through your 
chosen method, in this study interviews. Once you have obtained data, analysis 
commences. Therefore, the codes developed from the interviews provide avenues from 
which to attain further data (Glaser, 1978). Comparing data against data in this way is 
suggested to maintain the principles of inductive logic (Amsteus, 2014). This process 
continues until theoretical saturation occurs, the point at which data yields no new 
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insights. Continuing on from the initial codes from the interview excerpt above, 
analysing Robert’s cultural difference code links in with Mike’s views who also felt a 
similar difference, which was coded as a cultural difference. 
 
3.11 Memos 
Memos are considered the fundamental step which allows a researcher to leap from 
description of data (initial coding) towards thorough conceptual understanding, in other 
words developing a theory (Lempert, 2010). The creative, unstructured nature of 
memos is considered its fundamental attribute. At their core, memos are a theoretical 
write-up of ideas which contribute to theory generation and are used as coding 
summaries (Amsteus, 2014). Thoughts about data are captured and ideas are written, 
freely, in a memo, grammar and institutional conventions are abandoned at the expense 
of getting thought on paper (Glaser, 1978). The process of memo writing sensitises the 
researcher to emerging categories and thereafter an emerging theory. An example of a 
memo which occurred after the Melbourne case was the idea of cultural difference, 
which is shown below. At this point of analysis, all three coaches had spoken of a strong 
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affiliation to their home countries or home towns, which was evident in to them when 
rugby values differed and conflicted with their established views on rugby, from home.  
Cultural difference 
This was my first case. I interviewed three coaches; Paul, Mike and Robert who were coaching 
the first teams of the highest club level. Although there was an added level of complexity as the 
first case and what I would call a ‘limited understanding’, it was in fact their ‘cultural 
differences’ that made it complex. Paul is Australian and had played rugby for the Wallabies, 
although not professionally because it was before that time – he played during the 80’s. Mike 
came from New Zealand and had been in the country (Australia) since 2005. He played all his 
rugby in New Zealand and retired to coach in this very same club, prior to coming to Australia. 
This was the highest level he got to. Robert is South African and enjoyed a semi-professional 
career in rugby. He played what is called Currie Cup rugby in South Africa, a competition 
currently below the Super 15 level. He played all of his rugby in South Africa, and coached for 
several seasons prior to moving to Australia a decade ago.  
Their views on coaching seemed to be strongly attached to their experiences as players, either 
in a particular club or the practices within the country. Mike mentioned the powerful influence 
of Māori culture on rugby.  
I’m a Kiwi and in New Zealand the influence of the Māori culture on all of us, and in 
particular on rugby, rugby is spiritual in New Zealand, you know more than anything 
else it’s spiritual.       
Similarly, Robert expressed views and the values attached to rugby and its practices as 
stemming from his home country: 
Look I’m a straight shooter, all the players know where they stand with me. If they 
stuff up I’ll tell them … But I think the biggest thing, I think is we straight shooters 
mate. I mean if you come to South Africa we’ve grown up like that, coaching has been 
like that for many, many years in South Africa and it will probably always be like that. 
The discipline that we bring to it, when to focus, when not to focus, that’s all 
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disciplinary measures you need to know, and I think that’s probably where we are a 
little bit different. 
Paul, as an Australian, believed that there was an Australian way of playing. He felt it was 
marked by impeccable decision making and smart players who had the ability to play what’s in 
front of them. In his view, this has changed: 
I find the issue with Australian rugby over the last at least ten, it could be fifteen, years 
the emphasis has gone off players with a high degree of skill, making the correct 
decisions at the right time and doing it under pressure. That’s gone away from that to 
pre-packaged sort of stuff you know, so we will have a scrum there on the left hand 
side of the field we’ll hit up midfield, come back to the left, we’ll go wide to the right 
and then wide to the left and that’s all pre-packaged sort of stuff.  
The idea that rugby is strikingly different across different countries rings true with my own 
experiences. The familiarity of Robert’s words and what he valued, led me to question and 
reflect on this. The very different views were suggested to be a reflection of experience. These 
have developed quite cultural and possibly more localised beliefs about coaching. Their strong 
connections to their home country are suggestive of how experience has shaped their beliefs on 
coaching. Such is the consequence of direct immersion in a different ‘culture’ or ways of doing 
things. This could prove to be the beginning of a fascinating theoretical sampling strategy. 
While Appendix One provides information on the process of developing my analysis 
on the Melbourne case, it is rough and incomplete. As my analysis grew, I relied more 
on memos to abstract data. This process can be seen in Appendix Four. The memo is 
quite similar to the finished product in the thesis findings for Hamilton. 
3.11 Theoretical sensitivity 
Theoretical sensitivity is considered the ability to make abstractions from, but grounded 
in, data (Amsteus, 2014). While Glaser (1992) argued that these conceptualisations are 
discovered, directly, from the data and represent a discovered view of the substantive 
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area, Charmaz (2006) suggested that a researcher’s biography influences this process. 
Indeed, a researcher’s sensitivity is linked to a host of subjectivities and cannot be 
subjugated (Amsteus, 2014). Therefore, considering these has become a part of 
developing theoretical sensitivity within later GTM perspectives, namely Straussian, 
postmodernist and constructivist (Charmaz, 2006; Clarke, 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 
1990). As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, my coaching and playing 
experience provide me with member status. As a result, I possess knowledge from my 
lived experience that may have remained hidden to the outsider. This also provides a 
backdrop of assumed, taken-for-granted knowledge that needs to be made explicit, 
however (Finlay, 2002). It was this background in coaching across a variety of contexts 
that led me to being sensitised to coaching as a highly contestable cultural space. As a 
result, the cultural difference espoused in Melbourne would become the core idea from 
which to follow theoretical sampling procedures, as outlined in the methods section. 
Later, a process called theoretical integration, relates your emerging theory from the 
substantive area to the literature. At this point, the literature is integrated with the aim 
to show discrepancies in current knowledge or to provide depth to your emerging theory 
(Urquhart, 2013).  
It was the literature on interview research that illuminated them as a method that is 
highly contextual, and reflective of a lived cultural experience. On this point, the 
coaches in Melbourne used decisive words to explain their situation, providing insight 
into the participants assumed knowledge (Borer & Fontana, 2012). For example, the 
coach from South Africa articulated the importance he placed on respect and authority. 
While these became strong indicators of rugby’s cultural significance from the 
participant’s own words, it was only later when integrating the literature that a link 
between these views and rugby’s Afrikanerisation was established. A theory was 
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beginning to emerge, which remained grounded and reflective of the data, as the excerpt 
shows below.   
You know someone once said to me your coach is like your father, you must love him but you 
must still be afraid of him. And I think that’s where the difficult part comes in, now I’ve got a 
lot of players I get along with, I get on well with, but I don’t want to get too close to them 
because on the Monday I’m going to have to give them fitness, I must get the best out of them. 
And players is [sic.] not always in the mood to practice, especially if he’s sore and he had a big 
game, and I come in there and chase you around and say you do this, you do that. So you can’t 
get too close to them, and that is the advice I will give to a young coach, don’t get too close to 
them but be like a father, they must believe in you they must like you they must love you, but 
there’s times for everything … So, a coach is like your father, you must love him but you must 
still fear him. (Benjie) 
Indeed, Charmaz and Belgrave (2012) suggested that GTM emphasises a theoretical 
narrative over explicating a participant’s voice. In Australia, rugby’s entertainment 
value and fostering equal relationships were subjected to a similar process (Skinner, 
2003). Moreover, in New Zealand the importance placed on belonging and the impact 
of rituals proceeded in the same manner (Hokowhitu, 2005). Such findings are also 
reflected and representative of the specific social context as outlined in the cultural 
milieu section – in the literature review – of each of the respective sites. It was reading 
the literature that provided this understanding and relationship between the participants’ 
words. These interpretations and meanings were represented in subsequent interviews 
and across interviews that provided a point of theoretical saturation, or as termed by 
Morse (1995), theoretical sufficiency. This term is used in describing the process of 
developing a theory. At its core, it suggests there is sufficient data and evidence to have 
exhausted an analysis. As a result, the collection of more data does not provide more to 
the understanding of the phenomenon studied.  
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3.12 Theoretical saturation 
Theoretical saturation is, undoubtedly, the mark of good qualitative research (Morse, 
1995). Not only is this a core attribute of qualitative research but achieving theoretical 
saturation implies a well-developed and exhaustive theory (Glaser, 1978). However, to 
promote theoretical saturation a researcher needs to be sensitised to theorising (Glaser 
& Strauss, 1967). This has being coined theoretical sensitivity (see, Glaser, 1978).  
It is the place of theory that has created strong divisions among the forebears of GTM, 
notably Glaser and Strauss. Glaser considers wide reading and an understanding of the 
components of theory an attribute of a theoretical sensitive researcher (Glaser, 1992). 
In contrast, Strauss considers theory to be integrated at the axial coding stage and 
verification becomes a component of theory development (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
This is seen by Glaser to undermine the inductive principles of GTM and was 
considered to force data rather than trust, and allow, emergence (Glaser, 1992). 
Charmaz (2006) views saturation as a process of meaning making, where sufficiency 
of theory is of greater concern. This is evidenced by a theory’s parsimony, fit and 
relevance. On this point, Morse (1995) claims that saturation can be likened to a process 
of sense making. Patterns and relationships are identified, reflect the site of study and 
make sense. Significantly, saturation is not comparable to frequency.  
While the findings presents themes within each of the respective sites, the discussion 
section of this thesis further abstracts and compares the data. Indeed, grappling with 
issues of post-colonial identity and the imperial sporting ethos were significant and 
relevant within each site. This represented theoretical saturation, a theory that was 
abstracted from the data but which has fit, relevance and modifiability. It fits because 
rugby has been influenced most notably by an imperial, amateur ethos, and remains a 
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significant social process in colonial settings. It has relevance at a time when the two 
worlds of professional sport and amateur sport co-exist. It has been two decades since 
the declaration of open professionalism globally. And finally, it is modifiable because 
grappling with sport as character building may, in a few years, become a defunct 
cultural expression of rugby at these sporting clubs. This was made evident by situating 
my analyses as time and place dependent, reflective of constructivist GTM.  
3.13 Methods used in this study 
The distinction between methods and methodology is often hazy. These two terms are 
frequently used interchangeably, albeit incorrectly (Crotty, 1998). Methods should 
describe the practical approaches used to gather data (Mason, 1996). This is distinct to 
the appropriation of theoretical issues. Nonetheless, methods are informed by a 
backdrop of methodological examination (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2006). As a result, 
this section will outline entry into the field, sampling procedures, data gathering 
techniques, and data management processes infused with decisions on how the 
methods, and their respective assumptions, generate knowledge.  
3.13.1 Gaining entry into the field 
Once the board of ethics approved the project (see Appendix Five), I relied, initially, 
on my supervisor, Professor Richard Light for contacts to gain entry to the field in 
Melbourne, where the study began. A cohort of five clubs was contacted via an initial 
email (see Appendix Six).  
Due to the emergent nature of GTM, Melbourne would shape future consideration of 
applicable sites of study. Furthermore, Melbourne would become the site of study from 
which future theoretical sampling procedures were followed, as outlined later. Three 
coaches responded in Melbourne with their respective cultural backgrounds leading to 
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future research in Pretoria (South Africa), Sydney (Australia) and Hamilton (New 
Zealand), in that order.  
Gaining entry to Pretoria was more complicated. I researched clubs from the internet, 
affiliated to the respective governing union, the Blue Bulls. From there I proceeded to 
contact individuals (club presidents, team managers or coaches) within the clubs via 
email. This initial strategy was unsuccessful. As a result, I went back to the respective 
club website, which had at times, phone numbers. After the unsuccessful email contact, 
I telephoned and introduced myself and my research intentions, along similar lines to 
that in the email. From there, if I was speaking to the team manager, I was directed to 
the head coach who I telephoned with the same information and to establish an initial 
meeting. Where my initial contact number was that of the head coach, this step was not 
required.     
For Sydney, I followed a similar process to that in Pretoria. I used the internet to gather 
all applicable contact information and sent the email to all the clubs in the top league 
with publically accessible contact details. This equated to six clubs. In contrast to 
Pretoria, I received four responses which were then reduced to the three participants 
represented in the findings. 
In Hamilton, I decided to omit the stage of sending an email first. I telephoned initially 
and then sent more information about the study in an email. This meant that less time 
was spent gaining participant approval, and setting up an initial meeting. This was 
particularly helpful in time pressured fieldwork21.      
                                                 
21 I was living in Ballarat, near to Melbourne, at the time of study. As a result, fieldwork could span as 
long as required. For research in South Africa, I spent three months in the country. I reduced the amount 
of time for fieldwork for both Sydney and Hamilton, where I decided that six weeks was enough time to 
interview and develop initial themes. 
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3.13.2 Sampling procedures 
To begin this study, a purposive sampling strategy was adopted. Such strategies 
underpin interpretivist ontologies where research participants are recruited according 
to their experience and knowledge of the research area (Mason, 1996). This contrasts 
random sampling procedures which aim to objectify knowledge claims by asserting 
random criteria; thus, negating researcher bias (Crotty, 1998). Indeed, it is the priority 
placed on choosing and limiting participants according to their lived experience of the 
research phenomenon that provides a different set of sampling procedures (Ezzy, 2002). 
Initially, the research criteria for this study began by selecting participants who were 
head coach of the first XV22 team, and coaching in the highest club league within their 
region. To coach at this high performance level an extensive amount of experience 
required. On this point, Rynne (2014) claimed that athletes who have played at a high 
level often gain access to high performance coaching positions. Therefore, targeting 
coaches at this level would result in participants with significant playing experience 
and provide insight into a socialised rugby identity (Nash & Sproule, 2009). Certainly, 
this was the course of my initial research question. However, as is characteristic of 
GTM research, a researcher is guided by the emerging analysis and therefore is not 
aware of theory before the fact (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). In light of this, once ideas 
on a cultural difference began to emerge, it was decided to sample according to the 
coaches’ playing background. As a result, further research would take me to Pretoria 
(South Africa), Sydney (Australia) and Hamilton (New Zealand) in that order to 
develop the theory in Melbourne of a rugby identity as cultural significant. See figure 
1. 
                                                 
22 The first XV is used in day-to-day language in rugby which refers to the number of starting players, 
fifteen.   
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Figure 1: Theoretical sampling structure 
  
3.13.3 Data gathering techniques: Interviewing   
The primacy placed on inductive logic and the emergent principles of GTM endorses 
the use of unstructured interviews. These interviews are usually associated with 
inductive strategies and aim to uncover taken for granted knowledge (Johnson & 
Rowlands, 2012).  As Howell suggests “[t]he objectives [sic] of the unstructured 
interview is to understand social and behavioural complexities in an inductive manner 
…” (2013, p. 199). Not only are unstructured interviews regarded as tools to empower 
interviewees, they are reflections of interpretivist epistemologies (Borer & Fontana, 
2012). The underpinning characteristic of unstructured interviews is the idea of 
collaboration, which assumes that interviewing is not merely a technical endeavour but 
Melbourne
Paul (Aus)
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a highly politicised, interpretive and subjective space (Gubrium & Holstein, 2012). As 
a result, it is naïve to approach interviewing as a detached observer (Borer & Fontana, 
2012). As Johnson and Rowlands (2012) noted, the degree of intimacy a researcher 
seeks to build requires more disclosure on the part of the researcher.  
In light of these claims, the primary data source used for this study was conversational 
in-depth interviews, or responsive interviewing as defined by Rubin and Rubin (2005). 
Such interviews reflect the co-construction of dialogue and are sensitive to judgements 
made by the interviewer. Thus, within these interviews, objectivity is made 
problematic. While the interview, in simplistic terms, is based on a question and answer 
format, its acceptance and adoption as a research method, contributing to the 
development of knowledge, is relatively recent (Platt, 2012). Since its adoption in the 
late 19th century, it has become one of the fundamental strategies to making sense of 
experiential knowledge (Gubrium & Holstein, 2012). Howell (2013) suggests that 
interviewing has become a taken for granted skill with Gubrium and Holstein (2012) 
claiming that interviews have become commonplace. On this point, Gubrium and 
Holstein suggested that we may be likened to an interview society where people’s 
opinions and words have become a central means for understanding social spheres of 
life.  
Considering the points above, Roulston (2012) noted that the commonality of 
interviews has reflected in a belief that minimal training is required to conduct 
interviews. I disagree with this point, as does Roulston. In a note I wrote to myself, the 
interaction and my perceived role as an interviewer were not unproblematic. This is 
contrary to Borer and Fontana’s (2012) view on traditional (read positivist) interviews, 
which assume that the interaction does not affect the development of data.   
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Diary entry 16/11/12 
As I begin my interviews I am worried about how to conduct myself. I have gone into the first 
interviews as a detached observer as a neutral participant, which is a view I hold from reading 
classic GTM publications. Unfortunately, the interviews and the interaction did not allow me to 
remain as such. I responded, I engaged, I was as much a part of the interview as the interviewee. 
The participants asked me questions, and I found it rude to not answer back. They have given 
up their time to provide me with some understanding, to answer my questions, what gives me 
the authority to not share. I am fundamentally opposed to this; I feel it would be unfair. More 
importantly, I feel objectivist stance would hinder a sense of collaboration and openness I desire. 
Does this negate my data? Does this falsify all conclusions? Does this undermine the principles 
of GTM? 
This interview occurred prior to my later reading on GTM. This highlights the 
unproblematic, if not naïve, view on knowledge production within the classic 
perspectives of GTM. The pedagogical components of interviewing, and its 
applicability for generating knowledge are a neglected area within early GTM literature 
(Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). This is surprising considering the impetus placed on 
qualitative data for GTM. Nevertheless, as stated previously, methodological 
congruence filters through to methods. As a result, a constructivist GTM ought to be 
more inclined to adopt constructivist interview principles, thereby reflecting the view 
of interviews as embedded within and reflective of a participant’s experiences, and their 
cultural context (Borer & Fontana, 2012). Significantly then, knowledge is co-created 
within the interview space. It was in this conversational, unstructured space, prioritised 
over structured and semi-structured interviews, which provided data of coaches’ lived 
cultural experience (Johnson & Rowlands, 2012).  
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3.13.4 Data management 
I initially began coding and sorting using paper trails. The sheer volume of notes meant 
that sorting was time consuming and inefficient. It was halfway through my candidature 
that I installed, learned and used QSR NVivo 10, a program established in 1999 and 
developed from its antecedent qualitative analysis tool NUD*IST 1 (Bazeley, 2007). 
The initial tool was developed in 1981 and sprung from frustrations of the laborious 
paper analysis method, which I experienced early on. It is the efficiency of these tools 
in developing and reviewing codes that is useful for qualitative researchers. Unlike 
quantitative software, they cannot perform the analysis; the researcher is still actively 
involved in this process (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). As a result, functions such as 
‘Auto Code’ which generates codes according to a standardised coding structure were 
not used. Interviews were read on screen and coding was performed using NVivo and 
placed in a bank. This bank allowed for easy navigation over multiple codes which 
eased the selective coding process and later the write up of this study. 
For the interviewing process, I used my personal iPad® to conduct interviews and used 
Sound Note, an app that allows you to record as well as annotate recordings. The iPad® 
was used for its portability, and ease of use. No special equipment was required, only 
the app and a charged battery. The portability of the iPad® allowed me to interview in 
a host of situations. I was at the mercy of the participants’ availability. Interviewing 
would occur at a café, or while walking around the rugby pitch, after a club training 
session. The setting was subject to the participants’ preference and reflected the 
conversational attitudes espoused by Rubin and Rubin (2005). 
Once interviews were recorded, I would transcribe them using Microsoft Word. I used 
heading levels to separate questions and responses, for easier navigation within the 
document. Thereafter, these interviews were imported into NVivo where I would begin 
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to code and analyse them. Prior to using NVivo, I would manually code using laminated 
transcripts to sort and cluster codes, however. I have found NVivo to be a phenomenal 
tool from which to manage all data related to this study, from coding to note taking and 
storing readings. I now exclusively use NVivo for data management.  
3.14 Chapter Summary 
In summary, GTM’s varied perspectives have resulted in camps of research and 
affiliations to a ‘true’ GTM. However, this is a direct contradiction to Morse’s (2009) 
claims that a standardised GTM is not plausible. The confusion created, however, by a 
lack of consistency for a novice researcher is well noted (Giske & Artinian, 2007; 
Hernandez, 2008; Kelle, 2005). Considering these claims and the view that GTM has a 
flexible approach that is to be used for the purposes of developing theory from the 
substantive area of study, less focus ought to be placed on classification of the processes 
used. As Urquhart (2013) espoused, more consideration ought to be placed on the core 
characteristics that define and separate GTM from other qualitative data analysis 
methods. These characteristics are listed below:  
• Conducting simultaneous data collection and analysis  
• Engaging in early data analysis of emergent ideas 
• Using comparative methods throughout the inquiry 
• Analysing basic social processes within the data  
• Constructing tentative inductive abstract categories that explain and synthesise 
these processes  
• Sampling to expand, refine, and check these tentative categories 
• Integrating robust categories into a theoretical framework that specifies 
relationships between categories. (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012) 
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Importantly, not adhering to strict procedures does not undermine credible knowledge 
claims, it only supports the view that qualitative research is complex, and hosts a variety 
of judgements and improvisations that cannot be known ahead of time. Therefore, 
methodological transparency must be prioritised in order to gauge the contribution to 
knowledge made by the research.  
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4. Findings 
This chapter reports the findings of four cases located in Melbourne (Australia), 
Pretoria (South Africa), Sydney (Australia) and Hamilton (New Zealand). The sites of 
study are presented in chronological order, each as a case study. Each case study 
contains an introduction, the main themes identified for that site followed by a 
discussion of that site. Themes are first labelled using an analytical description, 
followed by quoted material from interview data. This system was used to provide a 
sense of the theme as grounded in data (Charmaz, 2006). A final overall discussion is 
given in the following, and separate, chapter.  
4.1 Melbourne 
Melbourne, Australia was the first site of study. Data collection was conducted over a 
three month period, beginning in October 2012. The three coaches have been given the 
pseudonyms Mike, Paul and Robert, all head coaches of the first XV. Significantly, the 
coaches learned to play rugby in their home countries, which were all of different 
origin.  
Mike was born in New Zealand in the late 60s. He moved to Melbourne for work 
purposes several years prior to the study. He played rugby from the early age of five or 
six years old. Early in his twenties, a serious knee injury forced him to evaluate his 
prospects as a player within the first XV of his club. With this in mind, he retired to 
take on the coaching of the team.  
Paul was born in Queensland, Australia in the early 60s. He had moved to Melbourne 
for work, a few years prior to the study. His highest honour has been to play for the 
Wallabies. His decision to take up rugby union in his late teens was based on his 
perception of a change in the affiliation to and meaning of playing rugby league, which 
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he played at the time. Instead, he found the civility and camaraderie in rugby union 
superior. After injury forced him into retirement, he began to coach.  
Robert was born and played all of his rugby in South Africa. Like Mike, he played 
rugby from a very early age. He moved to Australia a decade prior to the study. His 
highest representative rugby was an extended career as a provincial rugby player in 
South Africa. He was forced to retire after multiple strains to his calf muscles. 
Consequently, his past achievements as a player led him to take on a coaching stint. 
The rest is history, as the coaches would often say.       
Two main themes emerged from Melbourne. The first was the enduring influence of 
the amateur ideal and the existing tension this created with rugby’s commercialisation. 
It is labelled Commercialisation and tensions with the traditional amateur ideal: 
“Compliance is the kind of cancerous decision making that sits within most amateur 
sporting organisations”. The second theme to emerge resulted from the coaches’ strong 
links to the socio-cultural contexts in which they learnt to play rugby, placing 
Melbourne as the landmark for the continuing development of the study. Theoretical 
sampling (see Methodology), as a result of the coaches’ upbringing, allowed me to 
investigate the embodied socialisation that is unique to the coaches’ lived experiences 
of rugby. The strong affinity to the way things were done when they were players, as a 
reflection of their socio-cultural experiences in rugby, suggests strong embodied ideas 
about the practice of coaching. This theme is represented as ‘Glocalised’ views on 
sport: “There’s a massive difference, it’s a cultural difference”. 
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Theme 1: Commercialisation and tensions with the traditional amateur ideal: 
“Compliance is the kind of cancerous decision making that sits within most amateur 
sporting organisations” 
Rooted in the amateur ideal, the notion of playing rugby for ‘the sake of the game’ was 
a significant component for the three coaches. They believed that rugby should be 
played hard but should also promote moral and ethical learning. They felt rugby 
developed ‘character’. This view of sport, and rugby in particular, being used to instil 
character was promoted and diffused throughout the British colonies, reflecting the 
central role of sport in the moral education of boys (Arnold, 1984). This was evident in 
the significance they placed on teamwork and fostering the development of what were 
seen to be the ‘right’ values in players. Despite the pressure to win (to attract 
sponsorship revenue and maintain club membership numbers), the coaches all felt that 
it was more important to pick a player for team selection who has the ‘key ingredient’. 
To Robert the key ingredient was a reference to a player who showed commitment, 
respect to the coach and his authority, and extreme loyalty to the team. To Mike it was 
a player who displayed a selfless attitude, and was a humble person. And to Paul, it was 
reflected in his view of rugby as a social pursuit, underpinned by romanticised views 
on creativity and flair. In short, to play the game to have fun.   
Robert felt conflicted at times with picking players who were good performers but who 
did not display the right moral values. To him, being committed reflected a player’s 
character which he valued over and above talent, hinting at the importance of these 
attributes over a winning at all cost philosophy.  
Look, talent for me is not such a big thing. For me it’s about commitment and hard work. I 
would much rather play with someone who’s committed and hard-working than with someone 
who’s talented because the talented ones quite often sit back and depend on their talents … So, 
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I look for commitment because if you don’t have a good work ethic and if you don’t have 
commitment, you might as well stay at home. (Robert) 
Mike had very similar views to those of Robert. He valued rugby for its ability to 
develop, and mould, character. He made these views explicit, expressing that better 
people make better rugby players. These views underpin the priority and importance 
placed on coaching for moral learning. It is felt that rugby ought to develop good people 
with the right character.  
I think what makes great coaching is a team feeling like they’re in a different place and a better 
place than they were at the start of the year. So the best compliment I can have is not a player 
coming up and saying “thanks coach we won”. The best compliment I can get is a player that 
comes up and says “thanks coach I look at things a lot differently than what I did before, and I 
have this complete new sense of belief in what I’m capable of”. I think that’s great coaching 
because you’re not making a great rugby player, you’re making a great person, and great people 
make great rugby players. (Mike) 
Paul did not share Mike and Robert’s views on rugby’s character developing properties, 
but like them he prioritised using a pedagogy that was more aligned to traditional 
notions of playing the game for the sake of it. In his words, he and the players were 
there to ‘have fun’. He advocated creating a fun environment at the expense of strict 
winning protocols which is something more associated with the amateur, pre-
professional era.  
In this game, especially in the amateur where these players aren’t playing for money, there has 
to be some enjoyment out of it. They don’t come here to get abused and yelled at, and screamed 
at two nights a week. And so … there has to be some sort of enjoyment and laughter; and if 
you’re not hearing laughter on the training paddock then you’re not doing the right thing. 
Because if it’s sombre these blokes aren’t getting anything out of this, they can’t be. So that’s 
the sort of scenario we go through at training with the players. (Paul) 
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Despite rugby union being professional for almost two decades at the time of the study, 
along with the introduction of the Melbourne Rebels23, a year prior to the study, the 
three coaches still valued and placed a strong emphasis on players enjoying their rugby, 
developing character and promoting honourable traits. This was seen to emerge from a 
range of moral qualities valued by the coaches and a sense of having developed or 
improved as a rugby player and an individual.  
You want to make sure that when they get to the end of the season they can look back and say 
‘wow we had a good time’. If you win some silverware that’s even better but you don’t want to 
win silverware at the expense of people saying “f**k I didn’t enjoy that”. (Robert) 
Such was the importance of ensuring players got something more than a winner’s 
trophy from playing rugby, that Mike suggested that it was an indicator of a good coach 
stating, “if you don’t feel the exhilaration of just being involved, well then, you know 
we are sort of failing”. While these coaches articulated a strong desire to ensure that 
players enjoyed themselves, and felt the exhilaration of being involved, they often 
appeared to contradict this notion when I asked about the measure of a good coach. 
This seems to suggest the tension between the influence of the values of the traditional 
amateur ideal and of professionalism – even for amateur players. For example, Robert 
said that “we coach to win at first grade level, that’s what it’s about”. Paul also 
recognised the importance of winning at first grade level suggesting that the scoreboard 
is the only ‘true’ and ‘objective’ measure. 
It’s simple, victory. I mean positives and negatives, you win more than you lose you’re a great 
coach. It doesn’t matter how you get there if you’re successful. That’s why they put the 
scoreboard up. If you just going to play and it doesn’t matter what the score is, they wouldn’t 
                                                 
23 The Melbourne Rebels are the professional rugby union team based in Melbourne. Their debut into 
the Super Rugby tournament occurred in 2011. 
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put a scoreboard up. As simple as you can get, success for a coach is more wins than losses, it’s 
that simple, and the more success you get the better you are. (Paul) 
While Mike felt strongly about rugby’s moral education he also saw a fault in adhering 
to strict amateur policies, considering compliance to be “like a cancer”. This indicates 
the tension between the global professionalisation of rugby and its late influence in 
Melbourne. As the next level below the professional Super Rugby competition in 
Australia at the time of study24, clubs form a part of the global network but, it seems, 
there remains an entrenched culture valuing amateur philosophies and practices. The 
impact the amateur ethos has on club policies and coaching practices is seen to be at 
odds with the commercial, business driven model of professional rugby. Mike felt it 
created compliant players who were selected on commitment and loyalty to the club. 
These compliant attitudes are a contrast to the commodity of rugby. This was 
demonstrated by his desire that a ‘value’ be placed on the ‘services’ provided by the 
club.  
One of my real challenges at Melbourne is getting people to understand how you have your 
cake and eat it too you know, this commitment based. If you want to turn up you turn up, and if 
there’s value in it well then you pay for that value, and that creates a sense of commitment. 
Where a lot of clubs, amateur clubs go wrong, they go this compliance based. Right, we’ll tell 
these guys if they don’t turn up for at least ten sessions they will not be selected to play first 
grade, and then you get this compliance based attendance, can’t ask people for money if it’s 
mandatory ... Compliance is never the answer to high performance. And compliance is the kind 
of cancerous decision making that sits within most amateur sporting organisations. (Mike) 
According to Robert, Paul and Mike, there are clear tensions between traditional 
notions of rugby and the business of current professional rugby. To these coaches, they 
                                                 
24 In 2014, the inaugurated National Rugby Championship (NRC) became the highest tier competition 
below the Super Rugby tournament. 
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felt conflicted with their strong ideas on rugby as a game where priority is placed on 
having fun and developing character, and the competitive market place of 
commoditised rugby. Mike’s view on a club as a commodity and the economic 
exchange of training players who pay for that value, represents a fundamental shift. 
This shift represents a progression from the traditional rugby community, underpinned 
by loyalty and commitment to a particular team, to a consumer and free market. As 
such, players are able to move freely from club to club with Paul likening it to musical 
chairs. 
It’s like musical chairs at the start of the season. All these players go and play, and train, at 
different clubs and then when the season starts they all sit down, well I’m at this club and this 
is where I’m going to stay for the season. So we’ve had players, even last season, that came and 
trained with us on two or three occasions left and played for other clubs. We had players from 
other clubs who trained with them and came and played for us. (Paul) 
Despite the pressure placed on Paul, Mike and Robert to win, rugby’s ability to develop 
character and other moral attributes remained a strong aim. It remained a significant 
issue and competed against the predominant professional values. As such, Robert 
suggested that to value winning over player development, and to prioritise silverware 
over and above enjoyment, was undermining coaching’s fundamentals. These moral 
fundamentals, according to Robert, is what underpins coaching for the right reasons. 
The right reasons are that, one you want to develop the players. Two, you want to make sure 
that when they get to the end of the season they can look back and say wow we had a good time 
… If they can look back and say gee we enjoyed ourselves and got the silverware that’s fantastic, 
but I don’t want them to win the silverware and say ah yeah what the hell. That’s not what it’s 
about. (Robert) 
The amateur ethos has been suggested to influence and interact with the competing 
professionalisation of rugby among the three coaches, this ethos has been moulded by 
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the locality in which these coaches learned to play and coach rugby. As a result, it has 
been adapted to and shaped by the context to adopt very different meanings. This 
adaptation represents the local influence on a global tradition that served to underpin 
and disseminate rugby throughout the colonies.  
Theme 2: “Glocalised” views on sport: ‘There’s a massive difference, it’s a cultural 
difference’ 
The games ethic, and the notion that sport could be used to embody preferred moral 
and social values, emerged from the nineteenth century schools of the rising English 
middle classes (Mangan, 1981). Since then, the games ethic has continued to exert a 
profound influence on the practice, meaning and justification for sport (Stewart, 1992).  
The games ethic and the notion of moral and social development through sport, and 
through rugby in particular, was disseminated to Australia, South Africa and New 
Zealand over the second half of the nineteenth century (Chandler & Nauright, 1999). 
Immigrants to the colonies disseminated rugby football, and sport generally, with the 
guiding philosophies as experienced in Britain at the time. Such was the influence of 
Britain’s public school system that Lambert (2004) likened it to the greatest export. As 
a result, rugby became imbued with views on ‘Britishness’ vindicated by the games 
ethic.  
Global discourses, underpinned by a British ethos, were reflected in the stranglehold of 
the amateur ideal in Robert, Paul and Mike’s beliefs of coaching as a moral pursuit. 
Significantly though, the findings also suggest this ideal to have been shaped by the 
cultural context in which they, the coaches, learned to play rugby. The coaches beliefs 
and adopted philosophies seemed to have been moulded to suit unique nationalistic 
attitudes. Horton (2009a) has referred to a similar finding and termed it ‘glocalisation’, 
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representing the interconnection between global and more local properties. As a result, 
the glocalised views represented below signify the affiliation to the global amateur 
ethos but with clear distinctions from the original meaning. These views have been 
identified with each individual coach displaying attitudes of their cultural context in 
which they learned to play and coach rugby. 
Mike: The spirituality of rugby  
Mike valued the ethical and moral learning that he felt rugby should develop in young 
men, with his belief in this so strong that he spoke of rugby in New Zealand as a quasi-
religion. It was felt that through rugby, one could develop as a player and a person. 
What made Mike’s beliefs on coaching unique, however, was the view he held of rugby 
as being spiritual. He considered this to be the influence of Māori culture, which left a 
significant mark on him.  
In New Zealand, the influence of the Māori culture on all of us and in particular on rugby, rugby 
is spiritual in New Zealand, you know more than anything else it’s spiritual. And when I played 
first XV we got our own haka and I knew what that meant to me personally that we literally 
challenged the opposition. And that ritual galvanised us as a group and we were at one and our 
hearts were beating simultaneously during the ritual of the haka. (Mike) 
These ceremonial features Mike speaks of are on show when the All Blacks play, and 
hints at the spirituality he referred. Davies (2014) has suggested that Māori customs 
have been stitched onto the fabric of Eurocentric ideals. Within this amalgamation, 
Māori symbols have become synonymous with New Zealand rugby identity more 
generally. At one end, Mike’s views on moral learning through rugby represent 
traditional Pakeha views on rugby (Ryan, 2000). And at the other, the ritualised, as 
manifested in his use of what he called ‘developing mantras’ to prevent players 
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engaging in deviant behaviours (such as punching an opponent or swearing at the 
referee), hints at Māori customs. This combination provides a unique and distinct 
adaptation to the traditional amateur ethos. According to Hokowhitu (2005), it 
represents a colonised masculinity.  
The mantras Mike aimed to cultivate with his team were developed through rituals. 
These rituals according to Mike were of utmost importance for ensuring moral players. 
He articulated that these rituals act as to regulate players’ emotional thermometers. He 
felt they helped to develop appropriate behaviours. To this end, the importance he 
placed on rituals as a means of developing character differed from the other coaches, 
further hinting at the amateur ideal’s unique adaptation to mirror the cultural context.  
I think they’re [rituals] important for a couple of reasons. The first one is you’re in this high 
intensity high pressure full contact environment. That’s the type of environment where it’s quite 
hard for someone’s brain to settle you know and to think quite rationally and in a composed 
way about what they should do. Like you know you get a punch in the face for example, it 
makes you angry you know. Players see the red mist and it means that their decision making is 
very difficult. So rituals help the players with their emotional thermometers. (Mike) 
Mike’s affinity to rituals as a way of developing team culture seems to represent the 
privileged place of spirituality in Maoritanga25, and its infiltration into New Zealand 
society. As Fraser (2004) suggested, the spiritual connection forges camaraderie and 
trust, and represents a core foundation of well-being to Māori. Significantly, the 
appropriation of Māori values has been linked to success on the rugby field (Hapeta & 
Palmer, 2014). The spirited performance created by rituals which help to define an 
identity and sense of belonging is of particular importance (Bergin, 2002). Mike’s 
particular focus on ensuring a code of behaviour through posture and embedding this 
                                                 
25 Maoritanga is a Māori term to refer to the traditions and ideals of Māori.   
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through rituals hints at the spiritual, non-verbal communication honoured in 
Maoritanga (Cassidy, Jones, & Potrac, 2009).  
When we lost on Saturday I said to the players we are the last ones to leave the field, we are the 
last ones to finish clapping for every one of the medal receivers. And when they hold the Dundee 
shield above their heads, we clap above our heads and our chests are out and are shoulders are 
back … we have to walk off like champions, and that’s how we promote our brand. And that’s 
our ritual that I can create in the way that we lose ... They will become accustomed to becoming 
respectful through our rituals, so when I take that ritual away they will still be respectful because 
that’s their rhythm you know, that’s how we roll. (Mike) 
Mike is Pakeha yet he identifies strongly with some aspects of Maoritanga. Such is the 
strength and influence of Maoritanga in rugby that it has been argued to disseminate a 
view of Maoridom, as redefined through Eurocentric views (Hokowhitu, 2009). 
According to Davies (2014), it does so through its most important commoditised 
product, the haka. The worldwide fanaticism surrounding the haka cannot be 
underestimated. Of significant importance however, is the appropriation of spirituality 
as a Maoritanga value. This has served to include and value well-being and belonging 
(Fraser, 2004), which was strongly evident in Mike. 
Paul: Developing thinking, creative players 
Paul played rugby in Australia during a time he refers to as the ‘decision-making era’. 
He felt this era was one in which Australian rugby emphasised creativity, flair and risk-
taking. He contrasted this with the style of rugby played by the Wallabies (Australian 
national team) under the coaching of Robbie Deans, who was head coach at the time of 
the interviews. While Paul was critical of play in the professional era in general, he was 
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more critical of the Wallabies in particular. He felt that they were too coach-dominated, 
too structured, tentative and lacking in creativity.  
I find the issue with Australian rugby over the last, it has to be the last at least ten it could be 
fifteen years, the emphasis has gone off players with a high degree of skill making the correct 
decisions at the right time and doing it under pressure. That’s gone away from that to pre-
packaged sort of stuff. So we will have a scrum there on the left hand side of the field, we’ll hit 
up midfield, come back to the left, we’ll go wide to the right, and then wide to the left, and that’s 
all pre-packaged sort of stuff. (Paul) 
Paul contrasted the pre-packaged and structured approach to his, which he considered 
to be player-centred. He prioritised an approach where players felt free to experiment 
and take risks, which developed creative, thinking players. He placed great emphasis 
on empowering players and giving them autonomy. Not surprisingly then, he described 
himself as a ‘player-oriented’ coach who wanted his players to be creative, take risks 
and be able to read the game. 
I’m more of a player-oriented coach whereby I give the players the skills to be able to go onto 
the field and show them within the skills I do what decisions they need to make to become better 
rugby players. I’m putting the emphasis back on the players; they’re on the field, I’m not. (Paul) 
Paul learned and played rugby before the professional era, which he saw as being more 
creative, more expressive and more fun. He saw this approach as the ‘real’ Australian 
approach to playing rugby and he wanted the Wallabies to return to this. The meaning 
Paul associated to the term ‘amateur’ was not so linked to the historical British ‘amateur 
ideal’. His references to the amateur era were linked to references of a free, creative 
and expressive style of play that he said was evident before professionalisation. In 
recollecting his memories as a player, he articulated the importance that was placed on 
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understanding and thinking about the game, as a unique and distinctive Australian 
quality. 
Richard Marsh was an ex Wallaby centre. He started the Rothmans coaching foundation in 
Australia. He was probably the man behind the success of Australian rugby from the 70s into 
the 90s. So he had a big influence on it, and Dick was the type of person his emphasis was not 
on Dick Marsh it was on the players and the game which is how it should be. (Paul) 
Paul’s declaration that he selects players according to their ‘mental side’ represents his 
strong affinity to thinking players and their decision-making abilities. Significantly, the 
view that Wallaby players are presumed to be capable to ‘ad-lib’, has been linked to a 
national identification of an Australian ethos, framed around resourcefulness and 
adaptability (Phillips, 2001). 
Understanding the game, seeing what your role was within it and why you’re in it, that came 
from Queensland. I got a lot of information in those early years … the thing that I find difficult, 
and I’ve spoken to Queensland coaches actually since then ... I find it difficult when they don’t 
pick players because he can’t do this or he can’t do that … to me that’s not how I pick a rugby 
player. I’ve got to pick a rugby player more on the mental side than the actual ability to do skills. 
(Paul) 
Rugby has had to contest against other football codes for its place in the social sphere 
of Australian life. This has resulted in ideas of rugby requiring to promote ‘free play’, 
‘creativity’ and the ‘spectacle’ to ensure a strong following. According to Fagan (2005), 
linking unique Australian identity and attitudes to the value of rugby was seen to be an 
effective way to promote its diffusion across the states and territories. This is reflected 
in Paul’s strong emphasis on running and spectacular rugby.   
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Robert: Respect, discipline, and commitment 
Robert consistently emphasised a strong belief in the value of respect, discipline, hard 
work and commitment. He was ‘appalled’ by players who missed training or matches, 
and who indicated this via a text message or phone call. This, he stated, was something 
that would be unheard of in South Africa suggesting that it underpins a ‘cultural 
difference’. 
There’s a massive difference, it’s a cultural difference in terms of commitment … if you have 
to move the world and the mountains to get training you’ll just do it, so the level of commitment 
has got to do with the culture. (Robert) 
Robert prioritised a good work ethic and a respectful environment, while also expecting 
consistently appropriate behaviour from all his players. When asked what he felt his 
role as a coach was he responded by saying that he tries to instil stoic attitudes.  
I think the biggest thing, if you had to ask them, any of those players it would be that hard work 
bears fruit. That would probably be the single most important thing that I try and instil in them. 
You keep working hard, you’ll get the benefit, and also just to keep your feet on the ground and 
when you start achieving things don’t become arrogant because it’s a big fall from arrogancy 
[sic]. (Robert) 
These are the same values that he said characterise rugby culture in South Africa and 
which were evident across all interviews with him during the study. While Robert said 
that it was important for players to enjoy themselves and that he was committed to 
ensuring that, “they enjoy, one, playing rugby and that they enjoy being part of the 
club”, he also felt it was extremely important for players to know he was boss and that 
he was ‘running the show’. This contrasted very much with Paul’s emphasis on player 
empowerment. This idea of being the boss reflects the importance Robert placed on 
being at the top of the pecking order. This hierarchy was evident through the way he 
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prioritised respect and commitment by the players to the team and to him as the 
authority figure. As a result, he made a clear distinction between being liked by his 
players and being respected. 
I don’t have to be popular because if you try and play the popularity game a lot of it goes out 
the window and that quite often prevents you from making tough decisions. If you try and be 
popular it just doesn’t work. You should be respected, but you don’t have to be popular. Big 
difference! (Robert) 
For Robert, coaches had to earn respect from players by displaying the ability to make 
hard decisions. He consistently emphasised how his values and the traits he wants to 
see in his players come from his experiences of growing up playing rugby in South 
Africa. Robert felt South African coaches were well respected and followed, and were 
capable of being direct and authoritative, which seems to represent an adapted version 
of rugby as a vehicle for moral learning.  
I think we do things a lot differently in SA. I for one, I’m a straight shooter; all the players know 
where they stand with me. If they stuff up I’ll tell them [but] I never pick on people, I never 
take someone on in front of the rest. If I’ve got a problem I’ll pull them aside and I’ll have a 
chat to them. I mean that for me is a given that’s just respect. I mean you don’t belittle someone 
in front of his teammates. But I think the biggest thing, I think, is we straight shooters mate. I 
mean if you come to South Africa we’ve grown up like that, coaching has been like that for 
many, many years in South Africa and it will probably always be like that; the discipline that 
we bring to it, when to focus when not to focus, that’s all disciplinary measures you need to 
know. (Robert) 
The value placed on discipline, order and deference are all components of rugby’s 
strong militarisation (Cock, 2005). These discourses on respect and being the boss seem 
to have influenced Robert’s views on coaching. Significantly, scholars have suggested 
that the militaristic undertones of rugby in South Africa result from its Afrikanerisation 
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(Black & Nauright, 1998; Grundlingh, 1995; Grundlingh, 1998). Naturally then, being 
respected was of utmost importance. Being challenged or challenging players was to be 
avoided and showed disrespect for authority, but a coach needed to have the ability to 
tell it as it is, to be frank and hard on players. 
Discussion 
The findings of this case suggest competing tensions between the traditional amateur 
ideal that formed rugby’s core ideology, and the commercial interests of rugby globally, 
and within Melbourne more specifically. At this juncture, the pressure to win felt by 
Robert, Paul and Mike contrasted with their deep rooted beliefs of rugby as a form of 
moral education. Despite the conflicting tensions created by rugby’s commercial 
importance, Mike, Paul and Robert felt that the scoreboard was the only ‘true’ and 
objective measure of a good coach. As a result, they aimed to win but taking a strict 
performance protocol was at odds with the traditional idea of rugby as played for the 
sake of it. Mike likened this idea of not seeking and adopting strict performance 
conventions to a cancer, suggesting to him the negative impact of adopting such 
traditional and outdated principles. At another level, these coaches felt conflicted by 
the idea of dehumanising their athletes in order to align with the commercial model that 
prioritises the outcome (winning) rather than the process (gaining character). While this 
conflict was evident among the three coaches, it was the powerful influence of local 
cultures on the coaches’ beliefs about coaching that was fascinating. 
The coaches all emphasised a strong belief in the meaning of rugby and its practices as 
attached to a cultural site. As a result, the cultural expression and meaning of rugby 
differed between the three coaches and each argued for a culture like that of their home 
countries. Indeed, Robert’s emphasis on hard work and authority is argued as 
representative of Afrikaner nationalistic attitudes and symbolises the appropriation of 
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rugby to this cause (Allen, 2003). Mike’s emphasis on good, caring people and the 
spirituality of rugby hints at the unique influence of both a British sporting ethos and 
Maoritanga practices and traditions (Hokowhitu, 2005). Paul’s views on rugby’s social 
bonding, as well as promoting adaptable, thinking and independent players reflects an 
ethos modified to suit local conditions, where resourcefulness and egalitarianism 
underpinned social life (Phillips, 2001). Significantly, these attitudes were seen to be 
the dominant element in player development, more than what was needed to win 
matches. As much as the coaches wanted their teams to win and to be winning coaches, 
this desire was underpinned by rugby’s higher moral purpose, as affiliated with their 
cultural backgrounds (Gruneau, 2006).  
However, this is not to crudely claim that all coaches from a particular country have the 
same views on coaching. This would be untrue. Nevertheless, this finding was of 
particular significance following the insights discussed in the introduction and 
highlighted in studies by Evans (2011), and Light and Evans (2013), which suggested 
that strong similarities were identifiable across coaches from similar backgrounds. 
Certainly, this represents an enculturated belief that provides meaning and 
understanding of coaching and aligns with the claim of Cassidy et al. (2009)  that 
coaching beliefs are reflective of social constructions that are “situational, political, 
[and] ideological …” (p. 12). Considering this however, I do not suggest that the 
strongest and only influence is the local, cultural context.  
None of the participants referred to an ‘amateur ideal’ or the games ethic but their 
beliefs about coaching reflected its lasting influence on rugby (Collins, 2008), despite 
changes in the meaning and practice of rugby union since professionalism in 1995 
(Ryan, 2008a). These influences include the interaction of local culture with a more 
global and competing discourse, mass commercialisation (Collins, 2010). This was 
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evident in the tension between the resilient set of values associated with the ‘amateur 
ideal’ (rugby as promoting character), and the values of professional commoditised 
sport (needing to win matches for sponsorship value).  
While the three coaches’ views on moral education, and to play the game for the sake 
of it, were reflective of rugby’s traditional amateur disposition, it appeared to be 
influenced by the different local cultures within which the participants learned to play 
and coach. Consequently, this interaction produced very distinctive differences which 
can be linked to the logic of different socio-cultural contexts. Locating these differences 
in experience, from extensive involvement of rugby within three different rugby 
cultures, suggests the powerful influence of context on the construction of coaches’ 
beliefs about, and inclinations toward, coaching. This finding was complemented by 
undertaking further research which oriented the selection of the remaining cases and 
guided data collection protocols. As a result of the coaches’ biographies in the 
Melbourne case, future research was directed to their cultural backgrounds which 
would result in more work done in Sydney (Australia), Hamilton (New Zealand) and 
beginning with Pretoria (South Africa). 
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4.2 Pretoria 
Pretoria, South Africa was the second site of study. This case was completed over a 
three month period between March and May 2013 with coaches Benjie, Chris and Isaak, 
all pseudonyms. Benjie had taken on the role as head coach a year prior to the study. 
He played rugby as a ‘laaitjie’ (South African slang for little child) and was enthused 
about a career as a player. However, after playing a few years of representative rugby 
for the Blue Bulls (located in Pretoria), he sustained an injury and stopped playing. 
Benjie’s enduring passion for rugby and helping people got him into coaching. Chris 
played for the Springboks (the South African national side) and represented them in the 
2003 Rugby World Cup, after which he retired. Chris felt his pathway to the Springboks 
was unique as he climbed the ranks through the club structures, which have been 
bypassed since professionalism. This led the club he has been coaching for six years, at 
the time of the study, to contact him and ask for his assistance. Isaak was one of the few 
black coaches in the league. His initial involvement in rugby, at the age of seventeen, 
was a result of racial quota26 policies. He started playing for his club and climbed the 
ranks to a regular position in the first XV. Injury forced him out of playing and he has 
since stayed with the club to represent them as a coach, where he hopes to be a symbol 
of hope for other black players.    
The following section identifies the main themes underpinning the Pretoria site. The 
analysis suggested a significant Afrikanerisation of coaching beliefs identifiable 
through the strong militaristic attitudes the coaches held towards their role. This was 
made evident by a view that respect for authority is a prerequisite with this disposition 
affecting coach and player relationships. The Pretoria analysis was encapsulated by 
                                                 
26 The South African Rugby Union’s (SARU) policy involves ensuring the inclusion of players of colour 
(read non-white) in representative teams.   
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three themes, namely Sacrifice, commitment and loyalty: “I want players who can die 
on the field”; Law and order: “Coaching is like policing”; and Tensions between the 
old and new order: “It was a more disciplined era that we grew up in”. To conclude 
the Pretoria findings, a discussion of the important findings and their impact and 
relevance to the research question is developed. 
Theme 1: Sacrifice, commitment and loyalty: “I want players who can die on the 
field” 
Lambert (2004) argued that the greatest British export to the colonies was its public 
school system. These institutions were pivotal in shaping an ideological view on sport 
and embedded the promotion and diffusion of a specific view of masculinity, as self-
sacrificial, disciplined and secular (Mangan, 1996). According to Grundlingh (1996), 
the imperial undertones of rugby were reformulated and moulded to suit Afrikaner 
identity in South Africa. To this end, Afrikanerisation is a term used to define how 
rugby, with its imperial roots, was moulded and shaped to suit the political uprising of 
the National Party, interested in promoting and advancing Afrikaans culture.  
More specifically, Seegers (1993) suggested that Afrikanerisation was systemic across 
South African society, and thus infused into the cultural fabric of rugby. This was 
evident among the coaches in this study, who placed a strong emphasis on deference, 
submission and loyalty. Chris, Isaak and Benjie’s coaching beliefs espoused a desire to 
have loyal players who ‘would die on the field’ for the coach and team.  
I just care about producing winners inside the field. I want players who can die on the field, 
even if we lose one hundred to nil [they] still show that [they’re] not putting their heads down 
but they must just continue playing, they must know that the game is played for eighty minutes 
and anything can happen. (Isaak) 
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Not only were these characteristics expected to be displayed in the ‘heat of battle’, they 
were important indicators of a player who possessed the attitude and characteristics to 
make a good team player. This attitude contributed more to the selection of a player 
than any other attributes. A player’s commitment reflected his moral and ethical 
attributes and served to identify players who had the correct rugby attitude.  
A winner is successful, he’s calm, he knows what he’s doing, he’s enthusiastic, he’s positive, 
he never gives up, he keeps on fighting, he’s disciplined …  it’s a tough game. You can have 
all the goods, you can have all the qualities but if you’re not right in the head you not going to 
make it … obviously the guy must have skill and must have a lot of other abilities at the position 
but, for me, nothing beats attitude. Hard work and all those things you can calculate it but 
nothing beats attitude. (Benjie) 
This attitude expressed a player’s ‘coachability’ which was considered important to 
effective coaching. Chris articulated this point succinctly stating that, ‘you need to be 
coachable and if you’re not coachable you won’t make it in a team sport.’ The attitude 
and the ability to play the game with the characteristics promoted by the coaches, was 
more important than a winning result. Players who gave their all to the point of self-
sacrifice, who would ‘die on the field’ for the coach or ‘run through brick walls’, had 
considerable influence on team selection. 
Winning took on a different role in this setting. Winning was seen as a lesson and not 
merely what was reflected on the scoreboard. Yes, these coaches valued beating their 
opponents, but more important was the ‘winning attitude’. This loyalty and sacrifice to 
the game as club players, somehow, made them better people. Amateur club rugby, in 
contrast to professional rugby, was viewed as a superior moral education. 
Consequently, this view of loyalty and sacrifice was the defining attribute of a club 
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player, a true amateur. Chris summed up these feelings towards club rugby suggesting 
that you gain more as a person by ‘toughing’ it out at club rugby.  
A club environment it seems tougher, it seems harder, not that I’m taking away the physicality 
of a provincial side or a professional side, but it’s so much tougher to work hard for it. On a 
professional point that’s all you do, you’re training, you play rugby. Here it’s different mindsets 
because you work, switch off and come and play … I’m probably proud to say I came from 
these ranks to where I ended up, playing club rugby first and getting through this and trying to 
tough out before getting an opportunity and not getting a golden route … I’m glad I went for 
the tough route and I enjoyed it more when I come back on the other side. (Chris) 
This view of club rugby as an important site where you tough it out and gain more 
through it, provided an intriguing mix of the impact of professionalism on rugby in 
South Africa. The strong amateur values of club rugby were more strongly respected 
and promoted; playing at elitist academies, schools and universities was regarded as 
taking the easy path. From a young age, players are scouted and brought through the 
professional ranks via those institutions, and this was viewed as the ‘golden route’. It 
signified players who were mollycoddled; therefore, lacked the moral and tough 
learning that club rugby encouraged. As a result, club rugby was viewed as a superior 
means of forming a disciplined and committed identity. These were more pronounced 
and became the most important indicator of the club rugby attitude, in this setting, for 
these coaches. The following quote from Benjie is evidence of the life lesson a player 
can gain through club rugby.   
Most of the young guys believe they’re going to get rich and they’re going to become super 
stars overnight. Unfortunately life isn’t working like that … and I think that is one of the things 
we need to learn as rugby players. You can’t just play rugby you have to do more than that, but 
if you want to do well on the rugby field you also have to work for it. And it’s a trend with 
young guys; they think they can get rich overnight. In our days they said if you want to become 
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rich you need to be disciplined, you have to practice from the morning to the evening. These 
days it’s different. (Benjie) 
Club rugby was felt to harness and develop life attitude. This attitude is underpinned 
by a disciplined, extensive bodily commitment to training and a strong mental capacity 
to take physical punishment. As a result, the coaches felt it was important to make 
players do the ‘hard yards’. The intense training regimes helped to make the lived 
experience of the pain of training a moral lesson. Consequently, this commitment and 
hard work reflected the coaches’ views on what makes a good rugby player. 
You must believe in yourself, and the only way you can do that is by physical training, hard 
work, hard yards that’s the way you’re going to get there otherwise you can forget about it. You 
can be the best player in the world; you can have all the skills … if you have a bad attitude 
you’re never going to end up on that rugby field. You know where you’re going to end up. 
You’re going to end up with your friends drinking ... And that’s why I’m saying you can never 
buy attitude. (Benjie) 
These views promoted throughout training were one of the most important lessons a 
player could learn, and one of the most powerful messages a coach could deliver to his 
players. This ethos defined the club rugby player as one who is willing to engage in 
these intense physical training regimes, attend all practices and who has the ‘heart’ to 
invest in doing extra work. Chris provides a fascinating example of these lessons 
promoted at training, and on the rugby field, that may transfer to a player’s life.   
You know if you want to achieve something, what are you prepared to do to get to it? And if 
you believe it and work hard you can achieve it. But how hard do you want to work, and what 
is it that you want to achieve? And you know if that’s the one thing that I can leave behind and 
that they relate to, not only rugby wise but their personal lives as well [is], how hard do you 
want to work to get it then you can get it. (Chris) 
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These views permeated in Chris, Isaak and Benjie’s perceptions of good players. Player 
selection was based on the very values promoted in this setting. These values, which 
are then accepted and become the status quo, act as an important marker for the coach. 
They illustrate a player who is willing, and investing, in the very discourses and beliefs 
that surround the club rugby ethos. As a reward, players are selected to play for the 
team.  
I like hard workers and I like committed players, and never mind talent. I think there is where 
talent ends and I think there is where you have to be loyal to the people who are loyal to you. 
So most of the time, I prefer to use players who are very much committed, understand me. 
(Isaak) 
Significantly, these views have been over-represented in this setting because club rugby 
is not a legitimate pathway to higher representative levels or towards a professional 
career. Coaches have had to negotiate the nationwide fanaticism of rugby seen as a 
secular religion (Black & Nauright, 1998), and somehow promote club rugby as a 
potential pathway to something more. This something more is a glimmer of hope 
towards achieving higher representative levels, but more importantly it is the life 
lessons players gain through rugby that are elevated. The coaches considered that 
through playing club rugby players can create a successful life outside of rugby, which 
is seen to help legitimise the values and traditions espoused by the coaches. Chris 
expressed this point in the following way:  
Well that’s probably one of the things that these guys can take to heart is that, and not even for 
rugby anything that you do, if you miss it just keep on training keep on going, you will get the 
opportunity it’s when you leave it then you get your opportunity and then you’re not in shape 
or your mindset isn’t right or you’re not on top of your game. So it’s to really push hard, if you 
want to do it you can do it, just keep on pushing don’t just give up. (Chris) 
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These views were intrinsically linked to the next theme, which situates the coach as the 
authority of the team, and the submissive, deferential relationship developed and 
promoted between these coaches and their players.   
Theme 2: Law and order: “Coaching is like policing” 
Our world is inherently social with its many functioning societies and institutions. 
Nevertheless, people’s actions are not completely governed by the formal rules created 
by societies and institutions. They are regulated by a practical sense, the unwritten rules 
that provide structure and meaning (Bourdieu, 1986). In this setting, Pretoria, coaching 
is regulated through a set of unwritten rules and order that governs these coaches’ 
actions, perceptions and thoughts about coaching. For the players, the law is to respect 
the coach, to be loyal to the coach and team, and to demonstrate coachable attributes 
that regulate the position of the coach as the authority. A player who is capable of 
respecting this ‘law’ is more likely to be selected for the team. Furthermore, there is an 
order that is prominent, it is demonstrated by a specific hierarchy and has a defined 
‘boundary’, a ‘line’ that separates the power of the coach from the dominated players. 
This line is managed and maintained through a coach’s strength of character, by making 
explicit (read tough) choices which validate him as the decision maker. Undoubtedly, 
Chris, Benjie and Isaak viewed themselves as the leader of the team, in command and 
responsible for the final decisions on team strategies.       
The ability to maintain order, to oversee that the session is completed to their 
expectations and to have players follow the orders of the coach was the practical aspect 
of coaching. This helped to create and maintain the boundary between the coach and 
the player. For example, when Chris felt that players had not undertaken the task to his 
desire, it was important that he stamp his authority.   
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If I say sprint 100% for 100 metres and they don’t do it, do I leave it or do I do it again. Yes I’ll 
do it again. If I work with them on the scrum machine and I’m not happy on the scrum, do I 
leave it because they’re my friends, they’re my buddies, we’re on a good relationship or am I 
still strict. Yes I’m still strict because that’s what I told you to do. (Chris) 
For the three coaches in this study, coaching meant more than just planning and 
preparing the drills for each session. It was about the ability to maintain their position 
of authority, and to ensure players did not undermine this relationship. There was a 
hierarchy which served to separate the players’ servitude and the coach’s authority. 
Maintaining a position of authority was seen to be the correct working relationship 
between the coach and the players. Players becoming too friendly were considered by 
Chris, Isaak and Benjie to be damaging the respect promoted and valued in this setting. 
Without respect they felt a coach was ineffective. However, respect bordered on fear 
towards the coach, as Benjie articulated. 
You know someone once said to me your coach is like your father, you must love him but you 
must still be afraid of him and I think that’s where the difficult part comes in. I’ve got a lot of 
players I get along with but I don’t want to get too close to them … they [the players] must 
believe in you, they must like you, they must love you, but there’s times for everything. (Benjie) 
This level of respect validated the coach’s position of authority and allowed him to 
exercise and influence the playing group, to the point that it served as another marker 
for team selection. Disrespectful players would not be picked to play for the team; they 
could damage the established hierarchy that had taken time to form. To signify this, 
gaining respect from players involved becoming a part their ‘pack’. 
Why I’m saying respect must be earned is because players must believe in you, if players don’t 
believe in you they quickly going to test you, you don’t get a better example than like with lions. 
Lions will always go and test the highest authority, see if this guy really is who he says he is. I 
can tell you they come and test me a lot. (Benjie) 
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These tests that Benjie identified were passed through strength of character. As a result 
of passing such tests, these coaches were capable of maintaining a collective discipline. 
They created a form of social control within the team. Isaak articulated the importance 
of establishing collective discipline, saying that players should “know that you are the 
boss and [that] the final decision lies with you”. The ability ‘to be felt’, to have players 
controlled, and on par with the decisions of the coach and club, was crucial. Isaak 
voiced the importance of reinforcing his authority: 
All of us must submit to the club. If you have one player that thinks he’s better than the other 
players how will you get the team playing because you are not able to control him. So for me 
coaching is like you need to reinforce yourself and to be felt. (Isaak) 
This idea of being felt is a powerful metaphor for the way that players come to display 
and embody the coaches’ pedagogical styles. It was important ‘to be felt’, to have power 
and influence over the players. Loyalty and commitment are required values that are 
promoted by a direct experience of playing club rugby as an amateur. Significantly, the 
idea of rugby as a vehicle to develop social and moral character was adapted from the 
Victorian ideal to suit local conditions. In this setting it was shaped in order to create 
disciplined and obedient players, but also people.  
Seegers (1993) suggested that a priority has been given to authority and servitude within 
rugby’s Afrikanerisation27. Chris expressed this view on rugby’s purpose as a life 
lesson, imbued with militaristic, Afrikanerised views. 
If I can help them into a life situation but on a rugby field way in terms of discipline, in terms 
of your working commitment, in terms of your attitude, in terms of your own responsibility and 
                                                 
27 Afrikanerisation is a term used by scholars to refer to the adaptation of the Victorian amateur ethos to 
the South African context.   
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your self-discipline, get that right on the field, [then] obviously that will carry over into your 
normal days’ work and into your family life. (Chris) 
This strong sense and desire that as coaches they felt they were a ‘mentor’, an 
‘inspiration’ or ‘everything’ to the players was a reflection of the strong influence they 
felt they had over the players, to the point of being fatherly as previously suggested by 
Benjie and Chris. Inherent within these roles, they felt leading by example, modelling 
the attributes they valued such as commitment, hard work, discipline and responsibility 
could be passed down to create better players. To them this meant more obedient and 
respectful players. Isaak ensured he showed, physically, the commitment he would like 
to see from the players by running to training, and expressed the value placed on being 
an example, in the following manner:     
So coaching for me is like policing you understand, I have to be responsible, I have to work 
hard, so that I can be able to filter those things to the players…[I’m] responsible, [I] lead by 
example. (Isaak) 
In summary, it was of great importance to the coaches to be the boss. However, the 
coaches felt that the current socio-political change of South African society influenced 
their pedagogical styles. They felt they were required to be more lenient, and needed to 
adopt an ‘open door policy’ which contradicted with their strong embodied beliefs on 
autocratic leadership, as the following theme describes.  
Theme 3: Tensions between the old and new order: “It was a more disciplined era 
that we grew up in” 
The three coaches had all attained the same or higher playing level as the team they 
were coaching. Significantly, this acted as a form of rite of passage to being capable of 
taking the step to coaching. As a result of their playing experience, they were seen to 
be a more capable other (Jones, 2006) who could ‘pass down’ the knowledge acquired 
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from their lived experience as high level rugby players. Pointing to such a progression, 
Chris was asked to coach, without a qualification, because he was a Springbok. Benjie, 
who played representative level rugby, was felt to have the experience to coach his 
current team. And Isaak, who was undertaking a level two coaching certificate at the 
time of the study, was welcomed to the club, prior to any coach education, due to his 
service as a player.  
Their experience as players was instrumental in socialising them to the ‘order of things’ 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992), which gained them entry to coaching positions. In this 
way, the lessons they learned as players were reflected in their views on coaching. 
Whilst all believed that it is important for a coach to have his own personal identity, 
their coaching identity had been shaped predominantly, as the findings suggest, by their 
past playing experience and represented enculturated beliefs of coaching. These playing 
experiences were not situated in a political and social vacuum, as evidenced through 
the Afrikanerisation of rugby. These coaches’ experiences of playing in a particular era 
and context were important to them gaining access to coaching positions, but more 
importantly their beliefs of coaching were imbued with fundamental lessons that they 
were taught through rugby.  
The importance placed on servitude, discipline, and respect for authority was 
representative of Benjie, Chris and Isaak’s enculturated beliefs to coaching, and of 
rugby’s Afrikanerisation more generally. Their current beliefs, while shaped by past 
experiences and locality, is not a fixed and stagnant influence. This was made evident 
by the tension created between the deep rooted views and beliefs developed as players, 
and an evolving political situation of South Africa, moving away from its military state 
(Seegers, 1993). Chris hinted at the political changes in society more generally and their 
impact on coaching specifically, stating that, “it was a more disciplined era that we 
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grew up in, where now days it’s much more laid back … I don’t want to bring politics 
into this but that was the era before South Africa actually changed.” 
This tension between a traditional acceptance of authority and the increased 
liberalisation of the state seemed to have influenced Isaak, Chris and Benjie’s views on 
leadership. As players, they may have unquestionably supported the coach; however, 
modern South African society has undergone a shift away from an Afrikanerised state, 
steeped in deferential rule. As a result, the values and traditions have evolved to 
represent this shift, creating some tension in relation to the absolute authority of the 
coach that the interviewed coaches felt they were socialised into as players. Benjie 
compares his experiences with the current perceptions of leadership more generally.    
If you were a police member you needed to play for Police club. If you refused and you wanted 
to go to another club your general could just easily send you from Pretoria to Cape Town for 
instance. Go and do duties there, so we were very scared. So we just did in that years what they 
told you. And then eventually the club went open, and said you were allowed in terms of your 
human rights to go and play elsewhere. (Benjie) 
The most significant difference between the old and new order, according to Benjie, 
was the apparent fear for authority. Further evidence from Chris suggested that he feels 
a difference on the importance placed on discipline. 
I think it’s probably more discipline but yes it is also true that discipline comes from the house 
and from the home that you stay in. So the discipline that you create in your own home, that 
becomes a part of your kids as well, that’s a big issue for me … discipline doesn’t come from 
school or anywhere else it comes from the home, but at times it seems to be lacking actually. 
(Chris) 
While changes in society have reflected a relaxation of traditional, Afrikaner views 
such as respect for authority, being the boss remained an important component for the 
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coaches. Nevertheless, rugby’s traditional exclusion in South Africa has impacted on 
Isaak. He suggested that being black is a mask that haunts his every decision within his 
club. 
Me being in the club, you cannot talk about me and exclude my race because it always boils 
down to that. If you play this kind of players [sic], even if they are good enough and you lose, 
and if it’s a black guy who’s playing, it’s because [I’m] favouring all [my] black buddies ... So 
I’m saying it will take time so that people can accept and appreciate the work that is being done 
and then the commitment that is always there. (Isaak) 
South African rugby history has neglected the influence and popularity of the sport 
amongst black communities. As a result, it remains plagued by views of a white man’s 
sport (Parker, 2013). While South Africa is immersed in a post-apartheid era, and rugby 
has become distinctly African (Booth, 1999), it remains afflicted by the white 
supremacy ideology of the apartheid era, a concept clearly illustrated by Isaak’s 
comments. Of particular significance however, is the similarity between Isaak’s beliefs 
and those of Benjie and Chris regarding the role of rugby as a vehicle for developing 
character, moulded by a particular Afrikaner ideology. This provides further support 
for the influence and impact of enculturated beliefs on coaching. Isaak had learned to 
play, and continues to coach, within a strong Afrikaans community.  
Discussion 
Chris, Isaak and Benjie felt strongly about the responsibility of developing character in 
players and believed that club rugby could embody important life lessons. These lessons 
prioritise discipline, being considered a strong leader, submitting to the coach and club, 
and having strong convictions. While rugby in South Africa was initially disseminated 
through a British lens (Collins, 2006), it has undoubtedly been assimilated into a post-
colonial identity. The result is rugby’s importance in promoting and reflecting 
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Afrikaner nationalistic attitudes which compete with imperial views and customs 
(Lambert, 2000). It was rugby’s masculine virtues, and its capacity to demonstrate the 
vigour of the nation that attracted, and became linked to, an increasing Afrikaner 
nationalism (Bolligelo, 2006).  
The enduring idea that rugby ought to develop character is fascinating. This represents 
the affiliation to the traditional amateur ethos. But more than this is the place of rugby, 
as viewed in light of the perspective of the coaches in this study, as a game that 
contributes significantly to instilling discipline and respect for authority. This hints at 
the slow transformation of rugby’s nostalgic past immersed within white cultural 
affiliation (Nauright, 1996). At the time of the study it had been nearly two decades 
since the victory of the African National Congress (ANC). In that time the rugby 
structures in South Africa have experienced two significant changes, the abolishment 
of its racially biased administration and the influx of commercial interests (Bolligelo, 
2006).  
Professionalism has created tensions between the underpinning ideology of rugby and 
its moral capacity to these coaches, but its influence also further highlights the strains 
within the sport more generally. For Benjie and Chris this was most obvious by a lack 
of discipline, respect and commitment among players. Whereas as to Isaak, his black 
face remained a haunting frailty.  
While rugby experienced significant changes, likened to a revolution (Bolligelo, 2006), 
remnants of its imperial imposition were evident through its keen affiliation to its moral 
service, as built upon a disciplining regime (J. D. Rubin, 2013). Yet within this, were 
more local influences. Pretoria provided a fascinating example of the enculturated 
views as linked to the larger cultural and socio-political structure of South Africa. This 
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reflected an enculturated view of coaching that provides meaning to the practice of 
coaching and impacts on adopting particular pedagogies (see, Hassanin & Light, 2014). 
Attention is now turned to the third site of study, Sydney. 
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4.3 Sydney 
Sydney, Australia was the third site of study. Data collection was undertaken over a six 
week period, beginning mid-June 2013. The coaches who agreed to take part have been 
given the pseudonyms of Seth, Cameron and Josh. Seth, at the time of the study, was 
in his mid to late thirties, and had represented the Wallabies. After a successful career 
as a player, he continued involvement in rugby as a coach. When interviewed, he had 
been coaching for four years and held a level three28 coaching qualification. Cameron, 
like Seth, enjoyed a professional career as a player but his playing career took him 
overseas. He was initially introduced to rugby football through league and switched to 
rugby union at the age of fourteen, when his family moved from a country town to 
Sydney. At the time of the study, he was into his fourth year of coaching and held a 
level two coaching certificate. Josh was born in Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia) and 
moved to Australia at a very young age. He played all of his rugby in Australia. His 
highest level of play was to represent the first XV of his club. He stopped playing and 
began coaching once he felt that he would not achieve higher representative honours as 
a player. Josh is in his early forties, is a certified level three coach and has been 
coaching, sporadically, for more than a decade.  
This site alerted me to two main themes. The first was the global commoditised 
processes impacting on rugby’s traditions and the impact this has had on coaching for 
Seth, Josh and Cameron. While the coaches valued rugby’s role in developing 
character, influenced by views on mateship and teamwork, they felt conflicted by this 
                                                 
28 Currently, South Africa and Australia have similar processes for rugby coaching accreditations. World 
Rugby considers three levels of coaching namely, coaching level 1, 2 and 3. As a result, each respective 
country has adopted this system to some degree, beginning with coaching level 1 and progressing towards 
coaching level 3. The main point of difference exists in New Zealand where the pathway has a similar 
progression but is labelled differently, although at the time of study the coaches had followed the 
traditional format as level 1 and progressing to level 3.  
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virtue within a system that prioritises individualistic, career-driven players. The impact 
of professionalism in Sydney was most striking and is encapsulated by the first theme, 
The commoditised club: “It’s an entertainment industry”. 
Within this influence, as Australia progressed from a colony to an independent nation, 
the procurement of a national identity was of critical importance. Such was the credence 
placed on Australia’s egalitarian society and its virtues of mateship that it reflected not 
only national attitudes but seems to have influenced the meaning and practice of rugby 
(Collins, 2009b). Reflected in these coaches’ beliefs was the intersection of commercial 
rugby and the traditional amateur ethic, and adapted to suit local conditions. The 
influence of the local conditions is presented in the second theme, on mateship and the 
egalitarian ethos, a concept which Page (2002) has suggested is a unique Australian 
ideology. These views have influenced coaching discourses and moulded the Victorian 
ideal to better suit local conditions as captured by the second theme, The importance of 
mateship, equality and relationships: “Trust, culture, brotherhood”. 
Theme 1: The commoditised club: “It’s an entertainment industry” 
Unlike the coaches in Pretoria or Melbourne, Seth, Cameron and Josh were acutely 
aware of their club’s role within a larger rugby industry, likened to what Cameron 
described as, ‘an entertainment industry’. Underpinning this industry were specialised 
services and a labour force ensuring achievement focused practices. These coaches felt 
they were a critical part of the labour force, and as a result of professionalism, viewed 
their role as shifting, or having shifted, from a trainer of the team, to a ‘service provider’ 
who sells his methods and can contribute to a player’s professional pathway. This view 
of a coach as a service provider was captured by comments such as, “I guess it’s like 
selling, you know the product you can sell, you’re the seller, sell” (Seth). This notion 
of selling hinted at rugby’s transformation and commoditised discourse in this setting. 
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It was no longer a recreational and cultural practice but a product to be consumed 
(Hutchins, 1998). As a result, rugby discourses are likened to a market where goods 
and services are exchanged, specialised and quantifiable (Skinner, Stewart, & Edwards, 
2003). On this point, the theme of commodification suggests the influence of consumer 
culture on these coaches’ views of their role as head coach.  
Seth, Cameron and Josh felt they needed to ‘sell their product’ and attain ‘buy-in’ from 
the players. This business verbiage has infiltrated rugby’s discourse in this site. 
Metaphors used by these coaches to describe their roles were peppered with the 
influence of corporate culture, suggesting that this intersection provides a new meaning 
to the practice of rugby (Kay & Laberge, 2002). Descriptors such as investment, 
management, or providing ‘a point of value’ were all marks of the influence of the 
corporate, commoditised value of sport on the traditional meanings attached to rugby. 
Certainly, the physical, measurable value is a contrast to the inherent moral value of 
rugby that underpinned it in the amateur era. Cameron expressed the importance on 
making training, and talent identification, programs calculable.  
Well first and foremost I don’t think you can have a set philosophy on how to play, you can 
have set standards on what you need to meet but it depends on what cattle you’ve got, it depends 
on the players … so you do that through testing and skills training and the way you periodise 
your off-season and pre-season, but you also do that in your talent identification. So, what you 
see is gaps that need filling within your roster, and you need to go out and identify players that 
can fill those gaps. (Cameron) 
The idea of players as livestock is suggestive of the dehumanising, scientific approach 
to training that is more aligned to commoditised principles. Financial support for rugby 
clubs was felt to only be capable if a viable, entertaining product was produced from 
the club, to the point that players were cattle. Players were likened to goods to be 
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manipulated for the needs of corporations. Seth felt this was ‘spitting guys out’, 
suggesting that once the goods (read players) were no longer useful, they became 
discontinued (spat out). Players at this point lost the desire to continue to play rugby 
locally.   
I see rugby spitting these guys out and they’re not doing anything, they’re not coming back to 
Shimmy Shine rugby and not providing that depth, or pathway, to start again. There’s so many 
of these kids within the Wailand Flee squad, you’re sitting going, where are they? What are they 
doing? Are they overseas? Are they here? And we seem to be losing a lot of these lower tier 
guys which will really strengthen Shimmy Shine rugby. (Seth) 
As a result of such influences, the expectation to run successful programs was aligned 
to the needs of corporations, which to these coaches meant adopting a managerial role. 
This created some dilemma with Seth saying that, “I always ask myself this question, 
whether I need to pick one [the manager] or the other [the hands-on, technical coach]. 
I’m trying to do both and I don’t know whether that’s successful.” For the coaches, the 
influence of these new discourses took time away from coaching and required more 
time on administrative tasks, which promoted the club’s brand and secured 
sponsorships. Josh articulated this relationship and dimension as a ‘return for money’. 
In Australia you’ve got less of community aspects, you’ve got less of a social aspect … [so] it’s 
very hard for clubs like Globe Trotters or anyone in Shire to find sponsors who are willing to 
put money in because you’re talking large dollars, and a lot of those people want to have return 
for money actually. So it’s hard. (Josh) 
Significantly, the shift from a traditional hands-on coach to the managerial attitudes of 
the commoditised rugby market, to these coaches, meant an increased focus on winning 
and prioritised building a brand. Cameron articulated that one of his priorities was to 
protect the club’s ‘corporate image’.  
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Our players represent us on and off the field wherever they are, and we need to protect that 
corporate image because we rely on sponsors and sponsorship dollars just like anyone else, and 
we rely on them because of the program that we do run, it costs money. (Cameron) 
The money, the product and the entertainment capture the feelings Seth, Josh and 
Cameron have of their roles. This represented a fundamental shift from rugby clubs as 
a site of recreational and cultural practice to a valued commodity in the entertainment 
industry.  
I like to think that we’re an attacking team and I think in Australian rugby we’ve got an 
obligation to be that way because otherwise our code is in danger because of the strength of 
rugby league and AFL, soccer is getting stronger, rugby needs to be an entertaining product. 
(Cameron) 
The feeling that it was imperative that ‘rugby … be an entertaining product’ linked to 
the current influence of global markets on rugby in Australia, with rugby union 
competing against three other football codes. The link between producing 
entertainment and the survival of rugby in the Australian context was made evident by 
an article titled Australian Super sides declare bore war (2010) which quotes, former 
CEO of the ARU, John O’Neill: 
We've all sat around the table and looked at the reality of where crowd figures have gone and 
where the game generally is at … I think we've hit the bottom and every one of the four teams 
is determined to deliver winning and entertaining rugby ... We've got four teams and our 
foundations in terms of crowds, TV ratings, will be driven by successful rugby performances. 
(Rakic, 2010, para. 4-5)  
Such is the pervasiveness of the ‘attacking rugby’ philosophy that these coaches felt it 
should define their style of coaching, with Seth articulating his style clearly embedded 
in this discourse. 
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In terms of style … I coach a pretty open style of rugby which is forwards using skills, teaching 
the guys one to eight that you can have an effect with the ball in hand, you can run the ball and 
you can utilise all those attributes like breaking tackles, tackle bust, offloads and all that kind 
of stuff. As a tight 5 you don’t always need to be hitting rucks. So … my style is play with the 
ball, have a bit of fun with it, have fun with the ball in hand and play some open style rugby. 
(Seth) 
This developing entertainment industry has, according to the coaches, impacted on the 
traditional values of club rugby. Seth felt that this has created ‘split allegiances’, 
meaning players are not loyal to any particular club and are more concerned with 
pursuing a professional career. Significantly, Sydney club rugby is the main, pathway 
into professional rugby. Despite its position and ties to the elite levels, the coaches 
articulated uneasiness with pursuing a career at the expense of loyalty or allegiance to 
a club.  
That allegiance to the jersey I think is diminishing … The Super Rugby teams have only got 30 
players that they can train which is great but if they need to get guys in from elsewhere they 
haven’t got an allegiance, they haven’t been with the group culture, so they’re just playing and 
they don’t have that tie to the jersey. (Seth) 
This hints at an important tension between the enduring amateur ethos and the 
commercial interest in the professional era. For example, the time and the skills required 
to, as Josh expressed, ‘tick the boxes’ has impacted on the amount of volunteers willing 
to give up their time. He went as far as to say that volunteers are ‘null and void’. These 
do good attitudes such as merely ‘helping out’ a club were representative of the amateur 
organisation (Stewart, 2007). As a result, not only is the commoditised club ‘pushing 
their brand’ and obliged to have consumer appeal; it is also requiring managerial 
attitudes and knowledge that erode the traditional organisation of rugby clubs (Skinner 
et al., 1999). While these ideas have shaped what these coaches valued and believed to 
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be an effective coaching strategy, there remains a strong affiliation and attachment to 
the sporting ethos and its moral education, as the following theme highlights. The 
sporting ethos however, was adapted to meet local conditions.  
Theme 2: The importance of mateship, equality and relationships: “Trust, culture, 
brotherhood” 
The games ethic and rugby’s role in instilling character occupied a central role in 
Australia (Crotty, 2000). While the commercial interests of rugby have, according to 
these coaches, led to a shift on the meaning of rugby from the traditional amateur ethos, 
they retained a view of rugby as an important vehicle to instil character. Within this 
they valued traits such as mateship, respect and trust for the team and players. In this 
way, Seth, Josh and Cameron believed that playing club rugby involves more than just 
contributing to a potential rugby career and that players should be ‘playing for the right 
reasons’. In this site however, playing for the right reasons meant remaining dependable 
to the club and not focusing on one’s own individual gains. 
I think they should all be thinking next level, I’m happy for them to do that as long it’s not too 
individual that they’re not over achieving as such that when it comes down to the competition, 
they’re not putting too much emphasis on that. (Seth) 
Like Melbourne and Pretoria, for Sydney ‘playing for the right reasons’ was rooted in 
a more traditional rugby ideology wherein players were expected to be loyal to the club 
and their teammates. Representing your club and putting your heart on the line were all 
valued characteristics of a good player, to the Sydney coaches. Significantly though, 
this view of rugby as moral education is at odds with performance-based sport (Collins, 
2010). Despite the current commoditised club as suggested in theme one, Cameron 
clearly articulated the importance of the continued games ethic to the traditions of his 
club and his players. 
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Our values for this year are selfless, united so we’re all one. Selfless being club comes first, 
united which means the team that you’re in comes first. We are custodians of the jersey so 
there’s a 150 year history and we’re only just in the jersey for a certain period of time, so make 
sure you put into that jersey what it deserves. (Cameron) 
The games ethic in this site is promoted through selfless players and playing the game 
for its moral contributions. Certainly, Seth felt that team selection needed to prioritise 
players who respected each other and who would help each other out, likening it to a 
battlefield. 
A good player is someone that has respect for the team as well as off and on the field. He’s a 
good team mate and you know that when you look at him he’s going to go in the heat of battle 
and give everything he can in his performance, that’s a good player. (Seth) 
Good players were not only capable of going into ‘the heat of battle’, they were also 
capable of transferring these lessons to life generally because as Seth suggests “better 
the player, better the person”. This hints at the life lessons rugby is considered to teach. 
In this context however, it was mainly geared towards teamwork and mateship. Such 
was the importance placed on gelling as a team that it was seen as the hidden element 
that led to successful performances. Thus, the desire to succeed was more important 
than success itself, which is a clear contrast to performance-based philosophies.  
I think rugby teaches you how to get up when you’ve been battered down many a time. To get 
back up and have a reason to get back up ... Rugby is definitely a sport where every person on 
the field, all fifteen people contribute to the outcome. You can [sic] often see that there’s a team 
that will win a game, against the odds, just because they came together, they gelled together, 
and they were driven by the win. Or so when I say they were driven by the win … they were 
motivated by the desire to win. (Josh) 
While it was critical that players respected and trusted each other, to the coaches, it was 
equally important to develop a personal relationship with players. Seth, Josh and 
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Cameron insisted this contributed to gaining players respect and trust. Unlike Pretoria, 
it was through being personable and understanding players at a more intimate level that 
they gained authority. 
I need to understand my players. I need to know their ups and downs and what they’re going 
through. I need to know them all fairly intimately in order to try and get the best out of them. I 
need to know how you like to learn, I need to know how he likes to learn because it’s not the 
same for everybody. (Cameron) 
The importance placed on mateship and teamwork seemed to underpin a more even 
relationship between coach and athlete. The importance on handing over power, as built 
on a personable relationship, was well articulated. This has been suggested to 
demonstrate a tendency to value player-centred pedagogies (Hassanin & Light, 2014). 
Such is the significance of the player and coach relationship as embedded in trust and 
respect that it is in constant flux. 
You know building a relationship, trust and respect and all those things that you need to have 
from the guy next to you when you’re on the field. But also you know trying to hand over some 
of that power, so empowering players to make their own decisions and you know that’s the way 
I do it. (Cameron) 
Certainly, exercising power and authority was viewed differently in this context as 
opposed to Pretoria. Seth, Josh and Cameron strongly believed in empowering players, 
and considered themselves as facilitators. This was unlike Pretoria where a distinct 
hierarchy existed between players and coaches. The ability to lead without dictating 
was a valued skill to these coaches. They considered it important to maintain a level of 
respect and authority but did not feel entitled to it. Rather, these coaches felt that the 
level of respect and understanding shown to the players and staff, would reciprocate 
into respect for the coach. 
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The thing I think is really, really important … is that you start taking more of a manager [role], 
so you’ve got to empower the people around you. Make them feel as if they’re important to the 
decision making, important to the growing of the team, important to the coaching program and 
so forth; and once [you] do that all of the sudden their input is much more effective and then 
they get on board and they’re looking to help and so forth. (Josh) 
Empowering players and staff meant embracing others’ opinions and allowing their 
input to influence a head coach’s decision-making with regards to the team. Cameron 
suggested this led to independent learners who were capable of directing their own 
careers. 
Sometimes you see different coaches that say you’re going to do this, this and this, don’t ask 
questions. This is what you’re going to do and this is why you’re going to do it. But 
understanding, so taking that but getting your players to understand why you want to do each 
of the things, so in actual fact you’re empowering them to think and learn and understand what 
it is that they’re trying to do and why they’re doing it, which ultimately is coaching. Giving 
them [the players] a greater understanding of how and what they need to do in order to achieve 
what they want to achieve. (Cameron) 
These ideas on player empowerment and the idea of a good teammate, encapsulate the 
view of Australian society as egalitarian (Reardon, 2003). The good teammate, as 
someone who is on the field for his fellow players, is an important tradition, which 
remained a significant value to these coaches as Seth suggested: 
I think they’re still tied into that mateship during those close games and doing something 
together you know, like it’s a team sport, team environment, there’s nothing better than you 
know each week you muck around with your mates and just enjoy that I guess, as a club. (Seth) 
To this end, Cameron’s view that “camaraderie, mateship they’re the things that we 
love about rugby, and we’ve got to keep that” underpins a strong tension between the 
commercial interest of rugby and its infiltration to Sydney. Above all, it represents the 
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enduring influence of the amateur ideology in a context strongly inclined to 
commercialisation. 
Discussion 
This site, of all the sites, has been most influenced by the commercial interests of rugby. 
The impact of global commercialisation of rugby has resulted on the dilution of 
amateurism, and other established practices related to the amateur ethos (Stewart & 
Smith, 2000). In this regard, the coaches felt they were selling their ideas, pushing a 
brand, and developing an entertaining product, all of which are linked to rugby’s 
commercial imperatives. This was evident in the first theme outlining the 
commodification of values and labour in this setting. 
While the influence of the global rugby market was considered to have affected both 
the administration and management of clubs and players, the coaches in this study held 
a strong view and attachment to the traditional rugby mores. These were closely aligned 
to the view of rugby’s role in developing character. This was made evident by Seth, 
Josh and Cameron’s belief in the allegiance to the jersey, and playing rugby for the 
right reasons. These characteristics are associated with the constructed games ethic of 
British nineteenth century sporting practices. To play for the right reasons, for these 
coaches, meant admiring and following a moral code. This code was, in summary, 
depicted by selfless players who were good teammates and identified with the team’s 
traditions. Such was the importance of this moral code that it was used as an identifier 
for selecting players. To quote and contradict Cameron, ‘we’ve got to try and find the 
right bloke … make sure that they’re a good personality, they’re willing to work hard, 
they’re coachable’, which is direct contrast to his view earlier of players as cattle. 
Despite the professionalism, all these attributes served to identify a player playing for 
the right reasons, who did not chase pecuniary gain.   
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This amalgamation of business values into, traditionally, a stalwart sport for amateurs 
creates an interesting dilemma between focusing on winning or the club’s brand (the 
outcome), and its recreational purpose where team cultural values are imprinted by 
being part of the team (the process). These coaches were adamant that playing rugby 
for a club would develop virile and moral characteristics. The idea of club rugby likened 
to a battlefield and doing it for your mates, underpins fraternal mateship with martial 
undertones (Page, 2002). As White (1981) suggested, sport provided a space for 
colonials to compete against their imperial masters. The remnant effects of colonisation 
are seen to create an enduring amateur ethic in rugby.  
Nevertheless, the transported games ethic has been moulded and shaped into a 
distinctive Australian ethic, which helps to sustain national sentiments (Horton, 2009a). 
These nationalistic attitudes reflect ‘white’ political views and the formation of a post-
colonial identity embedded in western, Eurocentric thought (White, 1981). According 
to the author White, it was only later in the nineteenth century, once local 
manufacturing emerged and cultural institutions such as churches, schools, public 
libraries and the like were instituted that the idea of a unique national identity arose. 
Out of Australia’s cultural civilisation grew the discourse of mateship and its close link 
to a perceived egalitarian society (Reardon, 2003). Thus, links between mateship and 
promoting more equal relationships between coach and player in this setting are seen 
as a peculiar element of Australian culture, which influences coaching practices in this 
setting.  
Within this national imagery are other strong influences impacting the coaches’ beliefs 
of coaching. The rivalry with other football codes has shaped and changed more 
traditional assumptions of coaching. Rugby’s more local patriotism has helped to 
embed rugby within an Australian framework, characterised by creative and spectacular 
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play. While the views in the press of Australia’s rugby tradition as playing attacking, 
running rugby have been linked to the game’s commercial interests, the views on 
making the game more attractive were voiced as early as the mid-1900s (Fagan, 2005). 
Rugby league was gaining stronger support and popularity in Australia and in order for 
rugby union to thrive it needed to be spectacular and appealing to supporters, which 
was a direct contradiction to the amateur laws of the time (Horton, 2009a). 
While there were early expectations that rugby ought to be spectacular, Horton (2009b) 
suggested the tradition of Australian rugby as risk-taking and expansive, emanated from 
the Waratahs29 overseas tour of 1927–28. Significantly, this tradition of attractive, 
running rugby has remained the mythical style of play of the Wallabies embedded in 
Australian identity and commercialisation. An article from The Australian (B. Harris, 
2013) pointed to this predicament, suggesting that a unique market for rugby union is 
required and ought to be reflected in a running and passing game, for its spectator 
appeal. Such is the link established between the Wallabies and attacking rugby that the 
2004 Australian Rugby Union’s annual report has former Wallaby coach Eddie Jones 
stating “the challenge will be to play Wallaby style rugby, attacking the opposition in 
home and away Tests” (p. 11). Attention is now turned to the next, and final, site of 
study, Hamilton.     
  
                                                 
29 In 1919, the Queensland Rugby Union (QRU) folded for a period of ten years. It is at this time that the 
NSWRU had ownership of the game in the country, allowing it to set the standard and adopt a culture of 
expansive play. The Waratahs (the representative team from the NSWRU) thus, became symbolic of an 
Australian style of play.   
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4.4 Hamilton 
Hamilton, New Zealand was the fourth and final site of study. By this time, I had 
redirected my reading towards socio-historical developments of rugby, and the 
implications of national identity to the practices of rugby. This was made possible by 
grounded theory sampling (see Methodology). Therefore, Hamilton would complete 
my investigations and add the final analytical piece to my research investigating the 
influence of culture on coaching beliefs. The investigation in Hamilton aimed to explore 
the similarities of Mike’s views, from the Melbourne case, to Jordan, Wes and Steve 
(pseudonyms). Data collection was undertaken over a six week period, commencing 
mid-June 2014. 
Jordan was in his mid to late thirties at the time of the study. He had played rugby from 
an early age. His highest honour as a player was to represent his club in the premier 
side. At the age of 25, after a knee injury, he was asked to help a school team, and as 
he said ‘the rest is history’. He holds a level three New Zealand Rugby Union (NZRU) 
coaching accreditation.  
Wes was in his mid to late forties at the time of the study. Unlike Jordan, he did not 
continue to play rugby after school. His initial involvement in coaching began when his 
son took up rugby. At the time, there was one coach to a group of 15 - 20 kids, so he 
felt he would get involved. More than ten years later, he still coaches and has his NZRU 
level three coaching accreditation.  
Lastly, Steve is of a similar age to Jordan, in his mid to late thirties. After a few years 
playing club rugby, injuries made him reflect on his playing career. Coaching was the 
next ‘natural’ step. More than ten years after his initial coaching spell, he is still an 
active coach and has all the accreditations.  
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Like Melbourne, Pretoria and Sydney, the Hamilton coaches espoused a belief in 
rugby’s moral dimension. This is highlighted by the first theme, Character and the role 
of club rugby: “Being a good bugger first”. Although the games ethic was transported 
to the colony of New Zealand, like South Africa and Australia, it has been shaped by 
the cultural milieu. Most significantly, in New Zealand, is the role and presence of 
Māori in rugby and New Zealand society more generally. Its influence is encapsulated 
by rugby’s ability to develop mana, and the rituals and celebrations that encapsulate 
playing rugby, as shown in the second theme, Mana: “You want them to earn their 
gear”. 
Finally, the third theme, Holistic, humanistic coaching: “I care about my players” 
represents the holistic coaching practices Jordan, Wes and Steve value. They felt they 
cared about their players, beyond the rugby field, which has been suggested to be an 
outcome of the influence of Māori traditions of well-being into the discourse of physical 
education, and rugby more specifically.     
Theme 1: Character and the current role of club rugby: “Being a good bugger first”  
This theme highlights the importance the coaches placed on the moral attributes that 
rugby is seen to develop in players. Jordan, Wes and Steve emphasised the role of rugby 
in developing ‘good buggers’, which is suggestive of the remnants of the amateur ethos. 
Coupled with the more global impact of professionalism, it highlighted the tension 
between club rugby as an amateur institution and a perception of ‘selfish’ players who 
used the club for individualistic (read a professional career in rugby) purposes.  
In New Zealand the club has an important, albeit, diminishing role as a stepping stone 
to higher representative honours. The coaches felt that the diminishing status of club 
rugby was due to the influence of professionalism. These views are supported by Ryan 
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(2008c), who claimed that “the better players [have] largely bypassed clubs on the fast-
track to higher honours” (p. 49). The coaches felt that the ‘recruiting’ aspect of the 
professional fast-track market of rugby has resulted in the degradation of club traditions 
such as loyalty, commitment and self-sacrifice. 
Young players are being signed by Wendoury, coming over here and playing in January and 
February, and they can have a crap club season [because] they know they’re going to be picked 
in the representative side at the end of the year. What happened to playing a good club season 
and to put your heart on the line, I know it’s a real cliché, but put your heart on the line and the 
reward of that is being selected in a representative side. Whereas, these guys know that they can 
have a crap season but they’ll still be picked because they’ve already signed for the union. 
(Jordan) 
Much like the case in Sydney, coaches felt that they were required to ‘sell their 
programs’. This new notion of rugby as a commoditised practice was considered to 
have altered the traditions of club rugby. As a result, to these coaches, the professional 
values seem to compete against the traditions of amateur rugby. It is felt to impact on 
the pioneering male ideology that has defined the social sphere of rugby in New 
Zealand, argued to prioritise physical prowess and self-sacrificial loyalty (J. Phillips, 
1996). The coaches’ nostalgic view on the ability to put body and heart on the line and 
being rewarded for that, is a reflection of these enduring ideals.  
For these coaches, work ethic, putting your body on the line and showing loyalty to the 
club were important displays of ‘being a good bugger’. These attributes were 
considered to be a core component for developing good team culture. To these coaches, 
team cohesion was more important than having a group of talented individualistic 
players.  For them, players who had this innate character to put the team above their 
individual needs were the key that would lead to successful seasons. The significance 
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placed on this trait meant that these coaches regarded players with moral character, who 
embodied the social demeanour of a team player, more highly than an individualistic 
‘superstar’.  
A good player is a guy that works hard off the ball rather than what he’s doing with the ball. 
Everyone can be a superstar and look real good with the ball but if you’re not getting off your 
arse quick enough or not working hard enough off the ball then you letting the rest of the team 
down. So to me it’s that culture, it’s that building a team before your skills and drills so everyone 
wants to work hard for each other and that makes a difference … sometimes you know you can 
have the best players [but] it doesn’t always make the best team. (Wes) 
Similarly, Steve’s views on the moral dimension of players as superseding the 
importance of rugby skills, which he termed ‘the human characteristics’, accorded with 
the views of the coaches in this site. He felt that “their behaviours are visual signs that 
they are connected and that they are on board”. As a result, players who did not display 
correct team behaviours were deemed to be acting selfishly and not agreeing to the 
collective ethos of the club. They were less likely to be selected to represent the first 
team of the club. 
Players who would not commit to trainings, not buy into team standards, guys that weren’t 
wearing the right clothing, guys that weren’t sticking around after the game, guys that weren’t 
contributing at all to the amateur nature of a sports club where you socialise together afterwards, 
for at least a short time, and you give back to sponsors and those kind of things. So we didn’t 
think that those characteristics were the right sort of things to get success on the field so we 
worked really hard on trying to create an environment that was maybe conducive to winning 
rugby. (Steve) 
Jordan’s feeling that the “selfless act is a big thing” in club rugby indicated the link 
between rugby and character development in this setting. This was well articulated by 
the belief of a “strong correlation between good buggers and good athletes” (Steve). 
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This discourse reflected the enduring games cult brought to New Zealand and 
propagated through the transported British public school system (Mangan & Hickey, 
2000). Significantly, this view on the moral development of rugby has endured in the 
professional era, which has been in place close to two decades at the time of study. 
When I probed Wes about his feelings on rugby’s role and aim, his response aligned 
with this enduring ideal on the development of character and ‘playing the game’.  
Rugby develops leadership, respect, [sic] discipline … I’m a big believer that we’re only out 
there to play a game, and it is only a game. And as much as you love this game and you walk 
away thinking mate that was the best thing that happened today, it’s still a game and that’s how 
it’s got to be treated. It’s a game where you can make money out of or it’s a game where you 
can just go and have fun. (Wes) 
While there was a view of rugby as a moral education, it was suggested that to adopt 
money-driven models to governing clubs was as Steve suggested, ‘selling your soul’. 
This captures at once the enduring ideal but the negative view of professional rugby to 
club rugby structures. 
Hampshireton sold their soul for $10 000 for a kid they didn’t get and then they’ve been upset 
all year. They haven’t really come to terms with the model that they need to follow because that 
[money-drive] model is not sustainable. But that’s the sort of model that some clubs are 
following. Others you know are very lucky, they’ve finally got themselves sorted out with 
regards to good coaching and how they capture kids that are coming up, so they’ll be strong for 
some time now because they’ve changed their model. As for Hampshireton, what is every other 
player going to think if one player, who probably played six or seven games for them this year, 
is getting $10 000. It’s not a good look. (Steve) 
While professionalism was felt to be ruining club rugby, it was underpinned by a view 
of a strong amalgamation made between rugby and its ability to develop character. This, 
however, is what was perceived to make a good club player in this setting by these 
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coaches, to the extent that Jordan called it a cliché. This cliché has been enculturated as 
a result of their past playing experiences, strongly rooted in the amateur governance of 
the sport. These views and beliefs are expressive of the enduring games ethic. 
The ability for a player to work hard, to sacrifice. I know it’s a real cliché but the more you put 
in the more you get out type of thing and making sure you realise that. So, for me, a good player, 
the team comes first. (Jordan) 
This idea of good buggers making good rugby players shaped their views on how they 
managed and manipulated their role as coaches. Committing to trainings and working 
hard were overt visual displays of ‘connected players’, players who had bought into the 
team culture. As a consequence, coaches actively sought to bind teams, to have players 
‘buy-in’ to this team culture, to promote social conformity within the team.  
Once players had accepted the team’s traditions, the coaches felt it was easier to 
facilitate a collective purpose. This conformity was maintained and developed through 
symbolic gestures, such as being organised, focusing on respectful behaviours towards 
the referee, ensuring players had a uniform to be proud of and managing dress codes 
for games. They also developed metaphors or war cries to sustain these mores. The 
collective was so important that creating rituals and ensuring players ‘earned’ their gear 
prompted adherence to the team ethos. 
Theme 2: Mana: “You want them to earn their gear” 
There was a significant importance placed on the overt behaviours that players needed 
to display, which acted as a symbolic representation of possessing ‘rugby’ virtues and 
being good team players. The symbolic aspect in a club environment was used to mark 
changes in a culture or to create an environment, which these coaches believed was 
conducive to a successful season. The coaches use of the word ‘mana’ encapsulated the 
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virtues that rugby was felt to develop as players and people. A Māori term, meaning 
what I came to understand as respect for self, others and community, mana was felt to 
encapsulate the attitudes and virtues these coaches desired in players and a team. Jordan 
articulated his view on mana as the physical war of rugby that naturally inclines players 
to acquiring important life lessons. 
So the mana, and the haka, it’s about the battle and that it’s a war. So you do your haka, and 
you play real hard and physical, and you’re relentless but once you’re off the field, that’s it. 
That side of the mana changes [so] you’ve got to be humble and you’ve got to be respectful and 
you’ve got to look professional, and I think schools that do that well, it filters through into your 
life. (Jordan) 
The haka is a prime example of a popular Māori ritual and its influence on the sporting 
landscape. Importantly, these coaches were not explicitly aligned to Māori culture, their 
clubs had no haka and Māori traditions were not promoted. Nevertheless, such is the 
significance of Māori in rugby that these were at times viewed as interdependent 
(Grainger et al., 2012). While they did not practice some of the Māori traditions, they 
understood the significance of these rituals. As a result, they felt that creating rituals in 
the club environment correlated strongly to a proud club, players who were good 
teammates, and in turn contributed to a successful season. Jordan, Wes and Steve were 
all Pakehas, and as Wes suggested they felt they had no right in using a haka for their 
team. Yet, they personally have been influenced by this tradition and its strong 
alignment to rugby, through school. Wes articulated the idolisation and respect of Māori 
traditions generally and in rugby more specifically. 
I’m not Māori so it’s not for me to develop a haka for them, [sic] whether an elder comes in and 
says this is what we’d like to do then I will say yes, we will jump on it, because it’s the respect 
thing. I’m a white boy, I shouldn’t be doing Māori stuff unless they come and ask ‘can we do 
this for you’, and then I’ll say yes. (Wes) 
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Players at the club level come from many different ethnic groups, some players who 
played first XV for their school would have performed a haka, yet this ritual was not 
present at all in the club environment. It was felt that it would impose Māori rituals on 
a group who may not understand its ‘true’ meaning. Significantly though, while the 
haka was absent, other forms of rituals and symbols were present signifying the power 
of rituals in this setting. The coaches believed that these rituals influenced and promoted 
team cohesion and preparedness. As a result, prioritising non-verbal communication 
and adopting rituals such as war cries, dress codes and social gatherings were felt to 
ensure that the values and mores of the group of players were reinforced on a weekly 
basis. The ‘gear’ was one such example and was extremely important. Thus, these 
coaches felt that players needed “to earn their gear” (Jordan), and described an 
administrative issue where a delay in the arrival of the gear created tension within the 
club. Jordan felt that this delay created difficulties in cementing a new culture, a new 
identity per se. These ‘little things’ counted considerably to the success of a team. 
You know like little things, like our playing strip it didn’t arrive until about ten games in. So 
we were playing with a mixture of the last three or four seasons for the last ten games and we’re 
trying to create a culture and a new environment and this is a new Vanguard team, little things 
like that count. (Jordan) 
Much like the buy-in coaches desired, this ‘team culture’ was viewed to promote a 
common grounding, an alignment where everyone was ‘on the same page’. This page 
(season goals) was created through the help of rituals. Appropriating and adhering to 
these team standards were good indicators of belonging and coherence but most 
apparent through non-verbal communication.  
Someone’s behaviour is more of an indication than their words as to whether or not they are 
actually connected with what you’re doing. So the things, when you working as a team or 
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operating as a team, you’re wanting [sic] everybody to be on the same page and not just on the 
field [but] off as well; hence, the importance for of the symbolic stuff, the symbols and the 
rituals of a team. The symbolism of wearing the same gear, the rituals of making sure that you 
communicate well, of making sure that you’re looking after your injuries through the protocols 
there and the fact that you turn up on time, if you can’t turn up on time you communicate and 
those sorts of things … So you know to create a culture for me the model that I look at is you 
know your people, your symbols, your rituals and all of those things that connect a common 
collective purpose. (Steve) 
The importance of being a connected and coherent group was a significant component 
to the coaches interviewed in Hamilton. What was unique was the priority placed on 
rituals in developing belonging. The place and appropriation of rituals as an important 
factor of coaching rugby was strongly suggestive of the influence Maoritanga customs 
in rugby. Studies have confirmed this unique hybrid culture of rugby (Hapeta & Palmer, 
2014; Hokowhitu & Scherer, 2008). It is a unique mix and reflection of Eurocentric 
ideals, as that rooted in the hard man and the amateur ethos, while at the same time 
displaying Maoritanga customs, which accentuate well-being and viewing people 
holistically, as a whole being.  
Theme 3: Holistic, humanistic coaching: “I care about my players” 
As coaches, they felt their primary focus was to contribute to player development on 
the field. Wes expressed, “it’s not all about winning, it’s about development and it’s 
about getting the best out of your players”. The development focus continued off the 
field also, where they adopted an almost fatherly role. Wes, Steve and Jordan would 
often slip up in the interviews and call the players kids before correcting themselves 
and reverting to calling them players. This highlighted the caring view of coaching they 
felt was necessary.  
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If players see you’re trying to help them out on and off the field, you’re a good coach. You give 
them tips and work-ons [sic], you’re interested in what they’re studying, they’re in trouble you 
there to help, you’re a good coach. (Jordan) 
To care for a player as a person was seen to be more important in keeping players than 
any financial incentives. It was so significant that Wes felt valuing players as people 
could be an administrative model that may keep club rugby an amateur institution.  
It’s got to stay an amateur game as far as club rugby, as soon as you start paying players and 
putting dollars in, guys are going to start going where the biggest dollars are and guys are going 
to say ok well we’re going to go here. And all of the sudden you get one club with all the players 
and all of the others are struggling to keep up, so at this stage things are still good but we’ve got 
to make sure we keep that. Those guys still playing club rugby need to be kept in the club 
environment and made sure they’re looked after. And I’m not saying financially looked after, 
their value as a person. (Wes) 
To value a player beyond his rugby identity was a valuable and important component 
to coaching. It directed what these coaches cherished. They felt the process (learning) 
was more important than the outcome (results). They likened coaching to an educational 
practice that develops the person. As a result, they adopted humanistic principles and 
were more inclined to view coaching as a facilitation role that touches and improves 
people in some way. 
The more you’re educated in coaching, the more you understand that it’s the process that’s 
important and not the outcomes. And so you start developing processes that you stay true to. 
And those processes are going to evolve with experience and learning. So my philosophy now 
is very much around you know helping other people achieve their goals, or as a group setting 
or achieving collective goals. So my role in that is as a head coach is partly facilitator as well. 
Getting people to come along with you rather than certainly not an autocratic approach, I like 
to almost, certainly work as a group and get the best out of the people. (Steve) 
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There was utmost importance place on what Jordan articulated as being “about the 
whole person and not just on the rugby field”. Consequently, the ability to be an 
effective coach in this regard relied on a healthy relationship where the players felt 
comfortable to disclose issues, off the field and on the field. A trusting relationship was 
facilitated by a constant shift in power. Players were capable of challenging the coaches 
as Wes stated, “I love it when a guy comes up and challenges you and hopefully we’re 
right, but not all the time”, and “putting little deposits” as Steve expressed. These little 
deposits are a good metaphor for these coaches’ views as strongly oriented towards 
relationships, to the point of managing whose turn it was to give or take. By setting 
aside time to get to know the players, to understand them and devoting time towards 
building a co-operative relationship, players were more likely to be engaged.  
I believe you deal with people in a case by case way, but you do it in a manner that you’re 
constantly putting in little deposits and taking out little deposits in your relationships with 
people you working with, and the better you can understand people then the better they can 
understand you and the more successful you’re going to be. So it’s a bit airy fairy but it’s not a 
one size fits all thing you know. (Steve) 
This constant give and take supported a shift in power and was well expressed by the 
term I heard on several occasions as ‘good cop, bad cop’. These ‘deposits’, ‘hats’ are 
calculated means of ensuring a coach’s effectiveness, not only did they plan the training 
regimes and were conscious of how players felt as people, they planned and were 
conscious of the balance in power. Jordan expressed this ongoing battle between being 
a caring figure and ensuring his effectiveness as a leader. 
There’s that fine balance where, so that’s probably linked in with I care about the guys and want 
to help them out with their studies you know, when I can try and get them jobs … but on the 
flip side of that is that I don’t really drink with them on Saturdays, you’ve got to have, I think 
being a father figure and all that, and a lack for a better term, there’ll be issues with that if you 
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constantly treat them like a mate and socialise with them as well. I think you have a fine balance 
where you separate the on field stuff with the off field, even though they mostly correlated. 
(Jordan) 
This was an important facet of coaching for these three coaches. Without managing this 
‘line’ they felt it would be difficult for players to buy into the team structures. The 
coach may initially drive their views and ideas but the dynamic changes as the group 
forms. As the group matures there is more ownership and independence required of the 
players. 
I think there definitely has to be someone who drives it, but the more you can get people on 
board establishing it then obviously a more of a piece they are, and the more likely they are to 
invest their time. But I actually think it’s a maturation thing if that makes sense … even with 
my current group it was more of a prescriptive approach, whereas now it’s more of a, it’s a less 
prescriptive allowing them the autonomy approach. But that’s the evolution of this group. If I 
went to a different group, then I’d probably work myself back from prescriptive because I 
believe that you know a head coach, there is a certain amount of leadership and direction that 
has to come from one individual but you’ve got to be a facilitator at the same time. (Steve) 
At another level, coaches in this site would ensure a certain amount of ownership with 
regards to team decisions by constantly talking to a leadership group. This group of 
players has been identified as the leaders in the team, who have a significant amount of 
influence over the team, its direction and the dissemination of values and traditions in 
the team.  
Well we just put it to the team so it’s a team decision. Obviously we’ve got our game plans and 
our coaching philosophies but at the end of the day if the team doesn’t buy in on it, it’s worth 
nothing. So it’s a sit down, it’s a talk, it’s a what do you guys want, where do you need it … 
We have leaders in the team we talk to all the time to make sure that we’re on the right track; 
our full back pulled up something on our back coach the other night which is great because we 
don’t develop if we’re not challenged. (Wes) 
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These three coaches, unlike those interviewed in South Africa, embraced being 
challenged by players, they even promoted it. The coaches perceived the challenges as 
displays that players were thinking for themselves, as opposed to the coaches from 
Pretoria, who considered any challenge from a player as threatening the hierarchical 
structures embedded in the player and coach relationship. This was a marked difference. 
Whereas in South Africa, the coach was respected for the ability to be a strong leader 
and make tough decisions, coaches in Hamilton felt that a good coach was capable of 
stepping back, giving the players autonomy and managing ‘the big picture’. This was 
well capsulated by Jordan’s views on not being “up the front and barking all the time”.    
So I think you’re in a leadership position, and you’re collaborating and working hard to manage 
goals and you just working outside and putting out little fires; you don’t want to be up the front 
and barking all the time. (Jordan) 
As Hassanin and Light (2014) suggested, these views towards player/coach 
relationships were underpinned by ideas of exercising power and influenced by 
pedagogical preferences embedded in different socio-political contexts.  
Discussion 
Jordan, Wes and Steve had a strong inclination and disposition toward viewing rugby 
as a form of moral training. This influence can be traced back to New Zealand’s early 
colonial development wherein sport as character training was highly valued and 
dignified (Crawford, 1999). Rugby, a sport diffused from the public schools, was 
valued as a means of enculturating the dominions with British values and customs 
(Mangan, 1998). Following its initial transportation however, rugby in New Zealand 
would emphasise values such as manliness, physicality, and group solidarity, which all 
served as identifiers of a New Zealand pioneering identity (Phillips, 1996). This 
influence was made evident by the first theme. The coaches valued rugby’s capacity to 
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develop character and felt strongly about players who were humble and showed group 
solidarity. 
Mangan (1998) emphasised how the diffusion of the games ethic was not merely 
associated with the adoption of games but, instead, with common attitudes towards the 
meaning of games, and their role in serving the empire. Notably, the appropriation of 
the games ethic pervaded much of the meaning and values placed on rugby in New 
Zealand (Phillips, 1996). There was a clear grasp to enduring amateur traditions. The 
coaches felt that to adopt a money-driven model was to ‘sell your soul’, which 
represents a strong inclination to an ethos propagated by the amateur era. Within this, 
they valued traits of teamwork and loyalty to the team over and above talented, 
individualistic players.  
In addition to this initial appropriation embedded in Eurocentric customs, the presence 
of Māori in New Zealand became a significant influence in rugby. While oppression 
towards Māori continues long after the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi30, Maoritanga 
presence in New Zealand is strikingly evident. For example, to refer to New Zealand is 
to refer, in the same breath, to Aotearoa31. On a similar point, to have rugby character, 
to these coaches, was to embody mana, a Māori term that suggests a sense of belonging 
and respect. Being Pakeha coaches however, they felt a sense of discomfort with 
appropriating haka and other Maoritanga values. It was a case of, as Wes articulated, 
‘I’m a white boy; I shouldn’t be doing Māori stuff’. Nonetheless, as players, they had 
all been accustomed to performing a school haka. As a result, rugby’s rituals have come 
                                                 
30 The Treaty of Waitangi, signed in 1840, is New Zealand’s founding document. It is an agreement 
between the British Crown and Māori chiefs representing sovereignty of New Zealand, with Māori voice 
and representation.  
31 Aotearoa is widely accepted as the Māori term for New Zealand. The common translation is the land 
of the long white cloud. 
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to symbolise both Maoritanga and New Zealand identity (Davies, 2014). Hence, Mike’s 
(Melbourne coach) appropriation of rugby’s spirituality links to Jordan, Wes and 
Steve’s focus on the ‘symbolic stuff’. The kit, the way you hold your body, your attitude 
to the referee and teammates are all representations of a deep spiritual connection that 
develops by becoming a team. This deep spiritual connection is developed through 
rituals which are suggested to be unique to this cultural context. Importantly though, 
Hokowhitu (2005) suggests that the national imagery of rugby remains, to a degree, 
underpinned by Pakeha culture and traditions.  
Upon closer evaluation, the value placed on viewing players holistically, and caring 
about player welfare, represents a strong link to Maoritanga. Such is the merge between 
the two cultures that in 1999, Hauora, a Māori concept of well-being, became an 
underlying concept within the national health and physical education curriculum of 
New Zealand (Fraser, 2004). Within this, it promotes a view of well-being beyond the 
physical and mental (the Eurocentric, Cartesian view on health), and includes 
emotional, social and spiritual well-being. This affiliation, although not extreme, is 
evidenced by the coaches’ ideas on caring for the player, beyond the rugby field.  
In summary, Jordan, Wes and Steve clearly demonstrated strong inclinations to the 
enduring amateur ethos and the value of rugby as education for character. Within this 
more global influence was an amalgamation of Maoritanga. The consequence of this 
configuration developed beliefs towards coaching that were strongly representative of 
Māori customs, to the point that mana, which was not clearly defined, has come to 
signify an important connection to rugby as an embodiment of appropriate behaviours 
and attitudes. The lack of a clear description of mana suggested its symbolic disposition 
that was not expressed in words but rather through non-verbal communication. For this 
reason, the coaches placed strong emphasis on developing the mana, and this was done 
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through rituals (non-verbal behaviours) that personified the ‘correct’ club rugby 
character.  
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5. Final Discussion 
Two strong themes weave their way through the four cases in this study. The theoretical 
sampling strategy followed resulted in the research being conducted in very different 
cultural settings. Significantly, all four cases highlighted the powerful influence of 
local, regional and national cultures of rugby on the participants’ beliefs about 
coaching. At the same time, it identified the more subtle influence of Victorian values 
expressed in the notion of the amateur ideal but in a form moulded and shaped by its 
cultural location. Given the focus of the study on how culture shapes beliefs about 
coaching, the identification of the ways in which culture, expressed through nationhood 
and more regional structures, influenced coaching dispositions is something that might 
have been expected. On the other hand, the identification and the influence of the 
amateur ideal rooted in Victorian middle class values was unexpected. These two 
themes are interrelated but discussed separately. 
5.1 Victorian values and the resilience of the amateur ideal 
Within the context of substantial economic, social and technological changes, the 
practice and meaning of rugby football has undergone very significant change since the 
early nineteenth century, and continues to do so. Despite the magnitude of this change, 
and particularly with the embrace of open professionalism since 1995, rugby has 
continued to uphold Victorian values such as self-sacrifice and manliness (Nauright & 
Chandler, 1996). Furthermore, these values have continued to operate as a form of 
moral and social education, although they are influenced by institutional and cultural 
settings (Light & Kirk, 2000). Almost two decades since the 1995 declaration 
embracing professionalism, this study has confirmed the remarkable resilience, and 
ongoing influence, of Victorian values expressed in the notion of the amateur ideal 
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present at the sites of the study. This supports the lasting influence of the amateur ethos 
and its enduring power in maintaining rugby’s conservative traditions, as suggested by 
previous research (Hickie & Bushby, 2008; Richardson, 2005; Ryan, 2008c). 
The amateur ideal, as a direct derivative from the games ethic, has come to symbolise 
and shape rugby’s identity (Collins, 2008). It provided its raison d’être for more than a 
century, and remains an enduring ideal within parts of the rugby community (Phillpots, 
2000). This inquiry demonstrated that the coaches in this study sit within that 
community. Across all four sites, Melbourne, Pretoria, Hamilton and Sydney, the 
persistent amateur ideal has shaped and provided significance for coaching rugby. 
Despite the acceptance of professionalism in rugby, the notion of learning life lessons 
and developing values aligned with a particular type of manliness were contrasted with, 
and prioritised over, merely getting results or advancing a professional career. This was 
demonstrated by the value and priority placed on selflessness and playing for the right 
reasons with a wrong reason being the pursuit of success and fame. This was evident 
across all cases but most notable in Pretoria. The coaches emphasised not using the club 
as a vehicle for pursuing a professional career, which was regarded as selfish and which 
undermined rugby’s importance:  
A good coach, which I’ve alluded to previously, is doing it for the right reasons. If I had to go 
in there and use my club … to better my own career path then you know you’re not going to be 
successful, it’s going to catch up to you. So coaching for the right reasons and perhaps what the 
game has done for you, in your life, be it discipline or whatever the situation … so your passion 
for the game, without that passion you’re not going to go the extra mile, you’re not going to 
prepare properly because you’re not going to arrive there with the right frame of mind. (Benjie 
*Pretoria) 
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The coaches valued players who played for these ‘right reasons’, which included 
promoting modesty and selflessness. In short, as Josh articulated, ‘that selfless act I 
think is a big thing’. For all coaches in the study, their aims for learning in rugby were 
not restricted to merely the acquisition of skills such as scrimmaging, tactical 
knowledge, tackling and running with the ball. For them it was about developing a 
certain attitude, a manner of play most affiliated to the privileged classes and their view 
of games rooted in the Victorian amateur ideal (Mangan, 2010c).  
Certainly, none of the participants referred to ‘the games ethic’ or the ‘amateur ideal’ 
but their beliefs about coaching reﬂected its lasting, and powerful, inﬂuence on rugby. 
The enduring influence, in this study, was represented by the coaches’ emphasis on the 
need for hard work and qualities such as tenacity, respect, and sacriﬁce over and above 
rugby specific skills. Being endowed with this character insinuates putting the team’s 
needs above your own. This loyalty was cherished in the club environment in all cases:  
You know, trust is a big thing. It’s quite interesting something I was taught when I was playing, 
I was loyal, but probably too loyal … So the ability for a player to work hard, to sacrifice … 
For me, a good player, the team comes first. Obviously there’s also the tactical side of it, I mean 
there’s those six pillars of development for rugby; technical, tactical, physical, nutritional, 
leadership and holistic. (Jordan *Hamilton) 
The powerful display by players of values and characteristics reflecting the amateur 
ethos acted as a guiding principle for the coaches when considering the selection of 
their team. They all wanted a player who was selfless and a good team player, and this 
was the case even for the Sydney coaches who so valued playing entertaining rugby in 
a commercially competitive environment. Although it varied across sites, camaraderie 
and work ethic were prioritised over and above being a skilled player. This represented 
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a view of club rugby as being an important setting for holding onto the traditional 
amateur ideal.   
I look for commitment, skill is important because the better the skills the easier it is for me to 
develop the other skills that are short but skills are important obviously. Work ethic is important, 
and definitely commitment no doubt about it. Because if you have talent you can get away with 
but if you don’t have good work ethic and if you don’t have commitment, you might as well 
stay at home. (Robert *Melbourne) 
This is signiﬁcant because these, and similar player attributes (commitment, character, 
loyalty) were valued over and above factors that represent a performance, business 
culture such as winning at all costs. The corporate approach to sport prioritises 
individualism and is consumer driven (Skinner et al., 1999), with the current tension 
between rugby and business coming to pre-eminence following the professionalisation 
of rugby. This affects all levels of rugby, as suggested by the Chief Executive of the 
Australian Rugby Union at the time, stating that, “Rugby as a community sport and a 
social movement is linked inextricably with rugby as a business. Each depends on the 
other in this professional age” (O'Neill, 1997, p. 30). 
Yet, and on the contrary, the participants in this study did not seem to believe 
fundamentally that rugby was, or should be, closely aligned to business and 
professional minded attitudes. This was most evident in their assumptions that rugby is 
and ought to be about developing character, moral character. In all four cases, this was 
the dominant assumption and was elevated to a degree of importance that reflected 
nostalgia for the amateur era in the respective sites (supported by, Grundlingh, 2008; 
Hickie & Bushby, 2008; Ryan, 2008c). The elevated discourse of commitment, 
selflessness and the like reflect the remnants of the traditional amateur ethos, nearly 
twenty years on from open professionalism. Moreover, it signifies appropriating a 
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specific amateur character and somehow acts as a symbol of acquired social capital. It 
signifies a player who is tougher, who succeeds against all odds and has the 
commitment to be successful. 
A club environment it seems more tougher [sic], it seems more harder [sic], not that I’m taking 
away the physicality of a provincial side or a professional side but it’s so much tougher to work 
hard for it. On a professional point that’s all you do, you’re training, you play rugby. Here it’s 
different mindsets because you work, switch off and come and play. (Chris *Pretoria) 
Although there was variation across all four sites, such values were almost ubiquitous. 
The enduring amateur ideal therefore, not only affects the social significance of club 
rugby, it also impacts significantly upon coaching dispositions. This research provided 
insight into the influence of the amateur ethos and confirms its enduring influence on 
the practice and meaning of rugby (Ryan, 2008a). Furthermore, it has focussed on the 
impact of this on coaching and coaches, which is often neglected (Day, 2008) and has 
suggested how it influences a coaching habitus. 
With the commodification and commercialisation of rugby so evident now (Collins, 
2010), it might have been expected that the coaches would be driven to prioritise aspects 
of corporate and commoditised rugby. Instead, they regarded the development of the 
players as people as more important than the need to win matches, reflecting more 
humanistic approaches to coaching (Nelson, Cushion, Potrac, & Groom, 2014). 
Regardless of the coaches wanting their teams to win, this desire was eclipsed by a view 
of better rugby players making better people. This clearly reﬂected the values of ‘sport 
for sports sake’ in contrast to the logic of sport as business, as representative of current, 
postmodern sport (Webb, Shirato, & Danaher, 2002). This was despite the fact that 
these coaches practice within the field of professional rugby and at a very competitive 
level, the highest club level league in each of the respective countries.  
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Light and Evans (2013) demonstrated how the experience coaches have had as players 
influenced and developed a coaching habitus which was strongly attached to, and 
representative of, these experiences within particular social and cultural settings. In a 
similar way this study indicates that the influence of the traditional amateur ideal, which 
served to define rugby’s doctrines for so long, impacts upon what the coaches valued 
and what they chose to prioritise within their role, even as coaches practicing in the 
professional era32. Accepting culture as being any system in which meaning is socially 
constructed and characteristic of a community of experience (Geertz, 1975), suggests 
that rugby union’s historical link to the games ethic can be seen as one way in which 
culture is reproduced to influence coaching dispositions. Therefore, the ideological 
tenet for moral education and character development is played out over and above 
current advances in the global rugby community.  
Contemporary rugby union is undoubtedly business and consumer driven (Skinner et 
al., 1999; Skinner et al., 2003). However, as powerful as the global influence of 
professional, commoditised rugby is, the coaches in this study negotiated it with the 
historically resilient Victorian values of the amateur ideal. This influence appeared to 
have a far more significant influence on their beliefs and practice. On this point, the 
construction of their coaching habitus is strongly influenced by participation in 
practices shaped by a discourse propagated through the amateur ethic that guided 
rugby’s governance, structures and policies for more than a century. As a result, these 
have created a paradigm of thought, and a logic that is difficult to transform (Freire, 
1973). The enduring view of these coaches that playing rugby ought to develop 
‘character’ and other specific attributes seemed to reflect their coaching habitus (Light 
                                                 
32 The pre-professional era is the period prior to 1995. Consequently, the professional era encompasses 
the period after which rugby was declared ‘open’ on August 27, 1995.  
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& Evans, 2013). This structured their thinking about coaching and their deep beliefs 
about it, as representative of the clear lineage of the games ethic and the value of moral 
education through sport (Curzon-Hobson, Thomson, & Turner, 2003). 
While there were strong similarities between coaches across the four sites of study in 
terms of the influence of the amateur ideal on their beliefs, there were marked 
differences linked to the ways in which local cultures interacted with the global 
discourse of this ideal. This is pointedly expressive of broader social, historical and 
most importantly cultural circumstances in the respective countries, with these 
circumstances shaping rugby’s development and moulding the Victorian amateur ideal 
to suit and be representative of more local conditions. In summary, the amateur ethic, 
or ideal, has been embodied in the practices of rugby over years of participation, and 
shaped or modified through interaction with local culture. This interconnected 
influence operates as sets of guiding principles for the coaches in this study.  
5.2 Regenerating the amateur ethos 
The games ethic was ‘transplanted’ to Australia, South Africa and New Zealand. The 
appropriation of the games ethic throughout the colonies is most effectively represented 
through an imperialist or cultural reproductive lens (D. W. Brown, 1987; Falcous, 2013; 
Phillips, 2001; Vincent, 1998). However, Jenks (1993) argued that the cultural 
reproduction thesis is most often focused on the imitation of culture and has 
underrepresented its adaptation across cultural contexts. In regard to rugby, several 
authors have accounted for local context and custom in the appropriation and adaptation 
of the amateur ethos (see, Grundlingh, 1995; Hokowhitu, 2009; Horton, 2009b). The 
amateur ideal is steeped in Victorian attitudes representing gentlemanly conduct, 
humility, manliness and self-sacrifice. Above all, it is the character building qualities 
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of rugby that were common across all the sites of study. Certainly, each of the sites in 
this study was imbued with this ideal but in a culture specific form, moulded to the local 
and cultural context.  
In the South African context this adaptation was most evident with the priority placed 
on respect, authority and discipline, closely aligned with militaristic values. Therefore, 
displays of ensuring authority and passing tests of leadership as a coach were 
predominant and representative of the strong authoritarian structures on which the 
military state of South Africa was built. For example, the coaches spoke of being part 
of the players’ pack or of being within their circles, which has strong connotations to 
the importance of being a respected and dominant leader.   
When I started here, the first day they saw me they were checking me like this [pulls a funny 
face], who’s this oke now. It takes time to really earn these guys. It’s not like they need to adapt 
to my kind of way of coaching but it takes time for them to have you within their circle. And as 
a coach when you start off don’t come in here and say ‘listen I’m the coach now and this is how 
we’re going to do it’, you need to get in there with a decent friendship kind of way. Be honest 
to them and be respectful and they will be honest to you and they will respect you. (Chris * 
Pretoria) 
Consequently, the power of the coach and his leadership was of utmost importance to 
the South African coaches who emphasised its importance as an ongoing battle at 
training, over and above all the other tasks. For them, a coach had to reinforce and assert 
his position of authority because without this authority he was felt to be an ineffective 
coach. 
I’m not a guy that’s walking around and bragging about these things [accolades] lying in my 
cupboard. What I’ve learned about the game they’ve [the players] still got to learn … The 
players want me to prove myself. The problem is I don’t have to prove myself to them, I’ve 
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proved myself a long time ago to other coaches and I have the evidence [the accolades] to show 
them that. (Benjie * Pretoria) 
This unique blend of rugby’s character building assumptions valued by the Pretoria 
coaches is noticeable with them feeling that it was required to instil discipline. For the 
South African coaches, which includes Robert from Melbourne and all the coaches in 
Pretoria, it is their valuing of discipline and respect for the coach and his authority that 
is characteristic of the adaptation of the amateur ideal to the South African context in 
this study. Therefore, not only does this support the view of rugby’s Afrikanerisation 
in South Africa (see, Grundlingh, 1995), it also suggests that these attitudes have 
become reflected in coaching dispositions. As a black coach, Isaak learned to play all 
of his rugby in Pretoria, a strong Afrikaans region of South Africa, which suggests that 
he has embodied the very same power structures that he submitted to in his playing 
years. The importance he places on directing the team and being the boss, suggest this 
appropriation and is representative of the dispositions of the South African coaches, 
including Robert in Melbourne. Isaak articulated that, “you have to be upfront with 
players, you have to know what you are dealing with. They [the players] have to know 
that you are the boss and the final decision lies with you.” 
In New Zealand, the importance of being a good team mate, of remaining humble and 
not becoming the ‘tall poppy’ reflect the influence of the amateur ideal. What was most 
significant however, was the importance of this. It represents a strong connection to the 
rugby ideology, steeped in the amateur ethos. The New Zealand coaches felt that it was 
utterly important for all players to be on the same page. Being part of a club was to 
represent modesty, to be loyal and to not put yourself over and above anyone else.  
And the last one [value promoted] is sweep the sheets which is humility, being humble, not 
sweeping the floor you know. We don’t want any guys thinking they better than anyone else, so 
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the motion that if you’re the last man there, cleaning up after your mates sweeping the sheets 
then you’re not putting yourself above anybody else. (Steve * Hamilton) 
Much like the respect and discipline espoused by the South African coaches, the 
coaches interviewed in Hamilton placed similar importance on trust, belief and 
developing a relationship. This was representative of their views on caring about the 
players both on and off the field. As a result, they felt a good coach had the ability to 
connect, and have a relationship, with players as people in which the coach was still the 
leader but was inspired by trust and care. 
You just don’t want to be too close to them so that when you say you didn’t play well this 
weekend; these are the reasons why you’re not playing this week. You’ve still got to have the 
ability and have a strong enough relationship or trust I suppose of the player. If the player can 
see in my opinion, if a player sees you’re trying to help them out on and off the field, you’re a 
good coach. You give them tips, you’re interested in what they’re studying, and they’re in 
trouble - you’re there to help. (Jordan * Hamilton) 
One distinctive feature of the coaches in Hamilton, and with Mike in Melbourne 
(originally from New Zealand), was their use of rituals to create a sense of belonging 
and viewing the player holistically, captured by a Māori term, mana. Mana signifies the 
ability to be a team player, to hold yourself respectfully and to perform overt displays 
of behaviour that show off your mana. Behaviours such as dress code, holding your 
head up high in defeat and clapping the opponent’s victory were significant symbolic 
gestures. Engaging with your peers, socialising and giving yourself over to the group 
created the sense of community and belonging in which the mana could thrive. 
Again it’s that culture thing, it’s that team bonding, and it’s that who you are, you know what 
you’re there for. This is what we are about … it’s more about what comes out of here, the heart. 
And that’s what I mean, about mana. (Wes * Hamilton) 
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In Australia, the importance of playing for the jersey represented the strong link to the 
historical amateur ideal. While the coaches valued players who had heart, vigour and 
were determined to represent the team and club, they considered this a value of 
‘mateship’. Like New Zealand, the egalitarian ethos represented an imagined classless 
society encompassed by mateship (White, 1981). As a result, a good player was not the 
coachable player who was submissive as at the South African site. Instead, he was a 
good team player and enjoyed being part of the team.  
A good player is someone that has respect for the team, off and on the field. He’s a good team 
mate, and you know that when you look at him he’s going to go in the heat of battle and give 
everything he can in his performance, that’s a good player. You could be a good player because 
you want him on the field; he’ll do the job no matter what. That’s being a good player, if 
someone can say that about you; that’s a good player. (Seth * Sydney) 
With the views on mateship, camaraderie and brotherhood encompassing a strong link 
and adaptation of the amateur ethic to the Australian context, the coaches regarded 
themselves as facilitators, as equals and did not feel the need to be combative nor to 
display their authority. In contrast to the South African coaches, they valued 
empowering their players, and considered challenging players to think an important 
component to coaching. 
Getting your players to understand why you want to do each of the things, you’re empowering 
them to think and learn and they understand what it is that they’re trying to do and why they’re 
doing it, which ultimately is coaching giving them a greater understanding of how and what 
they need to do in order to achieve what they want to achieve. (Cameron * Sydney) 
Of greatest significance at this site was the pressure between the influence of the 
commercial, business imperatives and the tension this created with the traditional 
amateur ideal. For example, the emphasis placed on providing ‘a point of value’ as 
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being necessary arose from the lowered status of rugby in Australia based on the need 
to compete with three other football codes, and the role of club rugby as a stepping-
stone to a professional career. For the Sydney coaches, this encouraged the adoption of 
a managerial role, while also driving significant changes in the traditions of club rugby. 
The managerial, commercial imperative was encompassed by the monetary value of 
rugby and the return that could be achieved through success on the field.  
In Australia you’ve got less of community aspects, you’ve got less of a social aspect and I think 
that’s probably why the suburban clubs are now starting to grow out bigger because they only 
train one or two nights a week maximum. They have a great social aspect around their Saturday 
matches and truthfully a lot of those suburban clubs pay money to their players because they’ve 
got ex-players who have a local business and put money into the club. Whereas it’s very hard 
for clubs like ours or anyone in Schindler’s Ship to find sponsors who are willing to put money 
in because you’re talking large dollars and a lot of those people want to have return for money. 
So it’s hard. (Josh * Sydney) 
With these changes resulting in a diminishing volunteer work force at the club level, 
the Sydney coaches are now considered specialists and part of the economic turn 
resulting from rugby’s professionalism. As captured in the following quote, the 
commodification of rugby in Sydney exerts a significant influence on the development 
of beliefs about coaching, with Seth articulating that “I guess it’s like selling, you know 
the product you can sell. You the seller, sell! And that’s the same thing.”  
It was the flexibility of the research design, and the theoretical sampling strategy used 
that led to negotiating the importance of broader cultural influences that emerged. In 
both South Africa and New Zealand, rugby is the unofficial national sport. The 
traditions that encompass rugby as a result of this privileged status and position provide 
powerful and lasting influences in the psyche and practice of sport. The most significant 
is not the perception of open play from the All Blacks or the conservative, physical 
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strength of the Springboks, or the smart, methodical backline play from the Wallabies. 
Rather, it is the idea that playing rugby ought to be a reflection of the invented 
traditions, broadly captured by nationalism (White, 1981). 
At the time of this study, and when the coaches had learned to play rugby, nationhood 
was well defined and rugby had already come to signify nationalistic attitudes. In New 
Zealand egalitarian and pioneering attitudes comprised the rugby mythology. In South 
Africa, conservative Aryan attitudes shaped rugby’s development. And in Australia, 
with AFL and cricket as the most significant contributors to national identity, rugby 
came to signify innovation and risk-taking in the competitive global market place of 
sport. What was significant about this was that not only did they learn how to tackle, 
pass a ball, to ruck and the like, but they learned behaviours from their experiences as 
players.  
On this point, the coaches in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa had distinct 
differences with respect to their ideologies of rugby with these differences clearly 
located in and influenced by political, historical and cultural forces. Broadly, the 
Australian coaches valued ‘mateship’ and as a result fostered more equal relationships 
with their players. While they still felt they needed to ‘embed a direction’, it was not in 
the manner espoused by the South African coaches who felt that a coach was respected 
for his ability to be strict and directive. On the contrary, the Australian coaches 
suggested facilitating learning. Also, the competitive market place of football codes in 
Australia had encouraged spectator value early on. This was seen to be at odds with the 
amateur principles of the RFU. To this day, and as espoused by the coaches, rugby in 
Australia is as Cameron described, “an entertainment industry … that’s the reality now, 
pay television and getting people through the gate; you’ve got to be able to entertain 
them.”  
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Similarly, the decade when the national team was known as the ‘woeful Wallabies’ and 
the subsequent overhaul of rugby coaching would result in the most successful Wallaby 
teams of the twentieth century. This would help invigorate Australian rugby and 
provide the ideological backdrop from which the creative, expressive backline play 
would ensue.  
In New Zealand, rugby holds a privileged position in the nation’s psyche (Hope, 2002). 
The success of 1905 tour would provide the initial framework on which to meld rugby 
with nationalistic attitudes. Although evidence suggests that rugby participation has 
never been greater in rural New Zealand, it is the ‘hard [country] man’ and like 
pioneering attitudes that have shaped its development (Phillips, 1996). These attitudes 
were evident among the coaches who valued selfless players committed to the cause of 
the team. Once again, the egalitarian attitudes, similar to those in Australia, encouraged 
a more equal relationship between the players and coach.  
The uniqueness of the view of coaching ‘holistically’, which involved negotiating 
rituals that would contribute to a sense of belonging, was an important element among 
the New Zealand coaches. While none of the coaches were of Māori descent, the 
political force and strong cultural presence of Māori in New Zealand society seemed to 
exert a strong influence on the beliefs of the coaches in the Hamilton study. Studies on 
rugby suggested Māori culture has shaped views on coaching and coaches (Evans, 
2012; Light & Evans, 2013). This study supports the view that dispositions to coaching 
in New Zealand have been shaped by Māori culture and notions of well-being. These 
characteristics are on display beyond the rugby field and encouraged a sense of 
belonging and team unity through rituals, on and off the field.  
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In South Africa, rugby holds a similar prominence in the nation’s psyche to that of New 
Zealand. But, unlike New Zealand, it is representative of white South Africa. In South 
Africa, the game was stifled in other non-white ethnic groups. As a result, the game 
was adopted and moulded to characterise the ideological views, and rise, of 
Afrikanerdom. Undoubtedly then, rugby represented and encouraged a unique and 
changing ethos. The most significant of changes was a shift from gentlemanly conduct 
to encouraging brutal physicality which captured the moral emancipation of Afrikaner 
revival in the early to mid-twentieth century. It also mimicked the hierarchical 
structures of the Apartheid regime, highlighting respect for authority and discipline. 
This was evidenced by the South African coaches who desired to be respected as 
leaders, and did not encourage being challenged by the players. In addition to this, 
players who were committed to the team and club were well regarded.  
The similarities between Robert and Mike’s views on coaching in Melbourne, Australia 
and their compatriots in South Africa and New Zealand was remarkable for me. 
Undeniably, this points to the link between coaching identity and its social and cultural 
situatedness (Cushion & Partington, 2014), at least for these coaches. Practically, this 
affected how the coaches in this study chose to exercise power as a leader of the team; 
it shaped their views on the social significance of rugby; and it structured their 
understanding of the learning process and whether they valued player empowerment. 
These similarities were above all made present through the use of constructivist 
grounded theory methodology. The theoretical sampling procedures procured research 
in different cultural settings.  
As a result of using the grounded theory methodological processes, this study has 
confirmed that deeply held beliefs about coaching, developed over a lifetime of 
participation in sport, play a powerful role in shaping the ways in which coaches 
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approached their role. Of significant importance has been the link suggested between 
the dispositions of broader cultural and social learning and their impact on coaching 
beliefs (Hassanin & Light, 2014). The findings from Sydney, Pretoria and Hamilton 
identified distinctive sets of coaching beliefs and dispositions and strongly suggested 
that these dispositions to coaching were culturally influenced. The different coaching 
beliefs and dispositions resulted in very different attitudes towards player 
empowerment, how coaches chose to exercise power, their views on what makes a good 
player and the like. Furthermore, this study has provided some insight into the nature 
of coaching knowledge across cultural contexts and may provide some insight into the 
cultural and social knowledge that occurs through experience (Cushion & Jones, 2014). 
This cultural affinity and their impact on coaching beliefs was best captured by the 
coaches’ beliefs and attitudes towards coaching. 
Broadly, the importance of respect and making tough decisions highlighted by the 
South African coaches in Pretoria, and Robert in Melbourne, represented a more 
authoritarian attitude to coaching. For example, the South African coaches undoubtedly 
valued being ‘the boss’ or the ‘pack leader’. 
Ask them for feedback, don’t be dogmatic … be open to criticism, be open to new ideas and 
input from the players, I think that’s important. But at the same time they must know who the 
boss is and who’s running the show so it doesn’t become a bit of a dog fight. (Isaak * Pretoria) 
While the South African coaches hinted at the prospect of having an open door policy, 
being personable and not being dictatorial, fundamentally, their views on being the boss 
suggested that team decisions were up to the coach, not the players. A stark 
characteristic that sums up the South African coaches’ beliefs to coaching. 
The way that it’s structured here, I’m the head coach of the club so I set the direction and the 
patterns that we want to play with or according to. It’s sort of permissive democratic … So 
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essentially what that means is, I’m happy to take input, I’m happy to talk to the players and 
understand what they think … I allow input, I’m happy to take input but I make the ultimate 
decision and I’m happy to make hard decisions. So I can’t sum it up any better than that. (Robert 
(South African) * Melbourne) 
Such a view underpins a very hierarchical view of the coach-athlete relationship which 
expects compliance on the part of the athlete. This was maintained through training 
regimes that disempowered the athlete and continued to elevate the coach as superior. 
Thus, through training and adhering to the expected codes of behaviour desired of the 
coach, the status hierarchy is maintained. The coach felt that in order to remain at the 
helm, it was important to stamp one’s authority and ensure players do as they are told. 
If I have a balance between discipline and listening and conversational coaching you tend to get 
more out of the players because you spend more time on the reasoning. I’ll listen to their point 
as well and at the end of the day we’ll find out whether you’re wrong or I’m wrong. So it’s 
about educating in your different units, but it doesn’t always work out that way, time is short a 
lot needs to be done in a short period of time, preparation has to be done, so I tend to find myself 
being a little bit harder, more disciplinarian and strict. (Benjie * Pretoria) 
 
While there was variation between the South African coaches at an individual level, , 
in general, the embodied culture of rugby and their experience as players has produced 
distinctive traits representative of their cultural setting. The importance placed on 
respect and displaying cues of leadership has been well discussed in previous research 
as being suggestive of rugby cultural practices in the South African context (Allen, 
2003; 2007; 2011; Black & Nauright, 1998; Grundlingh, 1995; 1996; 1998; 2008).The 
New Zealand and Australian coaches seemed to be different from the South African 
coaches. The most striking differences were reflected in less focus placed on earning 
respect and maintaining a hierarchical establishment, and more on developing trusting 
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relationships and getting to know players beyond the rugby field, as people. However, 
this is not to loosely claim that all rugby coaches in South Africa, New Zealand and 
Australia coach in this way, and share the same views to it. On the contrary, individual 
variations existed among the coaches but it was the remarkable resemblance that is of 
significance and importance in this study. This is largely because of the development 
of folk-pedagogies to result from enculturation. As a result, legitimised forms of 
knowledge and traditions underpinning how and what to coach were produced (Bruner, 
1996). 
The New Zealand and Australian coaches demonstrated strong similarities with regards 
to their views of acting as a facilitator of learning rather than a director. They felt 
conflicted with how much they needed to embed a direction, and suggested giving 
themselves over to the group. Getting players to follow the coach’s lead was promoted 
by giving players autonomy. 
So my role in that is as a head coach is partly facilitator. Getting people to come along with you 
rather than certainly not an autocratic approach, I like to almost, certainly work as a group and 
get the best out of the people. If I have people working for me I give them autonomy, I don’t 
micro manage. (Josh * Sydney) 
This ability to give yourself over to the group involved diluting the hierarchal coach-
athlete relationship. Players were allowed, even prompted, to challenge the coach. 
These challenges are markers of thinking and empowered players. 
Our full back pulled up something on our back coach the other night which is great because we 
don’t develop if we’re not challenged. I love it when a guy comes up and challenges you and 
hopefully we’re right, but not all the time. In this case, Bart (the assistant coach) was wrong and 
this young fella pointed it out … it’s great because they’re thinking on the field. And that’s what 
we’re trying to develop. (Wes * Hamilton)  
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Certainly, this is a direct contrast to views on structuring learning and being told what 
to do, which encapsulated the South African coaches views and beliefs.  
Look most players want to be told what to do. We’re not at a Super 15 level or at an international 
level where you know. We (the coaches) need to sort of give them more structure, and tell them 
this is what you need to do, this is how you do it, and this is where you do it. And they prefer it 
that way it’s easier because players don’t want to do things when it’s hard. (Robert * Melbourne) 
Returning to the New Zealand and Australian context, the value in being challenged 
and not fearing this challenge created a sense that mistakes are a good learning curve 
and should not discourage a coach to try new things. 
You’ve got to be able to hang yourself out there so if you’re too fearful of making a mistake 
you’re not going to go any further, you’ve got to put yourself out there, jump into the deep end 
and start swimming. (Josh * Sydney) 
At the core, this study provides useful insight into the powerful influence that 
experience, within a particular socio-cultural context, has had on twelve coaches 
coaching across three cultural contexts. It also responds to concern with the “little 
research [that] has explored the articulations between coaches’ experiences, conceptual 
understanding, pedagogical practices, and the wider cultural and political realities of 
coaching, and their impact on the learner.” (Cushion, 2013, p. 62). Within the particular 
cases comprising this study, I have identified and provided specific examples of how 
wider cultural and political forces have a powerful influence upon individual coaching 
beliefs, and operating beyond conscious scrutiny. Furthermore, these beliefs have been 
located in particular socio-cultural contexts to suggest that culture has a role to play in 
moulding coaching beliefs. 
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6. Conclusion 
Through analysis of a series of interviews conducted with rugby coaches based in three 
different countries, this study highlights the complexity and range of factors that 
influence coaching beliefs. It has provided evidence of how deeply coaches’ beliefs and 
values are connected to social and cultural influences.  
By seeking to understand how culture influences coaching beliefs, this study has 
provided insight into the dynamic forces shaping coaches’ dispositions about coaching, 
from a local level to a global level. By maintaining focus on the coaches at an individual 
level, the study showed the dynamic interaction of global discourses, regional and local 
cultures, and their manifestations at an individual level, in influencing coaches’ beliefs 
about coaching. At the same time, it allowed for the identification of more personal 
beliefs among coaches set against the powerful influence of social structure.  
6.1 Contributions of this study 
This study contributes knowledge to the field of sports coaching in two main ways. 
First, it provides evidence of how coaches develop beliefs about coaching through 
experience in particular social and cultural contexts. By focusing on the influence of 
context, this study identified the ways in which culture, at a global, national and more 
local setting shaped coaching beliefs and dispositions. This provides insight into the 
influence of experience on coaching beliefs. The enduring, enculturated beliefs drawn 
on by coaches provided a dominant paradigm of thought which helped them to define 
and exercise their craft, as reflective of a specific cultural context.  
The second contribution it makes to the field is procedural. It was the constructivist 
grounded theory methodology, with a social constructivist lens, that provided the 
flexibility and theoretical framework through which to articulate the insights generated. 
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It was grounded theory’s theoretical sampling strategy which illuminated the link 
between global, national and local culture, and coaching beliefs. In this regard, the 
strong localised influences on coaching beliefs was of particular interest.  
The International Council for Coaching Excellence (ICCE) has as its mission the 
enhancement of coaching at all levels and in all sports, aiming to achieve this through 
leadership and development of coaching world-wide (ICCE, 2015). Similar 
expectations in rugby have been voiced by the newly instated (as of November 2014), 
World Rugby Federation (WRF)33. The title of the WRF hints at its mission – to expand 
the game as much as possible. Despite this aim of ongoing globalisation, to the coaches 
in this study coaching rugby has remained inherently culturally and locally embedded. 
Their beliefs were infused with historical and communal connotations that guided 
rugby’s development in each of the respective sites. These coaches, and the clubs in 
which they performed their craft, acted as sites where broader political and social 
peculiarities were reproduced. Clearly then, coaching rugby cannot be divorced from 
the historical, political and social context in which it is practised, despite its continued 
globalisation. 
The significance of such localised dispositions to coaching rugby lies in the impact this 
has on the open, professional market of the sport. The global mission mentioned earlier 
has also been advocated by the ICCE, impacting on coaching more generally. With 
regard to rugby coaching, the continuing globalisation of rugby has provided an 
international market where coaches are capable of moving freely from country to 
country. With respect to the missions advocated by the ICCE and the WRF, this study 
cautions against this practice if attention to the localised coaching knowledge, 
                                                 
33 In November 2014, the World Rugby Federation (WRF) replaced the International Rugby Board (IRB) 
as the global and international governing body for the sport of rugby union. 
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developed from social and cultural context, is not considered. Indeed, these ‘culture 
clashes’ are not uncommon in international sport. 
Despite the importance of experience in coach development evident in the literature 
(Cushion, Armour & Jones, 2003; Jones, 2007), little research has sought to understand 
how experiences playing and coaching in a specific cultural contexts impacts coaching 
beliefs. Furthermore, no clear framework has been developed for understanding its 
influences on coaching beliefs. However, the import of sociology and social theory to 
the coach development literature has significantly opened the field to diverse methods 
of generating knowledge, and to the acceptance of knowledge claims that are not 
reflective of the strict guidelines espoused by the scientific method. This study has 
adopted a social constructivist lens that has reinforced and contributed to the ‘paradigm 
shift’ evident in the conception of coaching and in coaching research (Cassidy et al., 
2009; Cushion, 2007; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Cushion, Armour, & Jones, 2006; Jones 
et al., 2010; Light, 2008; Light et al., 2015). It has also demonstrated that one can 
understand and gain insight into social phenomena as an invested researcher, taking 
into account previous experiences and insights to generate new knowledge. Moreover, 
it has made clear the link between culture – a way of thinking, feeling and acting – and 
coaching beliefs which fits current conceptions of coaching geared towards a more 
culturally informed field (Cushion et al., 2006). These insights provide fresh ways of 
exploring coaching and coach development more specifically, and call for attention to 
be paid to these influences.  
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6.2 Implications for coach development 
Within the global, professional market of coaching (Curzon-Hobson et al., 2003; Taylor 
& Garratt, 2010) and through a focus of the role of cultural context shaping beliefs 
about coaching (Light et al., 2015), this study illuminates some of the complexities and 
the situated nature of how coaching beliefs and dispositions are influenced. It suggests 
how dispositions toward coaching are influenced implicitly by a host of social 
conditions and biographical factors situated in broader cultural practices. It shows how, 
in the case of the twelve coaches in this study, this implicit pedagogy (Bourdieu, 1984; 
Cushion & Jones, 2014) is a powerful influence in developing coaching beliefs. For 
these coaches, their lifelong learning began when they were players and continued until 
they had reversed the roles to become coaches. During this time, they had appropriated 
expected values and norms, and embodied these dispositions which were enacted in 
their coaching. In this regard, this study has shown that their ideas, values and beliefs 
of coaching were strongly linked to the socio-cultural context in which they had grown 
up. Furthermore, it showed the resilient influence of the amateur ideal, shaped by local 
context, across all 12 coaches.  
This suggests learning to coach is not merely about the tangible and measureable 
components underpinning the skills required as coaches. Instead, it involves a host of 
influences arising from prior experiences (Mallett et al., 2014; Rynne, 2014; Rynne et 
al., 2009; Rynne & Mallett, 2014), and the beliefs to coaching that are developed as a 
result of socialisation (Cushion & Nelson, 2013; Nelson et al., 2006; Nelson, 2010). 
Such revelations have significant implications for coaching, and especially for coach 
education and ought to change how coach education is conceived and delivered. For 
example, could it be possible for a social theorist, not attuned and socialised into 
coaching, to act as a moderator in coaching courses to expose these deeply held beliefs? 
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Would it then be possible to view and accept that beliefs to coaching are socially and 
culturally influenced and not merely developed rationalistically?  
After engaging in this research I believe coach education can be enhanced through the 
addition of a focus on developing coaches who are more aware of what they value in 
players, what they prioritise, and the pedagogies they adopt as linked to past 
experiences. This can be achieved through conversation embedded in education and 
broader social theories. This might create a standard where rather than emphasising the 
coaching handbook, we, as coach practitioners, read and draw upon social theorists’ 
work to illuminate and generate knowledge on the craft of coaching. In fact, I suggest 
it is this conceptualisation that may provide a fundamental shift in technocratic coach 
education. Certainly, this study demonstrates that coaching is a social activity 
influenced and shaped by historical, social and cultural forces. 
6.3  Future research 
As Charmaz (2006) suggested, it is important to reflect on not only the knowledge 
claims the research brings to bear, but also on the impact this has personally as a 
practitioner in the field. I have grown immensely as a result of this demanding and 
rewarding research project. I have come to respect and question the authority of my 
own coaching knowledge and to question my previously taken for granted attitudes to 
training, my relationships with players and my understanding of how my beliefs 
influence what I value in players, and the way I aim to coach. I have also realised the 
power of hidden learning that occurs through the very experience of engaging, and 
investing, in playing or coaching rugby and how profoundly it is shaped by cultural 
context. The most revealing insight for my own coaching has been the idea that players 
and coaches are unintentionally influenced by socially constructed knowledge. With 
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this, embodied dispositions are deeply reflective of past experience. It has been the most 
illuminating yet difficult revelation for me to accept. It leads to questioning the very 
factors that have shaped my identity as a coach. 
As such, having situated this project within the history of rugby’s colonial settings, 
further research in countries that have significant cultural differences may also provide 
insight into the shifting and changing conceptions of rugby more specifically, and 
address the implications this may have on the global expansion of the game. Research 
across countries with very different cultural backgrounds such as France and Japan 
(Dine & Nier, 2008; Light, 1999) is likely to provide powerful insights into the broader 
historical and cultural forces that interplay to shape, and provide meaning in rugby. 
Furthermore, such insights may provide a connection of a coaching habitus with 
broader social and historical influences. 
Furthermore, it is envisageable to use a similar methodology to test the influence of the 
amateur ideal on other sports which emerged from the Victorian era, and who have 
strong links to this amateur ideal. This may provide insight into whether the amateur 
ethos is as significant to the meaning and practice of sports other than rugby. The 
outcome of this may emphasise the uniqueness of rugby union. The implications of 
such a finding may suggest that more contextualised coach training is required. It may 
suggest that each sport has a unique set of factors which shape and develop a coaching 
habitus. This would generate more focussed publications and research using a particular 
sport to conceptualise coaching, such as the studies undertaken by Light, Evans, Harvey 
and Hassanin (2015).  
The sports coaching literature, and coach development more specifically, have made 
significant progress in developing theories about the influence of informal learning on 
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coaching beliefs. Suggestions of a ‘social turn’34 have prompted the influx of 
interpretivist research like the current study. Such investigations should continue in 
order to stretch the boundaries of current knowledge. It is these debates that contribute 
to the scholarship of coaching, extending it beyond a narrow and simplistic conception 
of coaching. The ideal outcome envisioned is that these findings result in modification 
of the systemic view of coach education as merely passing on knowledge. Certainly, it 
is hoped that this study challenges the hegemony that experience (as not 
operationalised) is a precursor to coaching knowledge (Rynne, 2014). In parting, I am 
drawn to Time Magazine’s man of the century Albert Einstein who articulated that “any 
fool can know. The point is to understand.” We know the power of experience as it 
relates to coaching; however, we are yet to fully understand its influence on coaching 
dispositions, the processes that influence these developments and the ways these are 
enacted.  
                                                 
34 As suggested in the literature review, the ‘social turn’ is an expression used to describe the import of 
social theories into fields where they were not previously considered. In this case, it relates to the coach 
development literature. 
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Appendix One: Melbourne Data Construction 
Preface 
In light of Urquhart (2013) suggestions that grounded theory studies ought to provide 
a chain of evidence, appendices one to four are presented with this in mind. These 
appendices have tried to capture the dynamic nature and evolution of coding and 
analysis that occurred throughout my candidature. Appendix one provides evidence and 
a snapshot of my early coding structure. As a result, at this stage there were many ideas 
and possible directions the data could have taken.  
Appendix two provides a tighter focus on the similarities that were evident with Robert 
from Melbourne and the coaches in Pretoria. At this point, more refined ideas about 
coaching and its cultural links began to emerge.  
Appendix three presents a shift in analysis from strict description (coding) to 
abstraction (memo-writing). The increased use of memos reflects stronger ideas of the 
data and more directed interviewing questions which provide evidence of the emerging 
theory.  
Appendix four presents analysis of the final site of study. At this point, my ideas and 
analysis were more advanced. This is evidenced by the memo that is quite similar to 
the final product in the findings section of the thesis. However, these ideas took months 
of reading literature and continuous coding iterations to achieve a substantial and 
refined memo.   
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Coding: Melbourne 
Coding means categorizing segments of data with a short name that simultaneously summarizes 
and accounts for each piece of data. Your codes show how you select, separate, and sort data to 
begin an analytic accounting of them. (Charmaz, 2006, p. 43) 
In keeping with Charmaz’ description above, the initial coding process began by 
studying the interviews. I read interviews first without any coding. Following this initial 
reading phase, I reread the interviews and began coding. This was done by categorising 
segments of text with a code (or label). To do this I used QSR NVivo 10. In reality, 
these codes are interactive and dynamic. A simple click on the code provides the 
segment of text within the context of the interview. This interactive process is difficult 
to capture in writing. The initial coding stage developed a number of codes which 
contributed to the main themes in the findings section. These are listed for each 
individual coach.  
Mike’s coding structure 
“I don’t just knock people out, I choose the round” 
A club dominating can have detrimental effects on others 
A coaching philosophy becomes part of your DNA 
A good player also inspires 
A player puts the team above himself 
Although its serious it's tempered with a bit of fun 
Always look to be better and be competitive 
Attachment to New Zealand 
Being paid and playing for the jersey 
Brett Donald takes over similar to what he's done 
Build a brand as a club 
Business conventions are needed in rugby 
Clubs need to be treated like a business 
Commercialising coaching 
Compliance is cancerous in amateur sporting organisations 
Contrast between him as a coach and the club 
Creating is better than reacting 
Deceive without deceit 
Fake it until you make it through rituals 
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Frankie 
Grappling with inspiration and motivating players 
He changed the club structures through rituals 
His dad's view on the world 
Humour is the release valve 
I evolved into Frankie 
I want players to love the game as much as I do 
I want to stay involved 
Involved in rugby even before he remembered it 
It's the player's journey 
Maintaining composure 
Making the 1st grade exclusive 
Man management 
Managing the professional distance (outcomes based) 
Meticulous analysis 
New Zealand style of game 
Players are commodities 
Players are empowered but could fuck up 
Players as assets 
Playing and having fun is really important 
Playing with empowerment 
Profit gains has been a measure of a successful club 
Programming players 
Puki and his influence on how Mike coaches 
Pulling elements from different coaches 
Put everyone else first (the no-asshole rule) 
Respect 
Rituals guarantee some form of enjoyment 
Rituals help to manage the chaos 
Rugby helps him as a businessman 
Science and art of rugby 
Sense of family about rugby although its professional 
Sport and rugby were a way of life 
Success measured beyond club premiership wins 
The aspirations and prestige of rugby 
The coach with pure intentions 
The continuous process of improvement 
The emotions of a day out and fun 
The evolving role of the coach 
The giants of his life 
The haka and New Zealand, rugby is spiritual 
The humour allows the coaches to put pressure on the players 
The seriousness of rugby 
The seriousness of rugby and competition has started 
The social acknowledgement of rugby in NZ 
The values are still the same but changes in how to win have evolved 
“There’s things associated with rugby like getting really muddy and being allowed to as a kid” 
There's a difference between a coach and a business consultant 
There's more to clubs than just players and coaches 
This cure for the dissatisfaction of the status quo, constantly progressing 
This sport isn't life, it's play 
Training was rigorous from a young age 
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Trust and composure 
Volunteers need intrinsic reward 
You cut your teeth and now it's time to win 
You’re a bit if a student of the game anyway 
You're making a great person 
Robert’s coding structure 
A bad coach 
A cliché but giving back is important 
A coach is his own person 
A leader leads by example 
A lesson from a past coach: Keep working hard 
Afrikanerdom and rugby very intertwined 
Always developing 
Attributing discipline and commitment with success 
Australian's are too sensitive 
Being instilled commitment and discipline 
Being tough upfront 
Big responsibility of rugby at first XV 
Born with rugby balls in your hand 
Coach for the right reasons 
Coach overrode decisions 
Coaches as individuals 
Coaches must know how to deal with players 
Coaching after playing 
Coaching became more permanent as he started enjoying it 
Coaching requires people skills 
Commitment to Rugby in South Africa 
Cultural difference 
Difference between good and bad coach is respect 
Different expectations from the club and the coach on players 
Don't need credit as a coach, but doing it because he enjoys it 
Driven to succeed 
Earning respect 
Expectations of representing an institution 
Expectations of rugby are committal based 
Expected to win 
Experiences of good and bad coaches and him adopting the coach's demeanour he liked 
Getting involved and experience as a player gave him entry into coaching 
Giving back and having received all from rugby 
Good players don't necessarily make good coaches 
Happy to take input but has the final say 
Hard on players but truthful different to Australian coaches 
Having played gives you live knowledge of what players are going through 
He sets himself apart as a hard-working and respectful player 
Head coach sets direction of the club 
He's a straight shooter 
High expectations 
High expectations from school and university rugby but club rugby is not like that 
If players are not having fun there's a problem 
If you're not respected there's a problem 
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Injury caused coaching 
Insights from playing at a fairly high level 
It's important to know people individually, but as a team not so much 
It's important to understand players 
Just got into coaching from an informal chat 
Keep it interesting 
Lack of time means a lot of extra work or 'talent' is needed. 
Leaders are respected 
Need to be respected 
No thoughts about coaching until being asked 
Not about winning 
Not everyone is talented but if you have nothing to offer; stay home 
Not professional means lack of commitment sometimes 
Not talking to the coach 
Passed down these skills 
Passionate about rugby from a young age 
People skills may be enough 
Philosophically as a coach he has not changed 
Player development is important, but so is winning 
Players want to be told what to do 
Playing was the entry into coaching 
Playing experience gives you insight into how players feel 
Playing experience helps to deal with players 
Playing hard and being respected (more attribution) 
Pressure to win 
Put routines in place for players, they're like kids 
Respect and not being popular is more important 
Respect is a lesson that should be passed down 
Respect needs to be earned 
Robbie Deans not being successful is a cultural difference 
Role strain between fun and respect 
Role strain between winning and development. 
Rugby always there but not for the black guys or the less masculine 
Rugby and its ties to elitist schools 
Rugby is a big deal 
Rugby is any kid's dream 
Rugby is serious stuff in schools 
Rugby teaches you to deal with people 
South Africa bigger but from a young age rugby is violent 
School the biggest influence 
Seriousness of training does not mean it should exclude fun 
Slugging through coaching 
Straight up and down in interactions with players 
Structures of the club are living documents but uniformity important so players can come up and play 1st grade 
Talent easy to identify but difficult to explain 
Team a priority over individuals 
Tensions between popular and respected 
The binding document that commits players 
The place of Rugby in South Africa vs Australia 
The right reasons 
The role of sport and rugby in South Africa 
The social capital gained in playing rugby in South Africa 
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Thoughts of coaching from a forced retirement 
Tough sport, no time to be soft 
Traits of a good team mate outweigh talent 
University rugby was a pathway 
Work becomes an excuse 
Work ethic is important 
Working with people and manipulating the situation for your outcome 
You just got involved if you wanted to coach 
You live and die by training 
You need to work hard 
Paul’s coding structure 
A self-fulfilling prophecy 
A tradesman and playing on his introduction to union 
A world class player has time and space 
Australian rugby is all pre-packaged at the moment 
Coaching education is just common sense 
Coaching just came 
Coming through an era 
Continued with rugby union because he had more success 
Dealing with players and player management 
Deans successful because of the system 
Decided on rugby union 
Decision making system 
Enjoyment 
Enjoyment and success 
Get things real live 
Got everything real live 
Got involved, helped out there, and did a stint here 
Paul will give you a hand 
Help out there and there 
Helped out 
His involvement in Queensland allowed him access to coaching 
His role to improve decision making of players 
It could have been any sport 
I've got to get you to think 
Just carrying on 
Learning from more experienced players 
Musical chairs in Melbourne 
Player oriented coach 
Players are like his children which he's educating and developing 
Players need to be coached to be adaptable 
Professionalism has taken the authority off players and onto the coaches 
Queensland a big influence 
Queensland the start of an understanding of union 
Rothman coaching foundation 
The Australian system of sharing worked really well 
The best players are smart 
The civility of rugby after the match 
The decision making coach 
The decision making system cut as a result of professionalism 
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The environment is personal 
The older players teaching the youngsters 
The seriousness of coaching and its development 
The shift in seriousness and adoption of coaching from coaches as opposed to just senior players 
The subconscious of a player 
Think, think, think 
This system 
Trial and error with a player 
Ultimate goal is winning and you just have to create that environment 
Winning 
World class players are coached from a young age 
Your home brew, the coach is an individual 
 
Once I had an initial coding structure for each coach, I began to compare and contrast 
this information. At this point, a more focused coding strategy was used to develop 
themes and abstract the data. Within this process, decisions are made according to what 
makes the most analytical sense (Charmaz, 2006). The strategy I used for this step was 
a combination of memo writing and grouping of codes into larger themes.    
Focused coding of Melbourne 
So, I’m struggling with the Melbourne data. Maybe it is best to present the Melbourne data on 
its own, as a unique case which opens up the whole project and highlights my rationale. The 
coaches seem quite different. Paul is the oldest of the three coaches; he was a Wallaby and is a 
level 3 accredited coach. He feels that the style of play from the Australians is lacking thinkers 
of the game. He was really adamant about the decision making era that he felt he went through. 
Talk seemed to revolve around that. Mike is originally from New Zealand and still recognises 
the impact of this on his approach. He spoke of rugby as spiritual and as a game that can 
develop character in players, and in him. Robert is from South Africa, he played high level 
rugby there before retiring and moving to Australia. He focused on respect and discipline. More 
than that though, he sounded really South African. What does it mean to sound South African? 
What made his choice of words so familiar? 
I used a number of strategies. The first strategy I used was one suggested by Light & 
Evans (2013). According to Light and Evans, first order themes are concepts that are 
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present and common across all three coaches, while a second order theme would be 
across two coaches, or a strong theme with a particular coach. The categorisations 
below capture a snapshot of the process of coding and abstracting data. This is but one 
strategy. For example, appendices seven to ten are published articles that arose from 
undertaking this research. These were invaluable in honing my analysis and emerging 
theory.   
First order themes 
Enjoyment 
A first order theme emerged in the amateurish values that coaches believed was critical 
for the development of club players. While they acknowledge the pressure exerted from 
club members for the team to perform and win games, a slightly more personal value 
was conflicting a ‘win at all cost attitude’ providing this humanistic value of rugby in 
the development of high-performance club players.  
Robert notes: 
The challenge for the coach is you still need to make sure you develop players … people play 
to win, they play to enjoy rugby that’s a big aspect for me personally. The way I coach is, I still 
want guys to have fun. The 1st grade guy who comes off the training field and says ‘that was 
boring I hated that’ then there’s a problem with my coaching … if they don’t have fun and 
they’re not enjoying it, there’s a problem (14/09/2012) 
The importance placed on enjoyment, or of participating in Paul’s words, may be a 
reflection of the amateur ethos.  
In this game, especially in the amateur where these players aren’t playing for money there has 
to be some enjoyment out of it. They don’t come here to get abused yelled at and screamed at 2 
nights a week. And so I implement, I just can’t, my nature is to have fun I’ll have whether it be 
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at the players expense, another’s expense or my own expense it doesn’t matter but there has to 
be some sort of enjoyment and laughter and if you’re not hearing laughter on the training 
paddock then you’re not doing the right thing (13/09/2012). 
On this point, Mike has structured training and a coaching environment which will 
foster enjoyment through his rituals.  
People are volunteers so if you don’t enjoy it you stop doing it … I think the haka that your first 
XV does or here in Melbourne we sing our song when we win a game, you know all that sort of 
stuff, that is where the enjoyment is separate from the winning and losing, because you get high 
from winning, and disappointment from a loss. But rituals kind of guarantee to be a place where 
you know that includes me and we like it (13/09/2012) 
Team cohesion/Player management 
An important concept to have emerged is the fundamental component of player 
management that was not developed through formal education. It seems that this 
concept could resemble a ‘sens pratique’ of coaching, which is developed through 
experience. Nonetheless this component of coaching seems a crucial element in the 
success of a team and ultimately the success of a coach from these three coaches. Robert 
believes that ultimately coaching is not that difficult, it only requires good people skills 
“look I don’t think coaching is rocket science I just think if you’ve got good people 
skills and if you have the interest of the players at heart that you’ll go a long way” 
(14/09/2012). Coaching in this view is not based on content knowledge, rather social 
views that are less tangible such as team cohesion and connection is fundamental 
because coaching education is “quite different from getting a group of people to really 
connect and strive for high performance” (Mike, 13/09/2012) 
Paul notes: 
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It’s about man management and how you deal with players, how you interact with players. You 
almost have to be, the best course there is, is probably a psychology course sometimes. You 
have to deal with personalities, there’s fifteen different personalities on that field, you’ve got to 
get them going in the same direction, thinking the same way (13/09/2012) 
Durable dispositions 
Mike and Robert had extensive rugby union playing careers in sport. However, Paul 
had begun playing rugby league in his youth. According to coaching principles based 
on the TGfU literature they would both be categorised as invasion sports and thus be 
more similar than different. Paul only begun to play rugby union at the age of 17, by 
that time he was already an established footballer, a league boy.  
When asked how they believe they have changed as coaches all of them expressed that 
if change did occur it was only as part of developing deeper knowledge of one’s own 
established beliefs of coaching. Mike has articulated a sense that little change has 
occurred:  
The things I started with are the same things that I left with. And they are you know all those 
values that I talked about before about being you know, sort of honest to the game…what’s 
probably changed is a deeper understanding of some of those elements, particularly in getting 
teams I suppose to play well, and getting teams to win (22/11/2012) 
Similarly Paul when considering how he may have changed expressed that “I probably 
haven’t, I don’t know … I’ve probably become a bit more pragmatic” (29/11/2012) and 
Robert indicated a similar attitude. 
I’d like to think that the way I operate and the way, my coaching demeanour I’d like to think is 
very much the same. I still focus on the same things, I’m obviously more skilled and experienced 
as a coach because I learn as well (22/11/2012) 
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Significant experiences 
The influence of significant experiences has guided and structured a coaching habitus 
for all three coaches. However, these significant experiences come in terms of 
significant people and significant socio-cultural influences. Mike’s business like views 
of coaching were more natural to him because “one that’s what I knew so that’s what I 
did, and I, it’s actually probably more than that. I got involved in rugby and in sport to 
help me in business” (13/09/2012). Similarly, as a coach he recognises the influence of 
important coaches that he was coached under when structuring his coaching. In an 
interesting interview he caricatured the influence of his coaches through the use of his 
imaginary coach, Frankie.  
I drive to training and I’d have like this internal dialogue with this coach mentor. I don’t know if 
I should be telling you that. I call him Frankie because he was like a Frakenstein of all the coaches 
that I had. I kind of took these elements out of each of them…and I suppose I as a coach I evolved 
into Frankie, because Frankie I suppose in my mind was the perfect coach, so I, that was my role 
model so I tried to evolve into him…well but that’s my impression of a player, as a coach I always 
wanted (22/11/2012). 
Robert’s views of coaching are attributed to his beliefs of what brought him success as 
a player and the values that were instilled in him early on, in which “it was always about 
hard work because you’re not going to get anywhere if you don’t work hard. And that’s 
something I had from an early age I guess” (22/11/2012). But when it comes to adopting 
a coaching demeanour this is linked to the influence of a significant other.  
I think I took a lot of his demeanour, the way he coached and the way he spoke to us. I think I 
took a lot of that on board, he wasn’t a yelling, screaming, swearing kind of coach look he could 
now and again lose his cool a bit you know when we did stupid things, but just the way he spoke 
and he operated. You never felt threatened, you never felt under pressure, it was all mostly 
positive so and I always remembered a lot of that, because as a kid you would remember when 
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people, I mean my 2nd, when I was in year 12 our 1st team coach was you know he was a bit of a 
dickhead, and I also remember that. So I always, when I deal with kids I always remember not to 
operate like that because I never enjoyed that, and if I didn’t enjoy it I’m sure that there’s a lot of 
others that also didn’t, so I didn’t want to do that so that the kids that I coach would say, turn 
around and say ah we didn’t like that (22/11/2012) 
Whilst the influence of others seemed to show more prominently in Mike and Robert’s 
case, for Paul the socio-cultural experiences were the most powerful in shaping his 
coaching. Such that it is marked by what he terms the ‘decision making era’.  
What the Australian Rugby Union was doing, how we were playing the game was transmitted all 
the way back to the clubs. But we came through a decision making process, it was all about 
decision making, so you were la crème de la crop, the decision makers came into the full, they 
were the best decision makers on the field, had the skills to do it, knew when to do it, timing and 
all that sort of stuff. Same thing today, it still comes back all the way down but they believe at 
club level that they have to go through a million phases, they’ve got to bash here, bash there, 
there’s no trying to get the players, the hardest thing I’m trying to get players to do is to think 
about the game…I think the issue that we have with the game at the moment is I think that they’re 
bloody minded, they just running into people, it’s like they have to, they’re not thinking about the 
game. (29/11/2012) 
Second order themes 
Fostering player empowerment 
Although coaches have individual views on coaching there is a stark contradiction in 
player empowerment. Both Mike and Paul believe it is important to promote and foster 
player empowerment. “I’m putting the emphasis back on the players, they’re on the 
field I’m not, they’re the ones on the field who can read the plays and yell them, my 
job is to get them to do that” (Paul, 13/09/2012). Mike’s similar views on player 
empowerment are articulated below: 
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I have a view of the game as a bit of a vehicle for players to express themselves and you know 
it’s their journey as a player not mine and I just facilitate that and I try to provide some tactics 
and skills to take them on their way but it’s their journey…but you know you really press on 
players to be innovative and create things that you know and to do that basically you need a 
foundation which is really strong set piece and really defensive structures and then sitting above 
that you know you have your style. (Mike, 16/08/2012) 
In contradiction to Mike and Paul, Robert’s views on coaching are expressed below: 
Most players want to be told what to do, we not at a Super 15 level or at an international level 
where you know. We need to sort of give them more structure, and tell them this is what you 
need to do, this is how you do it, this is where you do it and they prefer that way because it’s 
easier because a lot of players don’t want to do things when it’s hard…from our experience here 
that’s how they want to do it. (14/09/2012) 
I can only stipulate that this is the social and cultural context of South Africa and 
particularly Afrikaans culture which is heavily rooted in hierarchical discourse. My 
own reflective views on South Africa and Afrikaans culture are what have sparked such 
stipulations.  
The importance of rituals 
Rituals seemed important for both Robert and Mike. In Light’s (2004) publication 
rituals within a Japanese setting were regarded as a way of coping with the profanity of 
this violent, full-contact sport, which echoes the importance deemed of them from Mike 
and Robert.  
I think from a player perspective if you have a routine players know what to expect…so it’s like 
a little kid, if a baby doesn’t have a routine if you don’t put him to bed this time, feed him that 
time you know you’re causing problems for yourself and the same for rugby players mate. 
(Robert, 14/09/2012).  
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I think they’re important for a couple of reasons. The first one is you’re in this high intensity 
high pressure full contact environment. That’s the type of environment where it’s quite hare for 
someone’s brain to settle you know and to think quite rationally and in a composed way about 
what they should do…I just think that rituals help players feel a sense of familiarity or comfort 
and that helps them deal with whatever they coming up with. (Mike, 13/09/2012) 
Coaching: It’s all for the right reasons 
Mike and Robert have similar views of coaching as a selfless act, to the point that it is 
regarded as a disciplined role in almost a sacrificial form that require “kind of a like 
these very pure intentions towards the game” (22/11/2012). Robert’s expressions are: 
Look I think I said it before I mean for me it’s just because I got a lot out of rugby, it’s just my 
way of putting something back into it. I know it’s a cliché but it’s true that’s why I do it. I don’t 
get paid to coach not at the club nor at the state level, so all the expenses that goes with it all my 
time, the time that I spend in a work day preparing for stuff, making phone calls you know the 
only thing that I get out of it is that I get a polo shirt and I get you know a pair of shorts and I 
get a, and I even pay for that…so to be a service to the game that’s what I do. I’ve been offered 
positions in Melbourne where there’s payments, not interested. It’s not about the money, it’s not 
about the credit for myself, I’ve achieved what I can in rugby I have no aspirations of becoming 
a Wallaby coach, not at all. (14/09/2012) 
Many coding iterations were done but the final, polished version seen in the thesis 
represents most strongly the theoretical coding strategy developed and used once I had 
more data. Compare these first order and second order themes to Pretoria, where a link 
between Robert and the coaches in Pretoria was established. 
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Appendix Two: Pretoria Data Construction 
(See Preface of Appendix One for context) 
Focused coding means using the most significant and/or frequent earlier codes to sift through 
large amounts of data. Focused coding requires decisions about which initial codes make the 
most analytic sense to categorize your data incisively and completely. (Charmaz, 2006, p. 57) 
Coding: Pretoria 
The significance of interviewing coaches in Melbourne who had come from three 
different countries would become a central finding in this thesis. This link was first 
established by interviewing coaches in Pretoria who seemed to share the values and 
beliefs Robert had of coaching. The coding structure for each Pretoria coach is 
provided.  
Benjie’s coding structure 
A coach can make a difference in someone’s life 
A good coach can make a difference in a person's life 
This coach cared about me 
You're everything as the head coach 
Again the language use 
An excerpt of him getting emotional about the influence of his father 
Aspirations 
Aspirations of coaching at a higher level 
Aspirations to make the top 
Dreams of playing provincial rugby 
Performance, performance, performance 
Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing 
Attitude of a player 
A good player is an attitude 
A player needs to have the ability to have a few drinks to enjoy himself 
Not there just to have fun 
Nothing beats attitude 
Ownership of yourself 
Working hard 
bad choices are always the easy ones 
Be careful to not overcook it 
Brought in professionalism 
Chances 
Coach in a facilitation way 
Discipline and being hit with a stick 
Discipline and choice 
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Eventually you have to stop playing 
Ex-coaches have a know-how, you just need to listen 
Fall back on experience 
Fear of the system 
Feeding the bad wolf 
Felt stuck after losing his playing identity 
Giving back what he was taught 
Going back to his playing days 
Handing a part over to the players 
High level rugby 
higher levels more management 
Humble beginnings I wonder why he mentioned this 
Inspiring and preaching religion 
Brought up in a religious family 
God decided his fate or so he believes that 
God sent him to Silve Valke 
Good coaches demonstrate, your best coaches inspire 
I'm not a normal coach I inspire them 
Inspiration and people believing in you 
Inspire 
Religious man and religion as the right way 
Spirit is formed early on 
They decided who I would become and that's who I became 
Is it nice to be disadvantaged 
It's not all about money 
Job description as a player 
Keep on fighting 
Learning from an old coach 
Learning from mistakes 
Loss of identity after rugby 
Metaphors being used from his army days 
More than rugby 
‘n bore maak n plan 
No university for him 
Nobody's irreplaceable 
Paternalistic 
A coach is like your father you must love him but fear him 
Coach is like a father but can explain his reasons for commanding 
Metaphor of a father showing his son how to change a wheel 
Players will test the authority 
Recognition and wanting more 
Respect and relationships + communication 
Sounds like a coach of the movies 
Strong connection to rugby 
Success, nobody remembers who came 2nd 
team wins good players, team loses bad coach 
The drive and rugby helped provide life lessons 
The impact of one person on a career 
The influence on others as part of your dream 
The language of Afrikanerdom 
The lesson 
The lesson of winning 
The need to give back 
The powerful influence of his parents and playing from a young age 
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The psychology of a player 
Theories in rugby about player requirements 
This is how things are done in SA and from his playing days 
Using your playing experience 
What we've learned you're still to learn 
Work with a players head 
Working in the mind 
You can only believe in yourself if you've done the hard yards 
You can't quit that's why he coaches 
You get brilliant coaches that have never played before 
You had to set the example, but different to now 
You need to play rugby to get better at it; we're not playing gym 
Chris’ coding structure 
A commitment to each other, he can't leave now 
A good coach can pick up how players are feeling 
A total passion about the game 
Already picking potential players from school level 
Amateurs were successful in other parts of their lives 
Being a mentor so that something besides silverware is achieved 
Being coachable 
But I still believe that I can put something back into the game 
Coaches are their own 
Coaching is personal skills 
Coaching just came 
Defence is commitment 
Develop character on the field and hopefully that will carry over 
Discipline comes from the home 
Don't give up, keep going 
Everyday is trials and he looks for committed players 
Feeling like he might make it 
Getting us to where we want to be (Success) 
Give to them my experience 
Going back into his history as a player for coaching 
Have you within their circles 
He gives the players freedom 
His business influences his time management 
How hard are you willing to work to get what you want 
How strict should I be 
I learn everyday 
If you believe it, with hard work, you can achieve it. 
I'm not going to lick your ass 
It's tough business Carlton club rugby 
Leaders can only operate if respected then they will be believed 
Life goes on 
More disciplined era back in his days 
No thoughts of going further 
Players are here to enjoy it 
Players are out if they don't respect him 
Players need to play because they love the game 
Players need to play on instinct 
Playing pro rugby is everybody's dream 
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President calls him to ask whether he'd coach, no initial thoughts 
Responsibility of a 1st team player 
Rugby is a community engagement 
Some form of social restraint and an escapism 
Talking about his perception of others playing and getting involved in coaching 
Tension between playing for the love and seriousness of it 
That's the commitment I want from them 
The balls skills and instinct of players to play with the skills they were born with 
The channel is closed 
The development of society from his view 
The norm is just to play rugby 
The plateau of club rugby in SA 
They will respect each other as well 
Wanting to win the league 
Winning is a responsibility to keep the club going through sponsors 
You can't be too strict otherwise players won't enjoy it 
You need to be coachable and if you’re not coachable you won’t make it in a team sport 
Isaak’s coding structure 
2nd team feeder to the 1st 
A coach must show his seriousness 
A player has heart and works hard 
A sport for the privileged 
Already made players 
An important influence on him 
Aspiration to coach or play is short sighted by where you're from 
Attachment to the sport and what it has done for him 
Attributing how he felt as a youngster and imparting it on his players 
Attributing playing experiences into a style of coaching 
Attributing the commitment the club showed as a player and instilling it into his coaching 
Being black and not given the same opportunity 
Black players come back after being dropped and not white players 
Changing to rugby from soccer and how poverty may have influenced this 
Character development of rugby 
Coaches who have coached him 
Coaching is like policing 
Coaching is player management 
Coaching just happened and I started enjoying it 
Collective discipline from rugby 
Excitement and ‘wow’ effect of the day out 
He feels his coaching just developed 
He started coaching informally 
Helping out there and there 
I bring hope to the club 
I want to win 
Influences of others, Piet Allen 
Initial involvement late but enjoyable 
Injury, it’s time to quit 
It’s a white man sport 
Leaving rugby, no continuity or opportunity 
Losing is bad 
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Mental strength and the influence of context of 2nd team 
Observation of others 
Positive feelings associated with rugby 
Race and its impact on being respected when you lose 
Reluctance to retire and give back the experience he had as a player 
Separating from playing 
Separating from playing and then coaching 
The experiences of other coaches and learning respect 
Somebody believed in me, so I will return the favour 
Studies and family have also helped mould him 
Success in coaching made him continue 
The focus and discipline to training and games 
The hope of rugby and identifying with it 
The influence of being black among a white club 
The quota system got him involved 
The seriousness of rugby through its rituals, kit etc. 
Winning is an attitude 
Working hard makes a good player 
You are the boss 
You need to be felt somewhere 
Your attitude determines where you'll end up 
 
Focused coding of Pretoria 
At this point in time, comparing data with the Melbourne data set had shaped the 
direction of the study. Some second order themes presented in Melbourne were either 
elevated or discarded.  
The morality of rugby 
This theme suggests the importance placed on moral values attached to the practice of 
rugby. The coaches seemed to reflect, mostly, on their playing days and the emotions 
that were involved. The importance placed on passion, playing for the right reasons, 
character and work ethic has been combined to form the theme suggested as the 
morality of rugby, which are important cultural, and I argue, South African values 
attached to the practice of rugby and required for the amateur club context.  
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Passion 
This can seem like a mundane category as sports in general is closely linked to fostering 
passion. However, in this case passion is not only a taken for granted cultural value but 
it is promoted and fostered, to the point that it structures what a coach focuses on at 
training. This can further be linked to the fact that at this level (premier club level) it is 
still amateur and the time commitment required (3 nights/week plus a match on the 
weekend) over and above their working day means that coaches must ensure players 
never feel like it is a job. So, they always try to relate it back to passion.  
Q: So what do you focus on as a coach? 
A: You know I really do focus on, especially coaching working class, is honing that passion for 
the game and really, really focus on why we are actually doing this. Because it gets tough, guys 
work a full day and then they still have to come out to 3 practices plus a match a week so there’s 
a lot of time sacrificed, family time so the time we do spend together needs to be quality and I 
found that we must concentrate on the reasons why we playing - the love of the game then hone 
in on skills. 
Playing for the right reasons 
At this level there are clubs that are financially better off than others, meaning that a 
few of the clubs can give some incentives to players in terms of match fees, while others 
cannot. But those clubs who can afford to do that “it’s only a couple of bucks to add to 
the groceries at the end of the month or a couple of beers after training or after a game” 
(Chris, Int.1 19/03/2013). Because of this there seems to be a sort of philanthropic 
mentality, under no circumstance would a coach accept money. “It’s more about the 
passion than personal reward out of it in terms of financial gain or furthering your 
career.” (Benjie, Int.2 19/04/13) 
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Although players may get a match fee they must remember to play for the right reasons, 
it’s never about the money! 
 Q: What is a good player? 
A: A good player first of all, he needs to play rugby for the right reasons so if, it’s almost semi-
professional now so if he’s playing for financial reward he’s not playing to his ultimate at all. 
He’s playing because he enjoys the game and what the game stands for, then there will be 
assistance in terms of his financial situation you know be it transport or whatever but that’s my 
first point  
Character 
The interplay between passion and playing for the right reasons creates a sort of rugby 
character. In Pretoria it seems to be a character that is willing to work hard to the point 
of self-sacrifice because literally “if it’s the last 5 minutes and you are down and you 
need to work hard, you’ve got some guys that are technically right and some guys that 
will just run through a brick wall, and those of the kind of guys you need” (Chris, Int.1 
20/03/2013). Furthermore, these committal values, deemed a rugby character, seem to 
also structure how a coach picks his players. 
 Q: So how do you pick your players? 
A: I like hard workers and I like committed players, and never mind talent. I think there is where 
talent ends and I think there is where you have to be loyal to the people who are loyal to you. 
So most of the time I prefer even if when the guy can be so good enough but I prefer to use 
players who are very much committed understand me ... [because] I think in rugby if you have 
a heart, it’s all about that…when I pick my players I look at firstly who’s committed, before 
talent I look at who’s committed (Isaak, Int.1 7/03/2013) 
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Work hard, play hard: The club rugby culture  
There was a strong desire amongst the coaches to ensure players were enjoying 
themselves, never to take playing rugby too seriously as it may tarnish the club rugby 
culture. It seemed to be important to create an environment where players want to come 
back, particularly since they are essentially ‘volunteering’ their time. While at training 
they may work hard it is also important to play hard, it allows bonds to develop and 
creates an allegiance to the team and club. Chris expressed that one of “the main things 
is to create a happy environment … because winning doesn’t always go your way” (Int. 
1 12/03/2013). Benjie gave a vivid summary of the club rugby culture of work and play.  
The first thing to do is create a good atmosphere for players. I’m a firm believer that you play 
better rugby when you play with your mates. I think that you’ve got to generate that and create 
that off the field. It is tough because guys come from all over the place but I think the more you 
spend time with your teammates, and you get to know them and they become mates, then you’re 
heading in the right direction because the passion will come and the commitment will come, not 
just to the club but to the guys around them. I think that is a big philosophy of mine in terms of 
I need to gel the side, the side has to play for each other and create bonds, that’s how you get 
the best out of players. Ja, so I think that’s the thing if you get that culture … club rugby is about 
getting the balance right, it’s about getting the balance between the guys having a good time on 
and off the field, we must work hard and play hard (Int.1 11/04/2013) 
The effects of professionalism 
The turn of professionalism after the successful RWC 1995 campaign in South Africa 
was not embraced by all. The turn to professionalism has monopolised the rugby 
structures and narrowed the channels and pathways to professionalism for both players 
and coaches. With professionalism, capitalism is never too far away. This creates 
pressure on coaches to win games in order to sustain their club, it is a catch-22, money 
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is required to develop a competitive club but the influx of funds from sponsors is reliant 
on the competitiveness of the club, and more specifically the successes of the 1st team.        
The monopoly of rugby 
The current structures of rugby have developed with the developments integral to 
professionalism, but they have developed by monopolising the pathways to 
professionalism from a different source that does not benefit the club structures. So now 
“they select sides straight off the school benches where in the past it was out of the club 
structures…if they go to varsity…it’s a better stepping stone into the provincial 
structures, they get better opportunities, there’s more money there and there’s more 
exposure” (Isaak, Int.1 11/03/2013). The exposure, money, and opportunity presented 
by university rugby has meant the demise of the clubs to keep up. In effect, this has led 
to the dominance of university rugby.     
The Transvaal leagues or Gauteng leagues is dominated by the Varsity sides so you know UJ 
the old RAU they’ve dominated for a long time because of, just cash to be honest. You know 
they give all their craven week players, they give them bursaries and that kind of thing. And 
you know to compete against them has been pretty tough, up here…[so] to have a go at UJ it’s 
become more and more tougher because of the Varsity cup you know, it really is, I mean when 
I was playing at Pilang we’d beat UJ and we beat Pukke you know on a regular basis. Those 
days now, with them going literally professional it’s getting really tough to close that gap 
(Benjie, Int.1 19/03/2013) 
Pressure to win to keep sponsors 
At the heart of many sporting codes lies the core concept of competition. Usually the 
outcome is a demarcation of winners and losers. However, the pressure to win is not 
only inherently felt but it is now a very important component to the survival of amateur 
clubs. In this way the dichotomy of professionalism and amateurism becomes 
problematic for coaches. Where do you draw the line? A coach is required to juggle 
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between the requirements of the board – to win games and sustain the club – and stay 
true to the amateur ethos, the love for the game.  
 Q: Would you be able to tell me more about those [1st team coach’s] responsibilities? 
A: Well because we’re creating a winning culture and you need to win to have the club 
sustainable. If the 2nd team wins, yes that’s good stuff for the club but what does your Carlton 
side do, what does your 1st side do. In terms of sponsorship, in terms of cash flow and money 
wise to the club, where’s your Carlton side? Where’s your 1st side? Where are they on the log? 
Are they winning? You know you can have a 2nd side winning and a 3rd side winning, but what 
is the 1st side doing. That’s the responsibility that they need to take up with themselves. What 
you sitting here with is guys who’s got work as well, they’ve got day to day work, some of them 
even have to work during the night. Other guys they’ve got projects that they do over weekends. 
So really trying to, you know we not forcing them to play rugby they still need to do their work, 
their daily work that they have to do but there’s still some form of commitment that we need 
from their side. And sometimes it’s really difficult to map those, but still you need to give those 
players an opportunity because he’s here for the love of it (Chris, Int.1 19/03/2013) 
Memo: Pretoria 
There were three coaches in this case Isaak, Benjie and Chris. As I thought, Pretoria 
being an important Afrikaans region it would provide insight into the Afrikanerisation 
of rugby suggested by Grundlingh (1995). Benjie and Chris were Afrikaans. Isaak, 
however, was of Zulu descent although he learnt his rugby in an Afrikaans club and 
had more engagement with Afrikaans culture than English. Interestingly, he seems to 
have taken on some of those values.  
The first striking evidence of the impact of possibly Afrikaans culture, similar to that 
of Robert in Melbourne, is the importance placed on respect. For these coaches it 
seemed an important part of the social exchange to be rooted on respect. Chris said, 
“it’s not for me to impress them if they want to come and play then I’ll coach them, if 
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they give their 100% and they respect me, I’ll respect them. I’ll give them their 
opportunity”. While respect was represented as an attribute of a leader, it could be a 
representation of masculine identity and the importance of rugby in developing 
masculine identity in young Afrikaans boys. Benjie even mentioned doing jiu-jitsu as 
a way of changing things up in his training, which he termed ‘moffie’ karate; a 
derogatory term usually to label someone as gay. It seemed he was trying to explain its 
soft and more feminine attributes because it is not as physically impressive as rugby. 
To Benjie jiu-jitsu cannot be respected in the hard, physicality of rugby, it is just a way 
to change things up. Since it is just about moving your body to the music, there is not 
much ‘real’ value to this type of training.  
I wonder how much of the coach-athlete relationship is submissive particularly when 
Isaak expressed that players submit to the club and that the coach needs to be felt. The 
culture here seems rooted in respect. 
The player has to understand that the club is supposed to take the 1st priority. All of us must 
submit to the club … So for me coaching is like you need to reinforce yourself and to be felt 
but not to dictate everything, not to say no I’m the boss and everything like that, but you have 
to be felt somewhere.  
Benjie provided insight into the power structures of a traditional Afrikaans family. The 
father is the disciplinarian and bread winner while the mother is the child bearer. “You 
know someone once said to me your coach is like your father, you must love him but 
you must still be afraid of him.” (Benjie) 
Although this is more traditional, I sense that those values are still being played out and 
form a big part of coaching. It seemed important to be felt, maybe feared, you are the 
leader and that requires you to be the revered or feared, this might point to the same 
things. Benjie said “you must remember our days is different than the normal societies’ 
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days because it was military based … like a sergeant those days if he came into the 
room I was jumping up, standing like a pillar and he’s looking at me you know I could 
shit my pants that’s how scared I am. And that guy says, ‘sit your arse white collar’, it 
was [just] like that”.  
But while there are elements of this coming through there is also the change in society 
that Chris felt was occurring. 
It was a more disciplined era that we grew up in, where now days it’s much more laid back. I 
don’t want to bring politics into this but that was before that era when South Africa actually 
changed … I think it’s probably more discipline, but discipline comes from the house and from 
the home that you stay in, so I mean the discipline that you create in your own home that 
becomes a part of your kids as well; that’s a big issue for me, as well is that discipline doesn’t 
come from school or anywhere else, it comes from the home, but at times it seems to be lacking 
actually. (Chris) 
These changes have created a mix of these values rooted in disciplinarian views and the 
changes in society as more ‘liberal’ with a view and context of club rugby as amateur. 
So, ‘they’re [the players] not here to be chucked around, because it’s not their day to 
day work. They are here to enjoy it’.  
Next, I move onto what they valued in players and values of hard work, commitment 
and discipline seemed to saturate my interviews.  
I pick the guys who are committed at training sessions, who really pick up their energy [levels] 
and really pick up the effort…So every training session to me is a trial session…you know if 
you don’t train I can’t play you, I mean you’re not focused and you’re not sharp enough. (Chris) 
This seems to resemble Robert’s views in Melbourne when saying, ‘if you have to move 
the world and the mountains to get training you’ll just do it’, as he believes you ‘live 
and die by training’ and proposed that that is the level of commitment expected in South 
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Africa. Isaak went on to explain that, “I like hard workers and I like committed players, 
and never mind talent ... but for me committed players always get the nod”. Benjie went 
on to say that, “you must believe in yourself, and the only way you can do that is by 
physical training, hard work, hard yards that’s the way you’re going to get there 
otherwise you can forget about it.” I asked Benjie why he felt he valued these things 
and his response suggested the importance of his culture on their upbringing and what 
is socially valued. 
I think the hard work and stuff like that is coming out of our culture, the Boers were hard 
working, they were farmers, we’ve got a saying in our language, ‘n Boer maak ‘n plan. A Boer 
makes a plan and we were brought up like that, if you want to get somewhere in life you need 
to work hard for it, you need to be disciplined, and you need to be focused. 
Like with all the other coaches, the role of sport seemed to play an important part in 
these coaches’ lives. Also, the structure of rugby in South Africa lends itself to an 
interesting analysis and a comparison between Australia and South Africa.  
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Appendix Three: Sydney Data Construction 
(See Preface of Appendix One for context) 
Memo-writing is the pivotal intermediate step between data collection and writing draft papers 
… Memo-writing constitutes a crucial method in grounded theory because it prompts you to 
analyze your data and codes early in the research process. (Charmaz, 2006, p. 72) 
Coding Sydney 
By the time research was undertaken in Sydney, I had a systematic procedure for 
coding. I would transcribe interviews within twenty four hours of completing them, and 
as a result would have developed some initial codes while transcribing. Once this 
process was performed I coded in QSR NVivo 10. At this point in the study, memos 
became the crucial link between my coding structure and the developing themes. These 
and peer reviewed publications were given priority. See appendices seven to ten. 
Cameron’s coding structure 
2 way communication rather than just been told 
A player buys into everything that you’re doing  
A professional rugby program 
Adapting to the player needs 
Are they level headed 
Are they tough 
As an Australian kid you play footy in the winter and you play cricket in the summer 
Being a teammate 
Building a relationship 
Built up credit 
Camaraderie 
Club first rather than you know putting the self-first. 
Coaching is your ability to communicate 
Collective knowledge 
Collective knowledge = adding up to him as a coach 
Constantly juggling 
Custodians of the jersey 
Different times you have to be different people 
Discipline 
Educational process 
Empowering them to think and learn 
Enjoyment 
Fit in well into our system 
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Fit into the team 
Get the best out of them 
Getting buy in from a player 
Hand over some of that power 
Hard work 
He leads by example 
His professional rugby career allowed him to get credit for a course 
Honesty 
I feel like you’re always learning 
I need to be the architect 
I recognise that I need to show some love 
I’m a straight shooter 
I’ve had too many people sitting in front of me telling me what I wanted to hear instead of what I needed to hear 
I’m trying to educate players rather than to just tell them. 
Integrity 
Intimate understanding of players 
Invest in coaching 
Invest through the bottom 
Investment = business language 
It depends on what cattle you’ve got 
It’s an entertainment industry 
It’s basically an amateur club with professional standards 
It’s what you’re employed to do 
Life lessons 
Made to feel a part of the process 
Man management 
Mateship 
Motivating people 
No matter what level you go to you’ve got to still keep it about that 
Now we have a generation of players that don’t know how to think for themselves 
Open, honest, thoughtful 
Outside of rugby 
People that don’t necessarily feel the need to reinvent themselves all the time but those values of trust and respect 
Periodization 
Personal relationships 
Picking and choosing when to be each 
Players of good character that are going to work hard 
Put on different hats 
Real pathway 
Recruitment and our retention 
Results 
Role is affected by this successful program in that he runs the club and not just one team. 
Rugby is one of those games there’s usually good people involved 
Rugby needs to be an entertaining product 
Similar to the American student athlete model 
“So my role is completely different to just a regular club coach because there’s retention, recruitment, the whole framework, scholarships 
and how it all works and how it all fits in” 
Sport being used to teach you about working together 
Studies and sport opportunities 
Teaches people along the way, it’s not spoon fed 
Teaching method 
Teaching techniques 
That are about the team and not themselves 
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The corporate image 
The dilemma of handing over power 
The emphasis has to be on the process rather than the outcome 
The good team mate 
The little things 
The mix of amateur and professional 
The obligation to play attacking rugby 
The team player 
There’s 2 types of coaches; those that have been sacked and those that are waiting to be sacked 
There’s an expectation here from our stakeholders that we win 
They have to want to own it. 
They need to know that they’re being guided the right way 
They still need to feel like they’re representing something 
They’ve defined the boundaries for their players and the players understand that completely 
Trust and respect 
Understand how to manage your people 
Understanding and the teaching process 
Understanding how you can play the game based on their characteristics and attributes. 
Understanding my people 
Understanding players 
Understanding your people 
Understanding your players 
We have 27 super rugby players 
We need to regenerate 
We recruit more definitely around skill set but more around personality, good cultural fit 
When I can give ownership to the players 
Whether they can handle pressure 
Willing to work hard 
With credit already in the bank 
You still can’t stop learning 
You’ve got to be able to entertain them 
Josh’s coding structure 
A coach, like a teacher, is capable of adapting 
A good coach is a macro manager. He allows his other coaches power 
A good coach can pitch his sessions to the player's level 
A good coach educates 
A good coach is a man manager 
A good player is a quality 
A hidden desire to be a professional coach or they’ve got an open desire 
A lot of feeling to coaching and playing off those feelings 
A lot of people that are willing to pull you to pieces as soon as the first thing goes wrong 
A lot of tasks and roles that I think have increased over time because of the professional era 
A macro manager 
A massive bond between all of us in the family 
Administrative tasks (tick the boxes) 
All 15 people contribute to the outcome 
Becoming a good coach is a management role so you’re managing 
Buy in 
Buy into it 
Defined roles 
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Desire, the drive 
Disenfranchised 
Draw the line 
Drinking after the game 
Driven 
Driving the ship, steering the ship 
Embed a direction 
Empathy 
Everywhere I’ve gone I’ve really focused on learning from people 
Feedback from players prompts ownership 
Feeling as if they’re just as important as the other person 
Feeling of what the team 
Fun and enjoyment 
Gut feeling in coaching 
Hang yourself out there 
Have the players buy into that to produce that product that spits out the other end 
Head coach needs to know about the whole club 
How do I get my message and information across 
How to educate someone. 
I think a good player is in the head before he’s in the body 
I’m doing my level 3 
I’m learning every day 
I’m very much about development 
Input important 
It was like a religion 
It’s all about the process than the results 
It’s just more of a being down there, the club needs you 
It’s not a level playing ground 
It’s taken a lot of the fun, enjoyment and social aspect out of the game 
Jump into the deep end and start swimming 
Less demand 
Less of a social aspect 
Less of community 
Loyal 
Loyalty 
Make people feel as if they're important 
Making sure that people feel their input is crucial 
Managing the ownership vs your authority 
Manipulate circumstances 
Mental attitude 
Most of the coaches that you remember are the ones that seemed to put more energy and effort into 
Out of our depth at times 
Playing and coaching is different 
Playing at the high level exposes you to a pro habitus 
Playing pro rugby is the entry into pro coaching 
Point of value 
Professionalism is creating a monopoly 
Providing 
Reproduction of coaching practices 
Return for money 
Rugby really is an incredibly amateur sport in this country 
Started to realise that this is what I love doing 
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Steered the ship 
Strong hard rugby players 
The big 5 
The biggest aspect of being a coach is having the ability to man manage 
The buy in factor is huge 
The coaching package 
The coaching package affected by professionalism 
The most successful coaches are the ones that allow the players to feel as if they’ve got a part of it 
The negative impact of professionalism at club level 
The next step 
The same page 
The school tradition 
The skeleton vs. meat 
The top of the crop 
There’s always the line 
There’s very few people trying to get into professionally paid role 
They buy into the program 
They get on board 
This is where I put my foot down 
Transferring from player to coach 
Volunteer action prompted by folding of a club 
Volunteers are null and void now 
We all have a desire to be professional coaches 
We’re in a world of personalities 
We’re not in a world of statistics 
We’ve flipped from being very badly managed to incredibly over managed at times 
We’ve got so many other codes 
Why did I become a coach, no longer going to make it as a player 
You always remember the coaches that took the time to actually appreciate you 
You do less and less coaching but you’ve got to be able to use, manage the people 
You’re a guy that drives the team 
You’re dealing with people! 
You’ve got to be a lot more confident in yourself and what you believe in to empower other people around you 
You’ve got to empower the people around you 
You’ve got to put yourself out there 
You’ve just got to have an understanding of people. 
You’ve really got to know your players 
Seth’s coding structure 
1st grade has to have players aiming for super rugby 
A coach can be a good listener and not always just throw it at guys 
A good excerpt on how he is not scared of making mistakes in front of players 
A good player is someone that has respect for the team as well as off and on the field 
“A good player is someone who’s dependable, he’s got respect, he’s a good team mate he wants to be there with them and you know have 
a beer with them after the game” 
“A great bloke, such a great team man that he’d put the team first in any way that he could” 
A pathway not about winning 
All his experiences have given him insight into coaching 
An excerpt about the vibrancy of a club 
An excerpt on loyalty 
And if they don’t have respect you can’t get the best out of them 
Being honest being truthful and not putting yourself in front 
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But he doesn’t trust you 
“But mate there is a boundary there” 
Buying into a culture 
Challenge of me seeing whether I was good as a coach 
Coach the player alright and not the team 
Diminishing volunteers 
Do it for each other mentality 
Drive it 
Everybody in the group has to live it 
Everyone buys into it 
Excerpt of player questioning 
Follow individuals rather than the team 
Get to know them 
Give them choices and give them ownership of those choices 
Go in the heat of battle and give everything 
Good players will do the job no matter what 
Guys that were selfless 
He’s a good team mate 
He’s going to go up to New South Wales for another stint 
Help off the field 
Help out 
How much do I give and how much do I pull out 
I always had that ambition 
I decided to jump onto the coaching crew 
I guess it’s like selling 
I jumped on board 
I really just fell into it to be honest. 
I think that ownership is a big factor knowing that the players are buying into what they feel should be done 
I want a great culture with the club 
I want to speak to all the players and give them I guess that love 
I’m still leading and he’s still following 
If you have the off field sorted you play really well 
If you’re not there doing it for your team mates and playing for each other then you find it difficult to excel 
In the game because I love it 
Individual success an indicator of his coaching not team 
Influence of other coaches 
It’s about player development 
It’s about player pathway 
It’s being a facilitator 
It’s coming in and knowing your place 
Look up to me 
Loyalty 
Mateship 
Maybe they’re thinking too much about their professional pathway 
More in line of showing a bit of heart for the jersey and a bit of pride in what you’re doing 
Motivating him 
Negativity and trying to adhere to group culture 
Not being too focused on being pro 
Nurturing 
Open style of rugby 
Ownership to a certain extent 
Play with the ball, have a bit of fun with it, have fun with the ball in hand and play some open style rugby 
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Providing resources 
Pushing the brand of the club out there 
Respect for each other and helping each other 
Respect from the playing group 
Rugby spitting these guys out 
So better player, better the person. 
So there is that line 
Split allegiances 
Steer them in the right direction 
Technical coach = feel OR manager 
Tell them the truth 
That emphasis on that culture 
That tie to the jersey 
The coach still has an influence 
The culture of the school 
The enjoyment factor 
The feel 
The importance of team, kicking individuals out who are not helpful 
The individual success 
The lack of determination, will, heart in their performance 
The players have brought into that team environment 
The right reasons for playing (Heart) 
The Seth twist 
The services available for players 
“There in 1st grade rather than getting out there and doing it for the club and your teammates, that brotherhood.” 
“There were people willing to help out, running water and making the club vibrant you know and I’m not seeing it anymore, it’s 
difficult.” 
There’s no doubt that every coach I’ve had has influenced me in some way 
There’s the respect of the players around you 
There’s your teammates 
They haven’t got an allegiance 
They just mentor 
They need to do club rugby to get to the next level, so you’re creating a pathway. 
To me it’s about how many players we produce that go to the next level 
Train as much as I can to tailor the individual 
Trust, culture, brotherhood 
Truthful to your players 
We need to be looking after players 
We need to be more professional 
We’ve got a pathway for these kids 
We’ve got to be semi-professional at the way they approach the game 
When you’ve lost trust with the coach or you lose respect you’ve lost the players 
You expect a level of commitment 
You just bought into it because at the end of the day there is a hierarchy within rugby culture 
You the seller, sell! 
“You’ve got to be playing because you’re in a team sport you’re not playing because you’re an individual and you need to get somewhere 
or utilising the team to better yourself you know.” 
You’ve got to find that boundary. 
“You’ve got to find that fine balance between coaching, developing, mentoring you know get to know the player you know all those 
areas.” 
You’ve still got to have trust and respect from the players 
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Memo: Sydney 
I interviewed three coaches, they were all relatively young – Josh was the oldest at 40. 
Seth had played professional rugby and played for all the Super 15 franchises except 
for one. He was also a Wallaby. Cameron, played professional rugby in Europe and has 
come back to his old club to coach. I used Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) strategy of 
taking out relevant text and then giving them a code. Following this, Charmaz (2006) 
suggestions of focusing on concrete elements of what the data says before being 
abstract, and to just write, were used. So here I am, just writing.  
An important point to come out of Sydney (and other sites) is the coach as a man 
manager, but within that were some interesting details. While they recognised the coach 
as being a man manager, it not only entailed a leadership role but ideas on being 
empathetic, trying to understand your players, and produced conflict between how 
much power and control to give players. They recognised that it was important for 
players to have a say, but you’ve still got to steer the ship – and that the relationship as 
man manager can only be successful if built on respect, respect for each other.  
Next, a category I call ‘the coach of today’ seems to have emerged. Remember I am 
doing grounded theory, so by letting the data speak I feel it is easier than try to force 
my data into Bourdieu’s concepts. The coach of today is defined by the pressure to win, 
which the coaches have nominated as being the impact of professionalism. Yet, there 
is conflict between this pressure to win and their own beliefs on what is important in 
the coaching process. Coaching to these coaches is not about focusing on winning, but 
rather about focusing on the process of player development. Could this be a link to the 
amateur ethos? Moreover, another impact of professionalism is the decline of 
volunteers within the clubs, and being less community based and as a result produces 
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more individualism – players are more iconic than teams, they are traded freely in 
pursuit of a career. As 1st team club coach, it is important to have a broader outlook on 
the club and not just the team, because players are expendable, and so there needs to be 
a constant influx filling up the 1st team squad.   
The next category is quite interesting because it seems to be spoken of by all the coaches 
thus far. It is ‘to be a good player is an attitude, a good attitude’. Why was this expressed 
and not silenced, would it be the same had I been interviewing coaches in a different 
sport? I can only suggest that this is a central aspect of rugby, and has its roots in the 
amateur ideals that were so tightly affiliated with the game. We need to delve into the 
past and uncover these roots. I need to bear in mind that the youngest coach I have 
interviewed to date was 36, meaning that these coaches had gone through possibly a 
cultural identity of rugby and its amateur values. Why was character prioritised? 
Josh really wanted to get to the next level but felt that the opportunities for him were 
not there, as opposed to Seth who has played at that level and has the connections, or 
Cameron who is coaching arguably the best club in Australia. I also found that trying 
to get to the next level is a bit of catch-22, and may not be as systematic as mapped out 
with the ARU and the pathway into elite coaching. For example, Cameron was able to 
do his master’s because he played professional rugby, yet he never finished his 
undergraduate. He gained access to a master’s of education at Siddletry because he had 
played 5 years of professional rugby. (Is a formal theory developing here, access to 
other professions may be based on social and cultural capital rather than systematic 
career pathways?)  
This category concerns learning. All the coaches have said that they feel they are 
constantly learning and never stop to learn. But, the interesting thing is that as a coach 
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it is important to find your own identity whilst also acknowledging the impact others 
have had on you. Generally, although the coaches have valued any coaching courses 
they have go on, it seems that the influence of other coaches is more powerful, Mike in 
Melbourne provided a powerful quote for this and even named this amalgamation of 
influences ‘Frankie’, his imaginary coach mentor.  
There is a monopoly in each of the contexts that is detrimental to certain clubs. In 
Sydney, the big 5 as they call it, dominates the competition so much that the smaller 
clubs struggle to keep afloat. Without winning premierships, cash flow stagnates, and 
without cash flow these clubs are not capable of promoting the club to more success 
(premiership wins). Not only is Sydney stated as the heart of Australian rugby it has 
also been labelled as a style that is renowned for attacking rugby (newspaper articles 
and all coaches have said this). The impact of professionalism on Sydney rugby has 
been what Cameron has called entertainment value, he articulated that we are in the 
entertainment business. While for others, without the structures and money of the 
bigger clubs, they have to come up with innovative ways to provide a service to attract 
players.  
After coffee with Richard on Wednesday the 02/10/2013, the socialisation of P.E 
teachers seems to occur with coaches as well. There are some important themes within 
that but one of the criteria is a passion and love for rugby. All the coaches expressed a 
passion, love or respect for the sport. This is to follow up and develop. The importance 
of this on the process of becoming a coach has been an interesting development. At 
some point in time, some earlier than others, coaches start to play rugby. They start to 
love the sport, and are acculturated with rugby ideals (Amateur ideals on a global scale? 
And context specific ideals such as thinking, developing smart players as opposed to 
training committed players?)  
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Appendix Four: Hamilton Data Construction 
(See Preface of Appendix One for context) 
Theoretical sampling means seeking pertinent data to develop your emerging theory. The main 
purpose of theoretical sampling is to elaborate and refine the categories constituting your theory. 
You conduct theoretical sampling by sampling to develop the properties of your category(ies) 
until no new properties emerge. (Charmaz, 2006, p. 96) 
Coding: Hamilton 
By the time I conducted research in Hamilton, my analysis was well developed with 
some core themes situating the study, namely the Victorian ideal and the influence of 
socially constructed knowledge on coaching beliefs. As a result, the memo written on 
Hamilton resembles closely the finished product in this thesis. 
Jordan’s coding structure 
A good coach worries about all aspects of a players life 
And I’ve got an interest in developing the whole person to. 
“And you know what happened to playing a good club season and to put your heart on the line, I know it’s a real cliché but put your heart 
on the line and the reward of that is being selected in a rep side, whereas these guys know that they can have a crap club season.” 
As a youngster the club was a real community affair 
Being careful not to be too social with players 
Bring that balance back in 
Club rugby is no longer one of the highest levels of rugby in NZ 
Coaching pathway more difficult, not a player 
Dealing with the line 
Enjoyment out of coaching 
Father figure means that a line has to be drawn 
Fatherly 
Good cop, bad cop 
I care about the guys and want to help them out 
I had an audience that hung off every word 
I think off the field is probably just knowing a bit more about them. 
I think that loyalty says a lot about a person’s character and you know you’ve got to be a good person as well. 
I think there’s a strong correlation between good buggers and good athletes. 
I was blown away by the professionalism 
I was loyal, but probably too loyal 
I’m always learning 
I’m really honest with the players 
If I lost that desire to win I probably shouldn’t be coaching, well shouldn’t be coaching at this level. 
Instant gratification 
It’s a way of life 
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It’s like a father figure or whatever you want to call it. 
Leadership from players 
Making a point of getting too close with players 
Managing off the field issues 
My school teacher’s hat 
Off the field 
Package deal 
Professionalism, agents and unions at schools 
Provide facilities and services 
Putting out little fires 
Relationship and trust 
Satisfaction out of being a coach 
Shift in club rugby 
So I’m all for guys having input but there’s a time and a place 
Speak to the group first 
Success 
Success off the field 
Team first 
That it’s about the whole person and not just on the rugby field. 
That selfless act I think is a big thing 
The age old tradition of having a good club season and being rewarded 
The better people are the ones that have to work and know the value of it. 
The culture 
The good kid 
The importance of little things to mark a change 
The larger perspective 
The more professional it gets and the guys want instant gratification out of it 
The network of club rugby 
The same goal (collective goal) 
The team comes first 
There’s more than rugby 
They needed a hand 
To socialise 
Trust 
Winning = sponsors 
Without volunteers clubs would fall over, or more clubs would fall over. 
Work hard, to sacrifice 
You don’t want to be up the front and barking all the time 
You want them to earn their gear 
You’ve got to be humble and you’ve got to be respectful 
Wes’ coding structure 
And I’m not saying financially looked after, their value as a person. 
Best players don't always make the best teams 
Collective buy-in 
Committal selection 
Discipline 
Does he want a hand 
Effort is proof to coaches 
Every year I think this is probably my last year 
Fatherly 
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Fun 
Give back 
Good culture = commitment 
Growing affection for coaching 
Haka as an event 
Haka is a gift 
I’m a white boy I shouldn’t be doing Maori stuff 
I’ve always worked on the process 
Important to be reasonable and displayed by doing with players 
It is only a game 
It’s not all about winning it’s about development and it’s about getting the best out of your players. 
It’s not all those tries it’s about doing the job. 
It’s not the be all and end all 
Leadership group 
Leadership, respect, discipline 
Learning and growth more important 
Makes you feel good 
More fun when winning 
No fear in mistakes 
No more loyalty if club turns pro 
Off the field transfer 
Organisation an important display for a coach 
Overt ritual or behaviour to change a culture 
Ownership 
Players challenging coaches seen as positive 
Players thinking for themselves 
Positivity 
Rugby, you just did it 
Sense of accomplishment 
So it’s about bringing belief into your team 
Sometimes it’s just about getting into the kids’ heads 
Talks about selling your ideas (buy in) 
Team = players who back each other 
The big picture 
The coach's payment = players doing what is practiced 
The heart of rugby 
The importance of team 
The social viewed not to be conducive to winning rugby 
There's a place for the haka 
Trust and belief 
Volunteers 
We don’t develop if we’re not challenged 
We took out the drinking 
We work them hard 
Winning 
You can’t give them all 
You just do it because of the love of the game 
You want to do the glory bit but you don’t want to do the hard work. 
Steve’s coding structure 
A lack of professional standards. 
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Achieving collective goals 
As the premier coach I hold that responsibility 
Behaviours are visual signs that they are connected 
Being a good bugger first 
Being selfish 
Character flaws 
Club survives on contributions 
Coach development 
Coaching is about opportunity 
Coaching’s about delivery 
Collective buy in 
Collective purpose 
Collective understanding 
Connecting with the sponsors 
Culture is just the way things are done around here 
Deep rooted philosophies 
Different voices 
Ego driven 
Everybody is sacrificing in that sort of amateur world 
Everyone wants to win 
Evolution from prescriptive to autonomy 
Get the best out of players 
Gives itself over to the group 
Good cop and bad cop 
Hard work reward 
Higher expectation 
I always have a core group of guys 
I believe that coaching is a learning process 
I sold a plan for 3 years 
Injury - enjoyment - success = coaching 
It’s an intrinsic sort of thing 
Jack of all trades and master of none 
Love and hate relationship as a coach with fans 
No pathways in coaching 
Ongoing learning 
Partly facilitator 
Pebbles and sand 
Perception that non pro players will struggle as coaches 
Players being asked 
Professional skills 
Relationships 
Retention = secondary schools or opportunities of network 
Sacrificing 
Serving their own needs 
Similar to teaching 
So it’s the human element to it that is more important than the sporting element 
So we basically started all over again. 
Someone who drives it 
Sport is an industry 
Stronger sponsorship model 
Success important for current role as coach at this level 
Sweep the sheets which is humility 
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Symbolic aspect of rugby important 
Talent fails without those human traits 
Team culture 
The good bugger for the coach too 
The good team mate 
The importance for of the symbolic stuff 
The line that you can cross when you’re coaching club rugby here is that drinking culture 
The Marist community 
The same page 
The sweep the sheets mentality because we know it’s in line with NZRU 
The symbolism of players being on board 
“There is a certain amount of leadership and direction that has to come from one individual but you’ve got to be a facilitator at the same 
time.” 
“There was a lot of takers but not a lot of doers.” 
There was no discipline 
There was no work ethic 
There were no standards 
They coach the way they were coached 
They sold their soul for $10 000 
They’ve got to be coachable 
Understanding each other 
We weren’t playing as a group 
Win every moment 
You evolve pretty quickly 
You’re trying to get players to buy in 
Your ego gets in the way 
 
Character and the role of club rugby: ‘Being a good bugger first’  
This theme highlights the perceived importance from the coaches of the moral attributes 
that rugby develops in players. The coaches in this site, Jordan, Wes and Steve, felt that 
overt displays of a strong work ethic and socialising with team mates accorded with the 
required team standards. They emphasised the role of rugby in developing ‘good 
buggers’, suggestive of the remnants of the amateur ethos. Indeed, coupled with the 
more global impact of professionalism, it highlighted the tension between club rugby 
as an amateur institution and a perception of ‘selfish’ players who used the club for 
individualistic (read a professional career in rugby) purposes.  
The club has an important, albeit, diminishing role as a stepping stone to higher 
representative honours. The coaches felt that the diminishing status and role of club 
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rugby was due to the influence of professionalism. Ryan (2008c) in support of the 
coaches’ views expressed that ‘the better players [have] largely bypassed clubs on the 
fast-track to higher honours’ (p.49). The coaches articulated that the unions were 
‘recruiting’ players at school level, resulting in what they felt was the devaluing of the 
club traditions of loyalty, commitment and self-sacrifice, as the following quote from 
Jordan expressed: 
Young players are being signed by Wendoury, coming over here and playing in January and 
February, and they can have a crap club season [because] they know they’re going to be picked 
in the representative side at the end of the year. What happened to playing a good club season 
and to put your heart on the line, I know it’s a real cliché, but put your heart on the line and the 
reward of that is being selected in a representative side; whereas, these guys know that they can 
have a crap season but they’ll still be picked because they’ve already signed for the union. 
Much like the feeling in Sydney, coaches felt they were required to ‘sell their 
programs’. Indeed, this new notion on rugby as a commoditised practice is felt to have 
altered the significance, traditions and values of club rugby. As a result, to these coaches 
at the club level, the professional values seem to compete against the traditions of 
amateur rugby. It was felt to significantly impact on the pioneering male, wherein as 
Phillips (1996) argues, physical prowess and self-sacrificial loyalty was promulgated. 
The coaches’ nostalgic view on the ability to put body and heart on the line and being 
rewarded for that by gaining selection for representative teams is a reflection of these 
underpinning ideals.  
Work ethic, putting your body on the line and showing loyalty to the club were 
important displays of ‘being a good bugger’ to these coaches. These attributes were felt 
to a core component for developing good team culture. Indeed, team cohesion was felt 
to be more important than individual players. They felt that players who had this innate 
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character to put the team above their individual needs, was the key that would lead to 
successful seasons. As a result, coaches regarded players with the moral character and 
social demeanour of a team player more highly than a ‘superstar’. Wes articulated this 
notion in the following quote: 
A good player is a guy that works hard off the ball rather than what he’s doing with the ball. 
Everyone can be a superstar and look real good with the ball but if you’re not getting off your 
arse quick enough or not working hard enough off the ball then you letting the rest of the team 
down. So to me it’s that culture, it’s that building a team before your skills and drills so everyone 
wants to work hard for each other and that makes a difference … sometimes you know you can 
have the best players [but] it doesn’t always make the best team.  
Similarly, Steve’s articulated views on the moral dimension of players as superseding 
rugby skills, accorded with the views of the coaches in this site. He termed it ‘the human 
characteristics’ which were actively developed through overt behaviours and visual 
displays. He felt that ‘their behaviours are visual signs that they are connected and that 
they are on board’. Interestingly, winning rugby is linked to an amateur past, where 
character dominated the discourse of club rugby. These standards underpin the moral 
education of rugby, where as in life, team-work and social conformity were privileged. 
As a result, players who did not display correct team behaviours were deemed to be 
acting selfishly and not agreeing to the collective ethos of the club; thus, they were least 
likely to be selected to represent the first team of the club, as the following quote 
suggests: 
Players who would not commit to trainings, not buy into team standards, guys that weren’t 
wearing the right clothing, guys that weren’t sticking around after the game, guys that weren’t 
contributing at all to the amateur nature of a sports club where you socialise together afterwards, 
for at least a short time, and you give back to sponsors and those kind of things. So we didn’t 
think that those characteristics were the right sort of things to get success on the field so we 
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worked really hard on trying to create an environment that was maybe conducive to winning 
rugby.  
On this point, Jordan articulated a similar feeling on the ego-driven, selfish desires of 
non-team players who don’t belong in the club environment. He regarded the ‘selfless 
act is a big thing’ in club rugby and stated that he thinks ‘there’s a strong correlation 
between good buggers and good athletes.’ This discourse reflected the enduring games 
cult brought to the colonies as propagated through the British public schools (Mangan 
& Hickey, 2000). This view on the moral development of rugby has endured although 
rugby has been professional for nearly two decades. When I probed Wes about his 
feelings on rugby’s role and aim, his response aligned with this enduring ideal on the 
development of character and ‘playing the game’, as the following quote suggests:  
Rugby develops leadership, respect, [sic] discipline … I’m a big believer that we’re only out 
there to play a game, and it is only a game. And as much as you love this game and you walk 
away thinking mate that was the best thing that happened today, it’s still a game and that’s how 
it’s got to be treated. It’s a game where you can make money out of or it’s a game where you 
can just go and have fun. 
Similarly, this view permeated in these coaches’ philosophies and beliefs of coaching. 
When I had asked Jordan what he felt made a good player, his response reflected the 
strong amalgamation made between rugby and its ability to develop character. He 
articulated that ‘[t]he ability for [a] player to work hard, to sacrifice. I know it’s a real 
cliché but the more you put in the more you get out type of thing and making sure you 
realise that. So, for me, a good player, the team comes first.’ This, however, is what is 
perceived to make a good club player in this setting by these coaches. Indeed, to the 
point that Jordan called it a cliché. This cliché has been enculturated as a result of his 
past playing experience, strongly rooted in the amateur governance of the sport 
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(Hassanin & Light, 2014). These views and beliefs are expressive of the adoption and 
dissemination of the games ethic in New Zealand. His views, like Steve and Wes, reflect 
a strong inclination to the traditional mores of rugby, 20 years on. This shaped their 
views on good players and how they managed and manipulated their role as a coach. 
Committing to trainings and working hard were overt visual displays of ‘connected 
players’, players who had bought into the team culture. As a consequence, coaches 
actively sought to bind teams, to have players buy in to this team culture, to promote 
social conformity within the team. However, as a result of a shift from these traditional 
mores of loyalty, they felt they were required to sell their ideas. Once players had 
accepted the team’s traditions, it was felt easier to facilitate a collective purpose. Later, 
this conformity was maintained and developed through symbolic gestures, such as 
being organised; focusing on respectful behaviours towards the referee; ensuring 
players had a uniform to be proud of and were dressed appropriately at games. They 
also developed metaphors or war cries to sustain these mores. The collective was so 
important that creating rituals and ensuring players ‘earned’ their gear prompted 
adherence to the team. 
Mana: ‘You want them to earn their gear’ 
There was a significant importance placed on the overt behaviours that players needed 
to display, which acted as a symbolic representation of possessing ‘rugby’ virtues and 
being good team players. The symbolic aspect in a club environment was used to mark 
changes in a culture or to create an environment, which these coaches believed was 
conducive to a successful season. Significantly, the coaches use of the word ‘mana’ 
encapsulated the virtues that rugby was felt to develop as players and people. A Māori 
term, meaning respect, mana was felt to encapsulate the attitudes and virtues these 
coaches desired in players and a team. Jordan articulated his view on mana as the 
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physical war of rugby that naturally inclines players to acquiring important life lessons, 
as the following quote suggests: 
So the mana, and teaching the kids the haka, it’s about the battle and that it’s a war. So you do 
your haka, and you play real hard and physical, and you’re relentless but once you’re off the 
field, that’s it. That side of the mana changes [so] you’ve got to be humble and you’ve got to be 
respectful and you’ve got to look professional, and I think schools that do that well, it filters 
through into your life. 
The haka is a prime example of a popular Māori ritual and its influence on the sporting 
landscape. Importantly, these coaches were not explicitly aligned to Māori culture, the 
club had no haka and Māori traditions were not promoted. However, such is the 
significance of Māori in rugby that these are at times viewed as interdependent 
(Grainger et al., 2012). Indeed, while they did not practice some of the Māori traditions, 
they understood the significance of these rituals. As a result, they felt that creating 
rituals in the club environment correlated strongly to a proud club, players who were 
good team mates, and in turn a successful season. Jordan, Wes and Steve were all 
Pakehas, and as Wes suggested they felt they had no right in using a haka for their team 
yet they personally have been influenced by this tradition and its strong alignment to 
rugby, through school. The following quote from Wes provides the idolisation and 
respect of Māori traditions: 
I’m not Māori so it’s not for me to develop a haka for them, [sic] whether an elder comes in and 
says this is what we’d like to do then I will say yes, we will jump on it, because it’s the respect 
thing. I’m a white boy, I shouldn’t be doing Māori stuff unless they come and ask ‘can we do 
this for you’, and then I’ll say yes.  
Players at the club level come from many different ethnic groups, some players who 
played first XV for their school would have performed a haka, yet this ritual was not at 
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all present in the club environment. Indeed, it was felt that it would impose Māori rituals 
on a group who may not understand the ‘true’ meaning of it. However, other forms of 
rituals and symbols were present, signifying the power rituals are felt to provide in 
terms of team cohesion and preparedness. As a result, prioritising non-verbal 
communication and adopting rituals such as war cries, dress codes and social gatherings 
were felt to ensure the values and mores of the group of players were reinforced on a 
weekly basis. The ‘gear’ was one such example and was extremely important. Jordan 
felt that players needed ‘to earn their gear’, and described an administrative issue where 
a delay in the arrival of the gear created tension within the club. He felt that this delay 
created difficulties in cementing a new culture, a new identity per se: 
[Y]ou know like little things, like our playing strip it didn’t arrive until about 10 games in. So 
we were playing with a mixture of the last 3 or 4 seasons for the last 10 games and we’re trying 
to create a culture and a new environment and this is a new Varsity, well little things like that. 
Much like the buy-in coaches desired, this ‘team culture’ was viewed to promote a 
common grounding, an alignment where everyone is ‘on the same page’. This page 
(season goals) was created through the help of rituals; and their adoption and 
performance was a good indicator of good team culture and coherence. In Steve’s 
words:   
Someone’s behaviour is more of an indication than their words as to whether or not they are 
actually connected with what you’re doing. So the things, when you working as a team or 
operating as a team, you’re wanting [sic] everybody to be on the same page and not just on the 
field [but] off as well; hence, the importance for of the symbolic stuff, the symbols and the 
rituals of a team. The symbolism of wearing the same gear, the rituals of making sure that you 
communicate well, of making sure that you’re looking after your injuries through the protocols 
there and the fact that you turn up on time, if you can’t turn up on time you communicate and 
those sorts of things … So you know to create a culture for me the model that I look at is you 
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know your people, your symbols, your rituals and all of those things that connect a common 
collective purpose.  
On a similar point, the ‘drinking culture’ or the ‘social element’ of club rugby was 
viewed as a hindrance on player performance. It was seen to be the most important 
distinction between a coach and a player. These coaches felt that to socialise and go out 
drinking with the players was to ‘stoop to their level’ and made it more difficult to be 
an effective leader, to at times be an enforcer. Thus, Wes felt that it was important that 
a place was designated to having some drinks and socialising after a game. This 
socialising is viewed as an important part of amateur club rugby; however, without a 
defined place or a defined purpose, it was felt to be destructive to player performance. 
Once again this is suggestive of the intersection between the social, pre-professional 
club and the performance-driven ethos underpinning globalised commoditised sport. 
Wes implemented a ritual to control the perceived drinking behaviour of the players, 
and describes it in the following quote: 
We took out the drinking … we don’t mind if the boys have a beer afterwards but nothing in 
our changing sheds. If they want to have a beer they come have a beer in one of our club rooms 
which is fine. When we first started it was a thing that a lot of Colts do is that they’ll pulp beers 
in the changing sheds afterwards and that’s not our culture. Our culture is a beer in the club 
rooms, that’s what the club rooms are for and we don’t drink any other time.  
This culture Wes spoke of was at odds with the amateur social arena of club rugby, 
where drinking and socialising were important components, and the performance-
driven, scientisation of training. Indeed, at this level the boundaries between high-
performance and the social element are often blurred. Coaches felt they needed to 
manage the seriousness of rugby performance and the moral development of players.  
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Holistic, humanistic coaching: ‘I care about my players’ 
These coaches’ viewed their role as coach as being a facilitator. However, they still felt 
a dilemma in the shift of power, articulating that, as coaches, they are sometimes both 
‘good cop, bad cop’. This view suggests the constant managing and negotiation of the 
player/coach relationship that is imminent in order to retain some form of leadership 
and effectiveness. Being a facilitator, they felt it was more important to place emphasis 
on player development in opposition to a win-at-all cost mentality. Furthermore, they 
suggested that a core component of facilitation was challenging players to think for 
themselves. Wes, Steve and Jordan felt strongly about player development, on and off 
the field. They spoke of developing trusting and positive relationships with players; in 
their words, they cared about their players.  
As coaches they felt primarily that they should contribute to player development on the 
field. Wes expressed, ‘it’s not all about winning, it’s about development and it’s about 
getting the best out of your players’, but also off the field as they adopted an almost 
fatherly role. Wes, Steve and Jordan would often slip up in the interviews and call the 
players kids before correcting themselves and reverting to calling them players. This 
highlighted the holistic view of coaching they felt was necessary, Jordan commented 
‘that it’s about the whole person and not just on the rugby field.’ Consequently, the 
ability to be an effective coach in this regard relied on a healthy relationship where the 
players felt comfortable to disclose, off the field and on the field, issues. This was 
prompted by these coaches by a constant shift in power, players were capable of 
challenging the coaches as Wes stated, ‘I love it when a guy comes up and challenges 
you and hopefully we’re right, but not all the time’, and ‘putting little deposits’ as Steve 
expressed. These little deposits are a good metaphor for these coaches views of their 
role, it’s a constant give and take, a shift in power and well expressed by the term I 
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heard on several occasions as ‘good cop, bad cop’. These ‘deposits’, ‘hats’ are 
calculated means of ensuring a coach’s effectiveness, not only did they plan the training 
regimes and were conscious of how player’s felt, they planned and were conscious of 
the balance in power. Jordan expressed this ongoing battle between being a father figure 
and ensuring his effectiveness as a leader, he felt it was important to draw the line:  
[T]here’s that fine balance where, so that’s probably linked in with I care about the guys and 
want to help them out with their studies you know, when I can try and get them jobs … but on 
the flip side of that is that I don’t really drink with them on Saturdays, you’ve got to have, I 
think being a father figure and all that, and a lack for a better term, there’ll be issues with that 
if you constantly treat them like a mate and socialise with them as well. I think you have a fine 
balance where you separate the on field stuff with the off field, even though they mostly 
correlated. 
This was an important facet of coaching to these three coaches. Without managing this 
‘line’ they felt it would be difficult for players to buy into the team structures. Indeed, 
the coach may initially drive their views and ideas but the dynamic changes as the group 
forms; thus, as the group matures there is more ownership and independence required 
of the players. Steve articulated this in the following quote: 
I think there definitely has to be someone who drives it, but the more you can get people on 
board establishing it then obviously a more of a piece they are, and the more likely they are to 
invest their time. But I actually think it’s a maturation thing if that makes sense … even with 
my current group it was more of a prescriptive approach, whereas now it’s more of a, it’s a less 
prescriptive allowing them the autonomy approach. But that’s the evolution of this group. If I 
went to a different group, then I’d probably work myself back from prescriptive because I 
believe that you know a head coach, there is a certain amount of leadership and direction that 
has to come from one individual but you’ve got to be a facilitator at the same time. 
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At another level, coaches in this site would ensure a certain amount of ownership with 
regards to team decisions by constantly talking to a leadership group. This group of 
players have been identified as the leaders in the team, who have a significant amount 
of influence over the team, its direction and the dissemination of values and traditions 
in the team. Wes expressed: 
Well we just put it to the team so it’s a team decision. Obviously we’ve got our game plans and 
our coaching philosophies but at the end of the day if the team doesn’t buy in on it, it’s worth 
nothing. So it’s a sit down, it’s a talk, it’s a what do you guys want, where do you need it … 
We have leaders in the team we talk to all the time to make sure that we’re on the right track; 
our full back pulled up something on our back coach the other night which is great because we 
don’t develop if we’re not challenged.  
These three coaches, unlike those interviewed in South Africa embraced being 
challenged by players, they even promoted it. These challenges were displays that 
players were thinking for themselves, as opposed to threatening the hierarchical 
structures embedded in the player/coach relationship in the Pretoria site. This was a 
marked difference. Whereas in South Africa, the coach was respected for the ability to 
be a strong leader and make tough decisions, coaches in this site felt that a good coach 
was capable of stepping back, giving the players autonomy and managing ‘the big 
picture’. This was well capsulated by Jordan’s views on not being ‘up the front and 
barking all the time’, as the following quote suggests:    
So I think you’re in a leadership position, and you’re collaborating and working hard to manage 
goals and you just working outside and putting out little fires; you don’t want to be up the front 
and barking all the time 
These coaches were strongly oriented towards relationships, to the point of managing 
whose turn it was to give or take. The deposits Steve spoke of outlines the views these 
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coaches had as a sort of salesman. They tried to sell their ideas and ‘gain’ buy-in from 
players. However, this buy-in was unlike South Africa where the coach climbed the 
hierarchy of ‘the pack’. This gain took time and constant negotiation, and could be 
developed by viewing the player holistically. By setting aside time to get to know the 
players, to understand them and devoting time towards building a co-operative 
relationship, players were more likely to be engaged. Steve expresses the importance 
placed on relationships in the following quote: 
I believe you deal with people in a case by case way, but you do it in a manner that you’re 
constantly putting in little deposits and taking out little deposits in your relationships with 
people you working with and the better you can understand people then the better they can 
understand you and the more successful you’re going to be. So it’s a bit airy fairy but it’s not a 
one size fits all thing you know. 
As Hassanin and Light (2014) suggest, these views towards player/coach relationships 
are underpinned by ideas on exercising power and influenced by pedagogical 
preferences embedded in different socio-political contexts.   
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Appendix Six: Initial Email 
A note for sporting clubs: 
We would like to invite your club to participate in a study for the requirements of a PhD thesis 
under the supervision of Professor Richard Light from the University of Ballarat in Victoria, 
Australia.  
This study is geared towards investigating the professional development of rugby union coaches 
and the learning that occurs as part of their everyday lives. In accepting this invitation, and with 
their consent, coaches will be required to participate in 3 audio recorded 60-90 minute in-depth 
interviews within a 3 month time slot. Additionally, observations of some training sessions will 
be noted. The information gathered from these sources will remain strictly confidential. This 
information will be used to create the written document to meet the requirements for a PhD in 
the School of Health Sciences, for Mr Rémy Hassanin. 
The club’s participation will be greatly appreciated, and all efforts will be made to not impede 
on any of the club’s normal activities.  
If the club anticipates taking part in the study, please provide your statement of interest via 
email to either Richard Light at r.light@ballarat.edu.au or Rémy Hassanin at 
r.hassanin@ballarat.edu.au. This approval on an attached club letter head is required to pass 
through the ethics committee at the University of Ballarat. 
Our sporting regards, 
Rémy Hassanin and Professor Richard Light   
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